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Tragedy over the Tennessee

Mostly clear
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
around 30. Northeast wind 5 to
10 mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and
warmer. High 55 to 60.

US LINE

MURRAY, KY

WORLD — NATIONAL
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — Soviet soldiers with automatic weapons
seized two schools in Lithuania as the Kremlin stepped up the pressure
in its psychological campaign w halt the Baltic republic's secessionist
drive.
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — Former Exxon Valdez skipper Joseph
Hazelwood has left town and the voices of protest that marked the first
anniversary of the nation's worst oil spill have quieted. Now, the legal
cleanup begins.
INDIANAPOLIS — After months of appearing paralyzed by President Bush's high poll ratings, the Democrats have shifted into a campaign mode and begun to sound like a party ready to challenge Bush in
the 1992 election.
WASHINGTON — With Nicaragua and Panama added to the
democratic column, U.S. policy in Central America is focusing anew
on the hottest remaining trouble spot: tiny, war-torn El Salvador.
WASHINGTON — Losing weight is a growing business, and the
$33 billion Americans spent to shed pounds last year usually brought
poor .and sometimes life-threatening results, a House subcommittee
chairman and staff charged today.

STATE
LEXINGTON — A new minimum local tax rate appears to be getting the nod from some school officials, but they are balking at the
idea of raising taxes enough to get full state funding under the education reform bill.
HARLAN — Harlan County leaders are looking toward the year
2000 with an eye on economic development as-experts warn that is the
year the coal will run out.
SUMMIT — The first edition of the Boyd County Courier, put
together by a controversial public relations director for the county
schools, is drawing a mixed response.

SPORTS
SEATTLE — Four people were arrested, five ejected and a police
officer cut in the mouth in a 20-minute stick-swinging brawl between
players and fans at a hockey game.
ORLANDO, Fla. — Rookie Robert Gamez capped a final-round 66
with an 18th-hole eagle on Sunday to pass Greg Norman and Larry
Mize and win the Nestle Invitational.
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. — Andre Agassi took advantage of Stefan
Edbcrg's repeated errors for a four-set victory Sunday in the finals of
the International Players Championships.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

U.S. farm trade

WASHINGTON — Negotiators reported the first breakthrough in a host of contentious
trade disputes with Japan: an
agreement designed to open the
Japanese market to Americanmade supercomputers.
Officials at the U.S. trade
office said Friday they achieved
major concessions that should
boost supercomputer sales in the
important Japanese government
market, estimated to total about
$130 million annually.
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An accident involving two buses and an automobile resulted in the
death of a 46-year-old Grand Rivers woman at approximately 5:01
a.m. Sunday. The accident occurred in the westbound lane of the 1-24
bridge over the Tennessee River near Calvert City at the Marshall
County and Livingston County line. Barbara C. Doom was pronounced dead at the scene by Marshall County Coroner Jerry Ben-

nett. The accident apparently happened %hen a chartered bus was
unable to stop for traffic that had been halted due to a tractor-trailer
blocking the road about a mile ahead. Above, officials from numerous
law enforcement departments examine the scene in an attempt to
reconstruct the accident.
Staff photo by Greg Trivia

Motorist k .1.1ed when two buses collide
CALVERT CITY, Ky. (AP) — Eight people
remained hospitalized after a series of wrecks on
an icy stretch of highway, including one in
which a woman was killed when her car was
crushed between two chartered buses.
At least 17 people from the two buses were
treated at three area hospitals for injuries from
the accident on Interstate 24 Sunday.
"I heard the tires and the crash," said Donald
Mabry, a parent accompanying a group of Lone
Oak students on one of the buses. "It threw
everybody against the seat in front of them."

The victim was identified as Barbara C.
Doom, 46, of Grand Rivers. She was pronounced
dead at the scene by Marshall County Coroner
Jerry Bennett.
Ms. Doom and the other bus, from Caseyville,
Ill., were stopped on the Tennessee River bridge
because a tractor-trailer was blocking the road
about a mile ahead, Marshall County Sheriff's
Deputy Marvin Kiehl said.
A separate accident had occurred minutes earlier at the same spot, Kiehl said. A LI driven by
David Bute, 54, of Waterloo, Ind„h-it ice on the

bridge, hit a guardrail and ran into inc median,
about 1V2 miles east of Calvert City.
The tractor-trailer, owned by J&P Properties
of Apopka, Fla., and driven by Stan Hiatt, 58.
jackknifed about 4 a.m. CST on the bridge west
of the ,Tennessee River bridge and blocked both
westbound lanes on 1-24. Hiatt was not injured.
Kiehl said.
About 5:01 a.m., a chartered bus driven by
Charles Williams of Mayfield and carrying 20
(Cont'd on page 2)

Fire kills 87; spurned lover charged with arson, murder
By RAUL REYES
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK — A man bounced
from a Bronx social club for quarreling with an ex -girlfriend
returned with a jug of gasoline and
set a fire that killed 87 people at

After first free
vote in decades,
Communist heirs
are clearly out

the nightspot, which had been
ordered closed, police said.
Julio Gonzalez, 36, was charged
with one count of arson and 87
counts of murder in the pre-dawn
blaze Sunday at the Happy Land
social club, police Sgt. Edward
Burns said.

He was arraigned" early this
morning in Bronx County Criminal
Court, and then held without bail
and placed in an isolated cell under
a suicide watch in a Rikers Island
jail, Burns said.
Meanwhile, authorities launched
a crackdown on social clubs, which

proliferate in New York's poor
neighborhoods and often operate
without proper licenses and safety
features. Happy Land was operating despite a 1988 closure order
that cited safety violations includ(Cont'd on page 2)

Setting up for science

By TEDD1E WEYR
Associated Press Writer

BUDAPEST, Hungary — In
Hungary's first free parliamentary
elections in more than 40 years,
voters overwhelmingly chose
opposition candidates over the
Communist reformers who ended
one-party rule, partial results indicated today.
It appeared likely that a coalition
of opposition parties, who say they
will not permit members of the
long-ruling party in the new government, would be running the former Soviet client state.
With 18 percent of the vote in
from Sunday's balloting, the conservative Hungarian Democratic
Forum led with 23.8 percent and
the liberal League of Free Democrats was second with 20.5 percent,
the state news agency MTI said.
The Independent Smallholders, a
revived pre-World War II party
(Cont'd on page 2)

Terri Lampkins. teacher at Sharp Elementary School in Marshall County, helps a couple of her students
set up their science project at the regional Science Fair in the Curris Center at Murray State Saturday.
Elementary and middle school students (grades K-5 and 6-8) competed on Saturday, and high school students (grades 9-12) competed Friday. There were 540 projects entered in the two-day competition — more
than have ever competed before. The awards ceremony was in Lovett Auditorium.
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Fire kills 87...

Kellie Overbey slated
for TV appearance in
'Equal Justice' debut
TV Guide says about the show:
Kellie Overbey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Overbey of Murray, "an ensemble cast tackles the court
will have a guest appearance in the system. In the opener, ADA Mike
two-hour debut of "Equal Justice" James (Joe Morton) prosecutes four
on ABC Tuesday, March 27, at 9 white cops accused of killing a
EST, 8 CST.
black youth; sex-crimes specialist
Overbey, who has starred in such Linda Bauer (Jane Kaczmarek)
shows as "L.A. Law," "Newhart," counsels a rape victim; prosecutor
"Hunter," "Growing Pains," and
Joanna Harris( Sarah Jessica Park"Head of the Class," will portray
er) laces a cnsis of conscience;
the character of Cheryl Coster.
According to reports, Kellie's ambitious ADA Christopher Searis
character can be seen quite often (James Wilder) gets his first murder case.during the show.

Buses collide...
(Cont'd from page 1)
students from the Lone Oak High
School color guard and eight
parents came upon the stopped
traffic.
Trooper Chuck Robertson, public
information officer for the Mayfield state police post, said the bus
struck the rear of the 1979 Mustang
driven by Ms. Doom, driving it
into the rear of the other chartered
bus carrying college students home
from a trip to Florida.
Robertson said the students were
from Columbia and St. Joseph,

Tennessee man
faces attempted
burglary charge
A Tennessee man has been
arrested in connection with an
attempted burglary at a Calloway
County lakeside residence Saturday, according to a report from the
Calloway County Sheriff's office.
Christopher Allen Warren, 21, of
Humbolt, Tenn., was arrested
around 1:15 p.m. Sunday and
charged with attempted third
degree burglary after an affidavit
was signed by Frank L. Moore who
claimed Warren and another Tennessee juvenile attempted to break
into his garage at his Lakeway

Mo.; Topeka, Kan.; and Carbondale, Ill. The students were from
Western State College in St.
Joseph.
Robertson said Ms. Doom's car
was crushed, and the bus driven by
Williams then struck the first bus,
owned by Vandalia Bus Lines Inc.
of Caseyville.
The injured were taken to Marshall County Hospital in Benton
and two Paducah hospitals, Lourdes and Western Baptist. Only two
were admitted, both at Western
Baptist.
A spokesman for the hospital
said Cristi Erickson, 19, of CameShores Subdivision residence
around 10:30 p.m. Saturday.
The affidavit claimed that Warren and the juvenile were seen
attempting to break into the garage
through a window and fled the
scene when Moore approached
them. The two were later
apprehended, the report said.
Warren was released from the
Calloway County Jail on a S750
cash bond.
In an unrelated arrest, sheriff
deputies also arrested Daniel
Moore, 22, of New Concord,
around 12:35 p.m. Saturday and
charged him with first degree wanton endangerment relating to a
bench warrant issued by Judge
David Buckingham Friday.
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The EATER'S CHOICE'CHOLESTEROL TREATMENT PROGRAM gives you the skills to significantly lower your cholesterol by diet while allowing
you to choose the foods you want to eat.
FREE INTRODUCTORY SESSION
DATE: Tuesday, March 27, 1990
TEKE: 7:00 p.m.
PLACE: Public Library Annex
For additional information, call
759-4750 or 753-9778
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Kellie Overbey

"People literally were stacked
on top of each other," said
Anthony De Vita, the Fire Department's command chief. "It was a
ron, Mo., was in fair condition in firetrap."
Gonzalez, a Cuban immigrant
the intensive care unit. Richard
Campbell, 20, of Independence, and former boyfriend of a Happy
Mo., was in stable condition.
Land's ticket seller, was thrown
The bus driven by Williams was out of the club after a quarrel in
owned by Brooks Bus Line. It was which he tried to woo back the
returning the color guard and
woman, police said.
parents from a competition in
After warning, "I'll be back,"
Cleveland, Tenn. Lone Oak is he returned with a jug of gasoline,
about 23 miles from the accident sprinkled the fuel on the floor and
site.
lit it, said Lt. James Malvey.
Williams had only minor injuries
Gonzalez cried with remorse
but was too distraught to talk about' under questioning, said Lt. Raythe wreck, according to his wife mond O'Donnell, a police spokesMary.
man. "Basically, he's saying he
She said he told her there were did it," O'Donnell said.
patches of fog and that the road
Authorities early today began
was slick as he headed up the raiding and shutting down some of
bridge's incline.
the 173 other illegal social clubs
She said he didn't see the ',raffle
that Mayor David Dinkins said
until he was upon it - he topped
were operating in the city.
the hill "and it was right here."
He hit the brakes and swerved but
couldn't avoid the Mustang, she
Solidarity candidates won parsaid.
liamentary seats in all but one of
A passenger on the Lone Oak
the races they were allowed to
bus, color-guard sponsor Kay Hol- (Coat'd from page 1)
contest.
popular in Hungary's villages, had
land, suffered broken ribs and
Czechoslovaks are to vote in
13.1 percent, with the Socialists,
bruises. She was treated and
released from the hospital Sunday. the successors to the Commiinists, June in their first free parliamentrailing with 10 percent, MTUsaid. tary elections in decades and
"Most of them were just bruised
nationwide balloting is expected in
and shaken up," said Lone Oak
Rezsoe Nyers, the Socialist
Bulgaria and Romania in May.
Principal- Wallace Adams. "They chairman, said he had no illusions
Premier Miklos Nemeth, a Comwere very lucky under the about his party's future: "We will
reformer and key engineer
munist
circumstances."
be an opposition party."
of the nation's two-year reform
Those not injured in the accident
"This, to use a religious term,
were placed on other buses and will be penance for the party," he course, was one of just five candidates reported to have won a
resumed their journey, Robertson said. "We will come through it and
majority in Sunday's vote.
simple
said.
we will be strong."
He was running as an independent.
From the first accident, Bute was
The old-style Communists who
Foreign Minister Gyula Horn,
hospitalized at Western Baptist,
refused
to
join
the
reform
wing
in
key reformer, was also
another
where he was in satisfactory condileading in his race. Interim presition Sunday night. His daughter founding the Socialist Party in
dent Matyas Szueros also led in his
Jennifer, 14, was in fair condition October fared even worse. Their
leader,
Gyula
Thurmer,
finished
a
constituency
but, like Horn, failed
in the intensive care unit at the
distant
fifth
in
his
district.
more
than 50 percent of
secure
to
hospital.
votes to win outright.
The mother, Donna, 34, and the
The initial results suggested
three other children, 12-year-old
Thurmer's party would not meet
Another prominent reformer,
Jamie, 10-year-old JoAnne and
the 4 percent minimum vote needed
Imre Pozsgay, was trailing in
5-year-old Jason were hospitalized
to sit in the new legislature. Just another race.
six
of the 29 parties fielding candiin satisfactory condition at MarElection results trickled in at
shall County Hospital in Benton, a dates were crossing that barrier.
election commission headquarters
Candidates of the Democratic in the gothic Parliament building
spokeswoman said.
Traffic was rerouted from 1-24 Forum and the Free Democrats and at the election studio of state
were reported ahead in most races television and final results were not
for 10 hours on Sunday during the
cleanup and investigation, Robert- in a neck-and-neck race that had expected until late today at the
son said.
been widely predicted.
earliest
About 7.8 million people were
The Forum embodies traditional
eligible to vote and election offiHungarian populism and draws cials said preliminary figures
most of its support from the pro- showed turnout was more than 70
vinces. The more urbane Free percent.
Free government commodities Democrats have a core of former
will be distributed Thursday, dissidents. The Independent SmallMarch 29, at the county road holders advocate returning land
department's facilities on East confiscated by the Communists
Sycamore Street between the hours after their takeover.
But the slow, fragmented return
of 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain these process indicated nothing more
The Murray Fire Department
items should bring proper identifi- than a trend 15 hours after the last
responded
to a structure fire at 808
cation. Persons picking up the of 11,000 polling stations closed.
Since the election law mandates Coldwater Road around 1:27 p.m.
items for another individual, must
bring a signed note of authoriza- runoff elections for each seat not Saturday when paint apparently
tion, according to Calloway County won by an absolute majority, it was caught fire in a gas heater, accordJudge-Executive George Weaks' clear that most seats would have to ing to a department spokesperson.
The blaze was extinguished with
office.
be contested again in a second
reported damage to the busino
It is extremely necessary for round - likely on April 8.
according to the report. Ten
ness,
them
a
bag
with
residents to bring
The
Hungarian
people's
rejection
three units responded.
men
and
or box for carrying the items, a of heirs
to
long-ruling
Communists
Firemen
also responded to the
- spokesperson for the program followed similar
moves in other
of
the
smell of smoke at
report
stated.
former Soviet satellites.
Behr's Clothing Store in the CentrThe USDA Emergency Food
East Germany held Eastern Eural Shopping Center around 3:22
Assistance Program is available to
ope's
first
completely
free
elecp.m.
Friday. Electricity was shut
or
all eligible recipients regardless
tions in decades on March 18, and
off temporarily and a suspected
race, color, national orgin, sex or the
reformed Communists were
faulty light bulb was removed,
handicap.
rejected there. In June, proaccording to reports.

Communist...

Free commodities
to be distributed

Murray Fire Dept.
responds to two
weekend calls

tot

39.88
-TO 47.88

SALE

QUarlIUM

(Coat'd from page 1)
ing improper exits.
Most of the dead suffocated in
thick smoke in the pre-dawn blaze
Sunday, authorities said. Some
people were trampled to death;
others broke a hole through a wall
to an adjoining hall in a desperate
attempt to live.
Emergency workers described
bodies felled by smoke so quickly
that they still had their legs
wrapped around a bar stool,
gripped drinks or held hands. Only
three people managed to reach
safety by way of the two tiny exit
doors on the front of the two-story
Happy Land social club.
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It was the deadliest tire in the
continental United States since the
1977 blaze at the Beverly Hills
Supper Club in Southgate, Ky., that
killed 164 people. A New Year's
Eve 1986 fire at a hotel in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, killed 96.
The fire occurred 79 years to the
day after a blaze at the Triangle
Shirtwaist Co. in New York City
that claimed 145 lives, many of
them immigrant garment workers.
That blaze led to reforms around
the nation in workplace safety.
After Sunday's fire, the impoverished Latino neighborhood near the
Bronx Zoo waslhick with mourners, who were asked to identify
relatives from snapshots of the
bodies posted on the wall of a high
school.
Killed were 61 men and 26
women, most of them Honduran
and Dominican immigrants.
"Most of the bodies were in
dance clothes," Emergency Medical Services specialist Christopher
McCarthy said. "They were out to
have fun."
Alva Romero, a Honduran immigrant, lost six relatives, including a
daughter, both brothers and a sister. Jerome Ford lost five relatives.
The local Hondirran soccer club
lost several players.
Happy Land was ordered shut in
November 1988 and again a year
later because of inadequate exits,
sprinkler systems, emergency lighting and signs, Dinkins said. It had
no liquor or cabaret license.
City officials said the building
was sold last year to Karl Rubman,
but Dinkins said it was unclear
who owns the property now. Residents said the manager of the club
was Elias Colon. The Daily News

The United Way
of Murray/Calloway County

eillb

sJØ'ei Att_e114 te

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5

IPSO JCP•nrapy Company. Inc

-

1990-91 Annual
Membership Meeting
March 27, 7 p.m.

Calloway County Public Library

reported that Colon's wile, Elena,
was one of the survivors of the fire.
Despite their name, the social
clubs admit anyone. Happy Land
charged a $5 admission price at the
door; its illegally served drinks
cost about S3 each.
"1 will tell you it will not be an
endless battle," the mayor said in
announcing the crackdown on
illegal clubs. "Anybody that had
an opportunity to view those 87
bodies knows that we're not going
to tolerate this."
Mayor Ed Koch, Dinkins' predecessor, made a similar promise
after a 1988 Bronx social club fire
killed seven people. The clubs are
popular among poor immigrants.
Two rickety staircases lead to
the second-story dance floor where
most of the bodies were found.
Disc jockey Ruben Valladares, who
spun reggae, salsa and calypso
records, ran through the flames and
was hospitalized with severe burns.
At least two other women
escaped. Their condition was
unknown.
"People were screaming; they
were all burned," said Rosemary
Green, who found the club on fire
when she arrived to meet her sisterin-law and cousin. "Once you got
in the entrance there was no way to
get oui"

Worst fires in
recent history
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Here is a list of some of the
worst fires, in terms of lives
lost, in the United States and its
possessions since 1942.
Dec. 31, 1986, San Juan,
Puerto Rico, hotel, 96 dead.
Nov. 8, 1982, Biloxi, Miss.,
county jail, 29 dead.
Jan. 9, 1981, Keansburg,
N.J., boarding home, 30 dead.
Dec. 4, 1980, Harrison, N.Y.,
hotel, 26 dead.
Nov. 21, 1980, Las Vegas,
Nev.,'hotel, 84 dead.
June 26, 1977, Columbia,
Tenn_ jail, 42 dead.
May 28, 1977, Southgate,
Ky., nightclub, 164 dead.
Oct, 24, 1976, New York
(Bronx), social club, 25 dead.
Dec. 20, 1970, Tuscon, Ariz.,
hotel, 28 dead.
Nov. 23, 1963, Richville,
Ohio, rest home, 63 dead.
Dec. 1, 1958, Chicago, parochial school, 95 dead.
Feb. 17, 1957, Warrenton,
Mo., home for aged, 72 dead.
April 16, 1953, Chicago,
metalworking plant, 35 dead.
March 29, 1953, Largo, Fla.,
nursing home, 35 dead.
Jan. 7, 1950, Davenport,
Iowa, hospital, 41 dead.
April 5, 1949, Effuigham,
Ill., hospital, 77 dead.
Dec. 12, 1946, New York, ice
plant, tenement, 37 dead.
Dec. 7, 1946, Atlanta, hotel,
119 dead.
June 5, 1946, Chicago, hotel,
61 dead.
July 6, 1944, Hartford, circus, 168 dead.
Sept. 7, 1943, Houston, hotel,.,
55 dead.
Nov. 28, 1942, Boston, nightclub, 491 dead.
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Edmondson enters
a not guilty plea
A. not guilty plea was entered for
former Murray postal service
employee Carl W. Edmondson by
U.S. District magistrate David
King in Paducah Friday.
Edmondson, 42, of Murray Rt. 5,
appeared in federal court without
an attorney on charges he stole
about 30 pieces of mail belonging
to Murray State University students
last year.
Edmondson, who had worked at
the Murray Post Office from March
1987 until January, wasa indicted
by a federal grand jury in Louisville March 5. If convicted, he could
face a fine of up to $250,000 and/
or five years in prison. He was
released on a bond, and will appear
before U.S. District Judge Edward
Johnstone at 9:30 a.m. April 10.

Bicycle accident
injures local rider
A Murray bicyclist was slightly
injured Saturday when his bicycle
struck another vehicle at the corner
of Olive and 12th Street, according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Charles M. Evett, 26, was treated
and released at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
minor injuries to his ear after his
bicycle struck a car driven by
Jamie L. Anglin, 21, of Murray
around 11:40,4,.m., police said.
Anglin was attempting to turn
north off Olive onto 12th Street
when his car was struck by Evett,
who failed to give right of way,
according to the report.
Anglin was not reported injured.
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Senate panel adds choice items to budget
be sold to finance all those items.
Northern Kentucky University
won one and lost one in the Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. — When
committee. The panel effectively
House Speaker Don Blandford
endorsed the elimination of a $19
asked colleagues not to make a parmillion convocation center at NKU
ticular bill look like a "Christmas
but reinstated $9.1 million for a
tree" with all sorts of additional
library at the Highland Heights
items, he obviously was not refer- campus. Both items had been
ring to the budget bill.
removed in the House as punishThe House Appropriations and
ment for northern legislators who
Revenue Committee approved a
did not vote for the education and
budget that included presents for
tax bill last week.
many members.
UK found its stocking filled with
During two unusual weekend
$3.61 million to increase the salameetings to put together their own
ries of agricultural extension
agents, S829,000 to pay for a study
spending plan for the 1990-92
of groundwater pollution and $4.2
biennium, Senate budget-makers
million for expansion and operation
were equally generous.
The snow that fell at the Capitol
of the animal diagnostic laboratory.
on Saturday must have put the
Kentucky State University was
Senate A&R members in a holiday
also a big winner, getting $500,000
mood. They distributed goodies
for a new fish farming center,
$450,000 to buy a motor pool
around the state in the form of new
college buildings, park lodges and
building and $112,000 for specific
vocational schools plus grants for
roof repairs. KSU extension agents
theaters, auditoriums, armories and
will also get the salary increase set
museums.
aside for UK agents.
The committee also added S22.7
The University of Louisville won
million for various programs in the
$4.1 million in state funds that will
Cabinet for Human Resources,
be matched with private funds to
notably those for severely emotionbuy land for expansion of the Belkally disturbed children, substance
nap campus.
abuse and higher rates for personal
In addition to its library reprieve,
care homes.
NKU also got $950,000 for land
The budget bulge may not be
acquisition.
over yet. Still to go before the
Morehead State University got
Senate committee are the education
$306,000 to provide education
and transportation budgets, but
training for inmates at the new
those are awaiting General
Eastern Kentucky Correctional
Assembly action on other legislaComplex in Morgan County.
tive items.
Eastern Kentucky University got
Differences in the House and
a slap on the wrist for trying to win
Senate versions must also be resollegislative approval for a new
ved during a closed conference
degree program to train pilots and
committee meeting of selected lawaviation professionals. The- prog-.
makers, which usually produces
ram had been turned down by the
even more goodies.
Council on Higher Education.
The budgets of the eight state
Western Kentucky University
universities and the community
got $476,000 for renovation of
college system benefited most from - Page Hall.
the Senate committee's largesse.
The Cabinet for Human ResourThe generosity was especially
ces budget might grow even more.
great for the community colleges of
The committee added about $9 milthe University of Kentucky. New
lion in funding for several items in
buildings were authorized for
case the Omnibus Health Care
Southeast Community College for a
Reform Act, which has passed the
campus in Bell County at a cost of
Senate and is pending in the
$9.9 million, $4.8 million for an
House, does not pass.
academic-technical building at
Included in the items added to
Lexington Community College and
the human services budget is
S3 million for a building at Hazard
money to pay for more long-term
Community College. Bonds would
care beds in the 1992 fiscal year.
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Assoclalod Press Writer

There is now a moratorium on
additional long-term care.
The following differences with
the House titidget committee plan
were also made:
Tourism
A $6.5 million lodge at Dale
Hollow Lake State Park in Clinton
and Cumberland counties. A $4.5
million lodge for Carr Fork Park in
Perry, Knott and Letcher counties.
Green River Lake State Park in
Taylor County, $I million for
infrastructure improvements. The
Trail of Tears Park in Christian
County received $125,000. The
Kentucky Horse Park got $200,000
for mowing equipment.
Workforce. Development
Reinstate the $5 million building
at Hazard vocational school. The
building had been removed from
the executive budget by the House,
also apparently as a retaliatory
move.
Registry of Election Finance
Delete $6.2 million for public
Financing of the 1995 gubernatorial
election. A bill that would have
established a public financing system died in the House on Friday.
State Police
Annual salary increases of
$2,500 for every sworn officer, a
total of $5.5 million. Funding of
$950,000 for a new post at
Henderson.
Labor Cabinet
The committee approved the hiring of five new administrative law
judges for the workers' compensation system, but only if they are
confirmed by the Senate before the
1990 session adjourns.
Arts Department
End sed House action by eliminating 11 funding for the office of
commis oner effective June 30.
More money was actually endorsed
for programs within the department
but the agencies are to be spread
across state government. The.
action is viewed as a rebuke for
Commissioner Lanette Thurman,
who has alienated many in the arts
community.
Economic Development
Add S1.9 million for an auditorium and Future Farmers and
America training center at Hardinsburg, $150,000 for the Star Theater
in -Russell Springs and $185,000
for the Kentucky Railway Museum
in New Haven.
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Cold. wet reception

U.S. Senate hopeful Harvey Sloane made a cold, wet tour of western Kentucky Saturday as he
in Martha's Restaurant. Sloane made stops in Hopkinsville, Mayfield and Paducah on campaigned
Saturday and
stopped in Madisonville Sunday. Many of the events he was scheduled to attend were canceled because of
the rain and cold weather. Sloane announced his candidacy for the Senate position in Pikeville,
Ky.,
March 19.

Zoning office, police department
seek compliance of sign ordinance
their signs in compliance so we
won't have to go through this process," said Linda Macha, technical
assistant to the city planner.
The ordinance outlines type, size
and number of signs which may be
displayed in residential, business,
professional and agricultural'zones.
The ordinance permits some
nonconforming pre-existing signs
to exist, but requires a permit to be
obtained before a sign is erected,
relocated or altered.
There is an application fee of
S25 for a sign permit and a penalty
of $50 for noncompliance. Failure
to obtain a permit can also result in
the zoning officials having the sign

In June 1989, the Murray City
Council enacted a comprehensive
sign ordinance to regulate signs
within the city limits.
But the city has not had much
luck in getting people to comply
with the regulations concerning the
signs.
In February, the city council
instructed the Murray Police
Department to assist the Murray
Zoning Office with the enforcement of the ordinance. Calloway
County District Court Summonses
will be sought for persons found to
be in violation of the ordinance.
"We are trying to get the word
out so people will voluntarily get

•

removed at the owner's expense.
A copy of the ordinance may be
obtained at the Murray Zoning
Office on Andrus Drive, or call
762-0330 for more information.

ip

American Heart
Association

WERE ••••
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SPRING SALE
'

Great American Slack Sale
For Men
Reg. $27-$32 Now

All

Selected Watches

21.99-24.99

20% Off
Men's Swimwear

25% Off Athletic Hoisery
25% Off All Printed Tees
30% Off All Stafford Blazers
3000 Off Edgeworth
Suited Separates

30% Off

Levi Exact
Separates

Selected Junior Jeans

29.99

Off

60% Off
Gold
Chains, Earrings, & Charms
0,0
30 Off
_

Selected

Selected

25%

20% Off Nike
Athletic Shoes

29.99-46.99

Selected

Dress Shirts

30' Off Selected
Hunt Club Shirts

30% Off Cotton Sweaters
7.99 Tennis Shorts Reg. 9.99

29.99-39.99
Selected Athletic Shoes
Reg. 42.99-64 99

Glorious"' Shoes
Now

19.99

Shorts

25%
Off Denim Shorts
For Missy, Petite, & BBW
25%
Off Pocket T-Shirts
For Missy, Petite, & BBW
Selected

Men's Dress Shoes

14.99

Denim
25% OffForAllJuniors

Selected

30' Off

Reg. 4.50-15.00

Off All Junior
Pocket T-Shirts

Selected

Leather Vinyl &
Canvas Handbags

Junior Tops

Selected Suits Reg. 89.99-165.00

59.99-119.99
Waltz Length Gown

Reg. 9.99

Now

7.99

Now

2.99-12.00

off selected
30-40%Comforter
Bedspreads &
s
25°/0 ott Beach Towels
25%
Girls
Off All

Pocket T-Shirts

25%

Girls Printed
Jam Shorts
Off

25%

Off All

Boys

Pocket
T-Shirts

Dresses

Now 29.99-79.99
Now

Assorted Bath
Accessories

25%

Boys Printed
Jams Shorts
Off

Bugle Boy"'
Coordinates for Girls
Shorts & Top

No. 19.99

each
-5

11%

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

•

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811
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PERSPECTIVE
Tax plan makes
arena timing right

Ifit ain't broke, let's break it

A new arena for Murray State University appeared
to be a three-point long shot at the onset of the General
Assembly session; now it looks more like a slam-dunk.
The brightened prospect for the facility is the
happy by-product of the landmark tax compromise
between Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and legislative
leaders that will mean more revenue for the state than
was anticipated earlier.
The governor and the top lawmakers have lined up
behind a $10 million to $12 million bond allocation for
the Murray project that would mean replacement of
the 36-year-old facility. State money might be
augmented with local or university funds.
From the start, it was clear this would be
education's year in Kentucky, meaning the first
spending priority had to be for academics. Other
considerations, including athletics and new buildings,
would have to give way unless money became
available - which it did.
The tax agreement is expected to produce more
funds than the original package would have done and it
includes the one-cent sales tax increase which Gov.
Wilkinson said would provide funds to finance the
Murray bonds.
The need or desirability of a new Murray arena
was never doubted; it was merely a question of timing.
The current building, out-of-date with mainly
bleacher seating, is inadequate for a Division I
basketball school.
Murray State's basketball success in recent years,
including this one, has brought the school widespread
attention, which doubtless contributed to the positive
reception the new facility received in Frankfort. The
program, a cause for pride throughout western
Kentucky, has earned a more appropriate place to call
home.
The new arena would be more than a basketball
floor, llowever. The building would have sufficiently
multiple uses to become a major asset to the entire
region.
The facility has been on the area's wish list for •
more than a decade and this year Rep. Freed Curd and
Sen. Greg Higdon gave the project a vigorous push.
Fortunately, events apparently are coming
together in just the right way. Murray in particular
and western Kentucky in general would be the winners
if the project stays on its present track.
(from the Paducah Sun)

LOOKING BACK
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........
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By JO BURKEEN
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Ten years ago
Installed as new officers of
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line at Colonial House Smorgasbord on March 21 were Betty Boston, Marvin Harris, Jo Burkeen and
Theron Riley. New board members
are Betty- Coleman and -COtiriie
White. Groover Parker is retiring
board president.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Darnell, Feb.
26.
M.C. Garrott writes about
"Shoddy Hospitality at Illinois has
left Racer fans hopping mad" in his
column, "Garrott's Galley."
O.B. Boone Jr., scoutmaster of
Boy Scout Troop 77, spoke at Blue
and Gold Banquet of Cub Scout
Pack 76 at North Calloway
Elementary School.
Twenty years ago
High winds and rain pounded
Murray and Calloway County and
Western Kentucky last night,
dumping .63 of an inch of rain on
the county, according to John E.
Scott, local weather observer.
New officers of Murray Chamber of Commerce are Joe Dick,
Leonard Vaughn, A.W. Russell and
Ray Brownfield.
Funding has been approved for a
$37,500 federal go‘ternment planning grant to establish a pilot center for alcohol education at Murray
State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Venza Jr., a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Garland, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Parrish and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Ray Henry, all on March
17.
Thirty years ago
Marine Pfc. John L. Jackson is
serving with the U.S. Marines in
Taiwan.
Mrs. Emma Hawks was honored
March 20 at her home in celebration of her 80th birthday.
Elected as officers of Murray
State University Women's Societywere Mrs. John C. Winter, Miss
Frances Brown, Mrs. R.H. Thurman and Mrs. Annette Schmidt.
Dr. Donald G. Hughes, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Hughes, is
interning at Charity Hospital, New
Orleans, La.
Mrs. John B. Cavitt and Mrs.
James Coleman presented a lesson
on "Furniture" at a meeting of Penny Homemakers Club at home of
Mrs. Alton Cole.
Forty years ago
Training of enumerators who
will conduct the 17th Decennial
Census in Calloway County will be
March 27, according to James M.
Lassiter, crew leader for the
county.
"With the sunshine and nice
weather yesterday, the men's conversation reverted to fishing," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Robert Miller, alumnus, will
speak at banquet of Hazel Alumni
Association at Hazel High School
on April 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hogancamp
of Ashley, Ill., have been the
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
A.H. Webb.
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There seems to be no limit to the
potential spread of government by
nagging.
Laws have been passed all over
the country, limiting places where
one can smoke, although scientific
evidence that smoking is dangerous
to non-smokers is skimpy, if not
outright phony.
Smoking has recently been
banned on domestic airline flights.
And now some commuted lines are
thinking of doing away with smoking cars.
Consider thai A smoking car has
always been for people who choose
to smoke. If you don't smoke, and
don't want to be around smokers,
you just sit in another car. Then the
smoke from the smoking car can't
possibly bother you.
That seems fair enough. So why
eliminate a smoking car? Because
we're in the age of government by
nagging. Just the thought that
someone is doing something that
the nags disapprove of is enough to
put them in a dither.
And they're constantly searching
for someone else they can carp at
for doing something that is absolutely none of their business.
Now they appear to have found a
new victim: The moderate drinker.
That's right. Not the fallingdown lush, the-snakes-on-the wall
alky, the twitching wino. No, they
will soon be after the person who
might have a drink after work, or a
glass or two of wine with dinner.
Congress, which can't deal with
the economy, crumbling highways
and sagging bridges, Japan's trade
trickery, and the dope addicts
sleeping outside its own office
building, has decided to take on the
light nipper.
It commissioned a study - oh,
how Congress loves studies - on
alcohol abuse. I don't know why
they needed still another study on
this subjeci All they have to do is
wander into stme of the bars
around Capitol Hill or Georgetown
and watch people. They'll see that
those who drink a lot get drunk.
Those who have only one or two
drinks leave in decent shape.
They don't even have to go to
bars. All they have to do is keep an
eye on the number of congressmen

Today is Monday, March 26, the 85th day of 1990. There are 280 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 26, 1982, groundbreaking ceremonies took place in
Washington D.C. for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, a pair of 200-foot
black granite walls bearing the names of Americans killed or missing in
the war.
today's birthdays: Retired Army Gen. William C. Westmoreland is 76.
Comedian Bob Elliott is 67. Conductor Pierre Boulez is 65. Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor is 60. Actor-director Leonard Nimoy
is 59. Actor Alan Arkin is 56. Actor James Caan is 50. Author Erica Jong
is 48. Journalist Bob Woodward is 47. Singer Diana Ross is 46. Rock
singer Steve Tyler is 42. Actress Vicki Lawrence Schultz is 41. Singer
Teddy Pendergrass is 40. TV personality Le-eza Gibbons is 33. Actress
Jennifer Grey is 30.
Thought for today: "Out of love you can speak with straight fury." Eudora Welty, American author (1909- ).
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
3-9-3. Weekly Lotto:
1-4-11-22-36-42.
Estimated jackpot: $1.5
million.
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who stagger to and from weir seats
and they'll have their own study.
But they asked a group of scientists to take still another look at the
problems of booze. And the scientists put together a 600-page mountain of words for them.
Naturally, the report states what
everybody know: Heavy drinking is
a problem for many Americans.
However, it noted that most people don't drink too much. Many
don't drink at all. And the vast
majority of those who drink do so
in moderation.
So, what's new? Nothing, really,
except that the scientists suggest
that society should be more concerned than it presently is about
those who don't drink much.
As the report put it: "To put it
simply, people who drink a lot
have many problems, but few people drink a lot.
"People who only drink a little
have fewer problems, but there are
a great many people who drink a
little.
"Therefore, the total number of
problems experienced by those who
drink a little is likely to be greater
than the total number experienced
by those who drink a lot, simply
because more people drink a little
than a lot."
I didn't make that up. A medical
expert said it. And I assume that he
was sober at the time.
What they seem to be saying is
this. Eleven people go in a bar. Ten
of them have one drink. But one of
them has five drinks. Our natural
reaction is to consider the problems
of the person who has five drinks.
But the panel thinks we should
start paying more attention to the
10 who had only one drink each
because there are a lot more of
them.
So it recommended that there be
a nationwide effort to help those

Today In History
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people who don't drink a lot but
might have a small problem as a
result of the little that they do
drink.
It isn't clear what these small
problems might be. But they think
that if doctors, hospitals, and
everybody else starts snooping hard
enough, they can find some.
They want medical patients to be
asked questions that will probe
deeper into their drinking habits, to
determine if there is some subtle
connection between their medical
ailment and that glass of white
wine they had at a Sunday brunch
two weeks ago.
For example - and this is my
example, not theirs - you stub
your toe at home. You limp to the
hospital to see if it is broken.
The study recommends that the
hospital ask you questions to deter-
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The Associated Press as exclusively arealad to news oreipsated by The Murray Layer
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•
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mine if, somehow, that stubbed toe
might be in some way related to
the fact that you stopped for a beer
after work the night before.
And the study offered this profound word of caution: There is no
one sure way of dealing with drinking problems, whether the drinker
is a complete lush or a once-aweek wine sipper.
But it said that society must start
dealing with the problem of the
light drinker, the moderate drinker,
the take-a-sip-and-go-home drinker, as well as the shaker-andtwitcher.
So, as you sip your mild spritzer,
beware, the governmental nags will
soon have their eyes on you.
I think I know what the slogan
for the 1990s should be. If it ain't
broke, let's screw around with it
anyway.'

Letters to the Editor

Firearms needed to protect freedom
Take, for example, the massacre of
Dear Editor,
thousands of innocent citizens at
Marion
The recent tragedy in
brought home to me once again the hands of the Red Chinese at
how increasingly violent our socie- Tiananmen Square. Does anyone
ty is becoming. I am referring, of believe that would have happened
course, to the murder of Paul Mick, if those people had possessed firepublisher of the Crittenden Press. It arms and had been able to protect
certainly gives me no pleasure to themselves? Gorbachev has now
use such an occasion to express a ordered the Lithuanians to turn in
point of view, but I could not help their guns.
but think that any one of us could
All too frequently, we see evibecome a victim.
dence of "our" government's lust
It is becoming evident that for power and control over us. Curbetween our court system and par- rently, there are several bills pendole boards that large numbers of ing before the U.S. Congress that
convicted criminals are being would limit our right*of•selfreleased from prison. Some of protection. Sen. Joseph Biden has
these people have a documented sponsored two bills labeled as
history of being violent and "anti-crime" measures (S.1970 and
dangerous. Too often law enforce- S. 1972): These bills are On a fast
ment agencies can do little more track. Under these bills, if one
than investigate after a crime has owns a semi-automatic firearm,
been committed. As law-abiding including shotguns and small calibcitizens, we need to be able to er rifles, he could technically be
obtain and possess firearms to pro•- prohibited from cleaning and reastect ourselves and our families and sembling that gun. If he did he
should not have to ask big brother would be in violation of Biden's
for a permit to obtain them.
law and would therefore be a felon.
The public officials who argue in Furthermore, if the owner does not
favor of gun control usually have a have the proper paperwork for each
double standard in mind. They gun he owns he may be subject to
realize that, as a practical matter, losing the right to own a gun forethey decide if and when the laws ver. Write or call your senators in
are enforced. They are advocating opposition to S.1970 and S.1972
gun control not for themselves but and explain that the anti-gun provifor the rest of us. And, of course, sions in these bills will not help to
they control the law enforcement control crime but will increase govagencies and the military. In other ernment control over law-abiding
words, with further gun control we citizens. Firarms are a powerful
would be at their mercy which is deterrent to lawlessness not only
exactly where a good number of for individuals but also for
them want us.
governments.
Ultimately, we need to be able to
Sincerely yours,
protect ourselves from the crimiMickey Owen
nals on the streets and from an all
1365 Bryan Rd.
Boaz, Ky. 42027
powerful centralized government.

Attorney General urges support
of child support legislation
Dear Editor,
Non-payment of child support is
a serious offense in Kentucky.
While an increasing number of our
children are growing up in poverty,
two-thirds of all absent parents in
Kentucky pay more in car payments than child support payments.
A vast majority (nearly 90 percent)
of the children in- households collecting. Aid for Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) is
eligible for public assistance
because child support is not paid.
These children are sentenced to
live in poverty because the absent
parent will not live up to his or her
repsonsibility to provide financial
support for their children.

94th Infantry Div.
i,cooking for members

Murray Ledger & Times
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Dear Editor,
The 94th Infantry Division Association is conducting a nationwide
search for former members of the
94th Infantry Division, a World
War Il Army unit that compiled an
outstanding combat record as part
of Gen. George Patton's Third
Army in Europe.
The association will hold its 41st
annual national reunion July 26-28
in San Diego, Cal., at the Town
and Country Hotel. Any former
member of the 94th who is not a
member of the association wanting
information about the reunion and
a free copy of the 94th's newspaper, The Attack, should write: Ross
Jordan, secretary/treasurer, 1415
Orion Road, Batavia, IL 60510.
Sincerely yours,
Ross Jordan
Secretary/Treasurer
94th Infantry Division
Association
1415 Orion Rd.
Batavia, Illinois 60510

And who is paying the bill? The
taxpayers of Kentucky are, to the
tune of $121 million during the last
fiscal year. That's the amount of
tax dollars paid to AFDC families
who were on welfare because child
support due them was not
collected.
In 1988, the laws concerning
child support were strengthened
and county attorneys were given
the authority they needed to better
enforce the law. Since those laws
were enacted, collections of child
support have increased by 31 percent in 1988; a 37 percent increase
was reported in 1989.
There is legislation currently
before the General Assembly (HB
639) that will build on this progress. Sponsored by Rep. Tom
Burch (D-Louisville), HB 639 will:
• restore automatic wage withholding in all child support orders;
(This measure alone results in dramatic increases in child support
collections and was approved by
the General Assembly in 1988.)
• establish statewide uniform
guidelines (as mandated by the federal government) for setting child
support award amounts that will be
fair and will adequately provide for
an acceptable level of care for
children; and
• provide for orders of temporary
child support.
HB 639 has been passed by the
House of Representatives and is
now before the Senate for consideration. I strongly urge all citizens of
this Commonwealth to contact their
senator and ask them to support
HB 639. Our children are depending on us to act now to ensure them
a brighter and healthier future.
Sincerely,
Frederic J. Cowan
Attorney General
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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Academy Awards fun begins a day early

.
111
Seven area professionals who made presentations on career options to
students in the Upward Bound program at Murray State University
are shown with Barbara Keel (right), director. Shown (from left) are
Roberta Garfield, Mary Ann Anderson, Dr. Andy Batts, District
Judge Leslie Furches, Dr. Neil Adams, Dean Jackson and Lydia
Jones. They were on the program for Career Day to share information with 75 Upward Bound students'from high schools in the Jackson
Purchase.

Upward Bound group
hears professionals
Students in the Upward Bound
program at Murray State University
heard seven area professionals
share information about careers at a
recent Career Day on the campus.
The 75 Jackson Purchase high
school students who are participants in Upward Bound gained
insights into nursing, veterinary
medicine, law, marketing, advertising, minority affairs, computers,
and physics from the resource
person.
Making presentations from Murray State were: Roberta Garfield, a
nurse on sabbatical from Student
Health Services; Lydia Jones,
director of minority affairs; and Dr.

Andy Batts, interim chairman of
the Department of Computer
Studies.
Others who were involved
included: Dr. Many Ann Anderson,
Murray veterinarian; District Judge
Leslie Furches; Dean Jackson of
the Bank of Marshall County; and
Dr. Neil Adams of the Paducah
Community College faculty.
Dr. Barbara Keel, Upward
Bound director, said one of the
many functions of the program
designed to encourage students to
pursue a postsecondary education
is to expose them to a variety of
college majors and career opportunities provided in these areas.

Valdez trial over but courts still
clogged with pending litigation
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — it might take 10 years to assess that
Former Exxon Valdez skipper • damage.
Joseph Hazelwood has left town
Hazelwood, the only individual
and the voices of protest that charged criminally in the spill, was
marked the first anniversary of the acquitted last Thursday of state
nation's worst oil spill have charges of being drunk and reckquieted. Now, the legal cleanup less but was convicted of the misbegins.
demeanor of negligent discharge of
With more than 150 lawsuits on oil.
file against Exxon Corp., HazelIn an emotional hearing on Friwood and others, Alaska's court day, Superior Court Judge Karl
calendars will be clogged for years Johnstone sentenced the skipper to
to Come.
spend 1,000 hours helping to clean
Exxon and Alyeska Pipeline Co., up oiled beaches. He also ordered
the oil company consortium that Hazelwood to pay $50,000 in
operates the trans-Alaska oil pipe- restitution.
line and Valdez terminal, also have
Hazelwood's lawyers said they
been indicted by a federal grand would appeal the conviction and
jury on five criminal counts stem- the highly unusual sentence, which
ming from the grounding of the they asserted was harsher than the
Exxon Valdez.
law allows.
The tanker hemorrhaged nearly
The judge said he will stay
11 million gallons of Alaska crude Hazelwood's sentence once the
oil into Prince William Sound on appeal is filed.
March 24, 1989, killing countless
In an interview before he left
birds, fish and other wildlife and Alaska, Hazelwood said he was
fouling the rocky shore for hun- troubled by the enormous environdreds of miles.
mental devastation in Prince WilAs many as 75 people marked liam Sound.
the anniversary Saturday with a
"It was terrible," he said. "It's
protest outside Alyeska headquar- like any devastation. It's like Cherters in Anchorage. Someone splat- nobyl or medical waste washing ep
tered the building with a plastic on my back yard in Long Island
bag filled with chocolate syrup — (N.Y.). ... It was a terrible tragedy.
intended to symbolize spilled There's no getting around it."
crude.
But Hazelwood, 43, was preEnvironmental groups held low- vented from giving his own view
key events to raise money for spill- of what caused the Exxon Valdez
prevention efforts and to pursue to run aground on Bligh Reef. His
Valdez-related lawsuits.
lawyers feared his comments might
Gov. Steve Cowper called on affect the outcome of the lawsuits
Exxon to settle quickly the flood of against him.
lawsuits filed by environmental
Meanwhile, the Coast Guard
groups, fishermen, native Alaskans plans to hold hearings
on whether
and the state.
Hazelwood's maritime master's
The lawsuits are not scheduled license should be suspended,
for trial until 1992. If Exxon does renewed or revoked, Coast Guard
not settle all valid spill-related law- Commandant Paul Yost said.
suits, litigation could drag on into
the next century, Cowper said.
A lawyer coordinating the lawsuits said he wants to set a
precedent.
"We have to make it unprofitable to pollute," said attorney
Macon Cowles of Boulder, Colo.
The National Wildlife Federation, Natural Resources Defense
Fund and other plaintiffs want
Exxon to set up a fund to pay for
environmental damage assessment,
restoration and the purchase of
wildlife preserves.,
Cowles said he might even try to
collect damages on behalf of plants
and animals.
"We're trying to come up with a
way to put a value on the devastation to life," he said. Cowles said

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Tom
Hanks brought his kids, Dan
Aykroyd wore shorts and Paula
Abdul couldn't stop giggling.
Tonight's 62nd Annual Academy
Awards were a day away, and the
pressure was mounting. Yet the
final rehearsal Sunday for the
Oscar ceremony had all the gravity
of a frog-jumping contest..
With overcast skiez; in the forecast and overanxious fans settling
in the bleachers outside, Oscar presenters Hanks, Aykroyd, Abdul,
Tom Selleck, Gregory Peck, Jane
Fonda, Jeff Bridges and Jessica
Tandy playfully practiced their corny award introductions.
About 500 family, friends and
related hangers-on settled into the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion to hear
the patter.
Chevy Chase joked with a rotund
Aykroyd that Chase should have
been nominated for his work in
"National Lampoon's Christmas
Vacation."
And so it went. One camera
operator was so bored by the proceedings that he spent the bilter
part of an hour scanninr. the Sunday comics. Other technicians collapsed on a couch to watch NCAA
tournament basketball.
The producer of this year's
Oscar show is Gilbert Cates. He
has been asked to avenge th.,.! legacy of last year's Las Vegas-like
celebration of Oscar glitz.
This year's show will feature
muted tones and conservative production numbers. In one of the,
most daring departures from tradition, Bugs Bunny will present the
Oscar for best animated short film.
"I hope the outfits people wear
are more spectacular than the
sets," said rehearsal watcher Linda
Alexander.
An estimated 1 billion viewers in

90 marlines wall tune into the ABC also up for best picture, have been
telecast to see if "Born on the shipped to stores. An Oscar
Fourth of July' can triumph over triumph would give each a kick in
its own hype and four other the pants.
Prognosticators are split over
acclaimed films.
The world will be watching, too, predictions for the top five
to see if "Fourth of July" star categories.
Tom Cruise is more popular than
The favorites for best picture,
Daniel Day-Lewis from "My Left according to critics and oddsmakFoot."
All of the advertising, primping
and interviewing is over. The only
drai6a that remains — outside of
what Cher will wear — 'is whose
names are hiding in the envelopes.
The Academy Awards are
wrapbed in fancy clothes, ornate
parties and elaborate production
numbers. But the glitz only
obscures a common, rather artless
pursuit: winning.
In an industry where good
accounting often is more important
than good acting, the Oscars now
represent the ultimate marketing
tool. The motion picture studios
spend combined millions on
Academy Award vote campaigns,
DEAR READERS: Every day,
and not because acceptance speech- I receive
heartbreaking letters
es are fun to watch. Oscar trophies from people of all ages who have
moan money.
lost all hope because they have
After winning last year's best just been diagnosed with canpicture prize, "Rain Man" went on cer. Frightened and devastated,
to make $36 million more in thea- they and their families resign
ters. In four of the last seven years, themselves to the "inevitable."
They shouldn't. Cancer is not
the best picture winner has been always
a death sentence. People
one of the top five highest-grossing can conquer cancer.
They can
films of the year, according to recover.
Entertainment Data Inc.
In 1984„ Greg Anderson was
Best picture nominee "Born on diagnosed with lung cancer. He
the Fourth of July," one of the Wati 37 years old, married to the
Oscar favorites, is wilting at the woman of his dreams and the
box office. An Oscar would cer- father of a daughter. Four
months later, the cancer had
tainly -brighten its future.
metastasized,and his doctor told
Already, Oscar nominations have him he had approximately 30
given new life to two independent days to live.
Anderson decided not to give
films, "My Left Foot" and "Henry V," still playing strongly up hope, hut to continue living
his life, and he actually conmonths after their debut.
Videocassettes for "Dead Poets quered his cancer!
First, he set about finding
Society" and "7'i 'Id of Dreams," people who had
lived after hav-

By Abigail
Van Buren

Author Conquers His Cancer
By Choosing to Live. Not Die

Ray Goulding, half of Bob and Ray,
dies after battle with kidney failure
MANHASSET, N.Y. (AP) —
Raymond Walter Goulding, half of
the Bob and Ray comedy team
whose low-key humor and gentle
satire delighted radio and TV audiences for more than four decades,
died after a long battle with kidney
failure. He was 68.
He died at about 6 a.m. Saturday, said his son, Bryant Goulding.
Goulding and Bob Elliott created
their comedy team in Boston in the
late 1940s and performed together
until about two years ago, when
Goulding became ill.
"I have a terrible feeling of
loss," Elliott said Sunday. "I think
the main reason we worked we"
together was that we really appreciated each other, as opposed to
some comedy teams.
"We had no rivalry, just great
mutual respect."
The two brought their act to New
York City in the early 1950s, creating a stable of improbable yet totally recognizable characters.
Among the most memorable
were Wally Ballou, the bumbling
interviewer, cooking authority
Mary McGoon, the Piel brothers
and a writer named 0. Leo Leahy.
They did commercials for bogus
businesses as well as real ones.
Among them were "Height Watchers International: Offering six
ample servings of low vitamins and
nutrients in artificial colorings"
and "Einbinder Flypaper: The
brand you've gradually grown to
trust over the course of three
generations."

ers, are "Born on the Fourth of
July" and "Driving Miss Daisy."
If Aykroyd wins for best supporting actor, it could be "Driving
Miss Daisy's" night_
If Brenda Fricker takes the early
award for best supporting actress,
the ceremony may belong to "My
Left Foot."

Goulding, a native of Lowell,
Mass., and Elliott made separate
starts in Boston radio around 1940,
then entered military during World
War II. They met in 1946 at radio
station WHDH, where Elliott was a
disc jockey and Goulding was a
newscaster. Their early-morning
quips soon put them in demand as
a team.
'We never said, 'Let's be a
comedy team.' But the chemistry
was there, and nobody told us to
stop," Elliott told The New York
Times.
Funeral services were scheduled
for Wednesday at St. Mary's
Roman Catholic Church in
Manhasset.

ing been told that they were
terminal. He wanted to find out
why they thought they were still
alive. A common thread ran
through all their lives. It was
more than just the power offaith
and positive thinking. It was the
power of positive !icing.
Greg Anderson put all he
learned from his cancer experience into a. hook titled "The
Cancer Conquerer„An Incredible Journey to Wellness." "In
the heart ofthis book,"says Greg,
"lies the secret: When you discover you have cancer, you have
a choice — you can prepare to
die, or you can prepare to live. It
is exactly when you start to make
choices about your life and your
treatment that your cancer no
longer controls you.
"The Cancer Conquerer"is the
first book I have ever read that
gives a message of genuine hope
to those who suffer from cancer,

and to those who love them.
If your bookstore does not
have this book, it is available in
paperback and can he ordered
by calling I-800-527-7300 — this
toll-free number is available 24
hours a day. Mail-in orders may
be sent to Cancer Conquerer,
P.O.Box 419150,Kansas C i ty, Mo.
64141.Please enclose your check
or money order for $9.45, which
includes the cost of shipping.
And to those who read it —
welcome your comments.
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DEAR NORTH: Your friend's
scam is flat-out mail fraud. according to the U.S. Postal Service. It is a criminal offense. punishable by a hefty fine and a
prison term.
My advice to you is to pass
this advice along to your coupon-clipping neighbor before she
gets clipped. And you should
have no part of it!
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SPRING BREAK SPECIALS!

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Dwain Taylor

Just Arrived! 1991 Toyota Previa
AM/FM stereo cassette, air. cruise, tilt, power
windows & power locks.
Sale

18 763

John Robertson

1989 Dodge Caravan SF.
AM/FM stereo cassette, air, power windows & locks

275 Mo. (si 54 mos.

Sale '11,987

KIDS EAT

FREE!

1988 Plymouth Voyager
AM/FM stereo, air, tilt, cruise.

218 mo.

48 Mos.

Sale '8,987

1987 GMC Safari Conversion
AM/FM stereo cassette with equalizer, air, cruise, tilt,
CB

$328 %in

(a 45 %loc.

.Sale 92,987

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Like Clockwork
70 percent of all Kentucky shoppers frequently clip and use
newspaper coupons -48 percent of those
"regularly."

•
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, 1 ziongton, Ky.

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

1987 Toyota Van LE
AM/FM stereo cassette, air, cruise, tilt, power
windows & door locks.

$273 mo. or 48 mos.
is%

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

See

Sale 90,987

APR wIth 10% Dow

Payment of Equal Trade Equt/Y

1984 Cavalier Type 10 Convertible
AMIFM stereo cassette, air, cruise tilt, power
windows & locks.

$188 mo.. 36 mos.
Pk,'

TOYOTA

Chris Bearden
Mark Elkins
Aubrey Hatcher
Reggie Young
Chad Cochran, Sale Mgr.

Sale '6,487

Tax and booms ress with Approved Cred4

OF MURRAY, INC

753-7961
515 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
Open Until
6 P.M. Nightly

.01v,

_
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Boyd exhibition at librani

Bush's distaste
for broccoli
may be of help

Todd and Yandell wedding on May 5

MILWAUKEE (AP) — President Bush's highly publicized distaste for broccoli will only increase
consumption of the vitamin-rich
vegetable, one proponent says.
"It's wonderful stuff. We sell
tons of it," said William Quinn,
produce manager for the Outpost
Natural Foods supermarket.
Asked if Bush's move to ban the
vegetable from Air Force One'
larder might affect sales of broccoli, Quinn said: "Yes, among OUT
customers, I think it will increase
them...
"The man can't enjoy one of the
best fruits of the earth," piped in
Harriet Behar, whose Sweet Earth
Farm near Gays Mills in southwestern Wisconsin markets about
15,000 broccoli plants annually.
Bush's thumbs-down for broccoli made headlines when he told
questioning reporters on Thursday,
"I do not like broccoli and I
haven't liked it since I was a little
kid and my mother made me eat it
and I'm president of the United
States and I'm not going to eat any
more brOicol ••

Karen White Boyd has an exhibition entitled "Mother Goose Nursery
Rhymes" now in main meeting room at Calloway County Public
Library. The exhibit will run through April 1. Parents are especially
encouraged to treat their children to this delightful presentation. a
library spokesperson said.

!THEATRES
•
•
• 1110004
4
,....10004.00,id
tor
0
•
•
•
•
•

Hunt For Red
October (PG)
Born on the
4th of July (I?)

Madhouse
(PG-13)

700
9 35

7130
930

7:10
Only

Joe vs. the
Volcano (P(;)

900
Only

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
•
•

Rent your movieseat the movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Murray Ledger & Times

Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Todd of
Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Christa Michelle, to Gregory Forrest Yandell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Coleman Mathis of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Yandell of Louisville.
Miss Todd is the granddaughter
of Mrs. Geneva Fiegle of Mayfield
and of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Todd
of Bardwell.
Mr. Yandell is the grandson of
Mrs. Imogene Yandell of Hickory,
Mrs. Colon Jones of Baxley, Ga.,
and Mr. and Mrs. C.B. Mathis of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 1985 graduate of Symsonia High School and a
1989 graduate of Murray State
University with a Bachelor's
degree in advertising. She is
employed as an account executive
in retail advertising for The Paducah Sun, Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 1983 graduate of Symsonia High School and a
19.88 graduate of Murray State
University with a Bachelor's
degree in marketing. He is employed as a special agent with the
Northwestern Mutual Life in
Paducah.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday, May 5, at 6
p.m. at Clark's River Baptist
Church, Symsonia.
A reception' will follow the
ceremony. AU friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
-the reception.
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photo, a
and Hell
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pictured

Christa Michelle Todd and
Gregory Forrest Yandell to marry

Wadley and Ails are presented plaques
1()Ie Wadley, youth minister for
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Murray, and Dr. Willard Ails, owner of Bookmark in Murray, were
given plaques of appreciation for
their part in the WDD.1/97 FM
"Just Say No" shows at a recent
awards program.
The nationally acclaimed drug
awareness program has received
much recognition for community
involvement. Parts of the program
have been taped for release
throughout the United States to
schools and communities as an
example of one type of awareness
program with which they could
become involved.
The program, in its second year,
went into 12 schools in West Kentucky, Southern Illinois and West
Tennessee reaching over 6,000
people.
"The Bear," a WDDJ radio personality, begins the program with
remarks about peer pressure. He is

with an anti-drug message. Then Rebecca McQuage, prevention specialist of the West Kentucky Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board tells where help is
available in the area.
Dr. Ails gives an overview and
parent awareness presentation.

followed

The program concludes on a patriotic note with Kyle Wadley singing "God Bless The USA."
The success of the program is
indicated by the fact that nearly all
the slots for next year's program
have already been taken, according
to Wadley and Ails.

SALES ASSOCIATE

KOPPERUD REALTY

Parent-teacher conferences at Calloway County High School will be
Tuesday, March 27, from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. These have been changed
from Thursday, March 29, to Tuesday because of spring break starting on
March 30. All parents are urged to attend these conferences. No appointment is necessary.

Bands' concert on Tuesday
The third annual "Strike Up the Bands" concert will be Tuesday, March
27, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School Gymnasium. This will
feature Murray State University Wind Ensemble, Calloway County High
School Band and Murray High School Band. The public is invited to
attend and there is no admission charge.

Kyle Wadley, right, youth minister for Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray, and Dr. Willard Ails, left, owner of Bookmark in
Murray, are pictured with plaques of appreciation presented to them
for their part in the WDDJ/97 FM "Just Say No" shows at a recent
awards program.

Conference is scheduled
711-JH

former manager of
Southern Optical, is pleased
to announce the opening of her new office.
II>

OSLO, Norway (AP) — Elie
Wiese], winner of the 1986 Nobel
Peace Prize, will bring together
other Nobel laureates, human rights
champions and statesmen in a highpowered conference to evaluate the
darker side of the spread .of
democracy.

Wiese] organized the conference
to assess the risk of long-supressed
hatreds surfacing in societies that
abruptly became free. The gathering, set for Aug. 26-29, will be
arranged with the Norwegian Nobel
Instutute, a Wiescl spokesman said
Monday.
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e
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Business Close-Out
*Selection of Prom jewelry
0"Southwest" Accessories

Located

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, March 27, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Margaret Welch will speak about "What Have You Done For You Lately?"
This is a nonprofit, apolitical, non demonimational support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, divorced, separated or
widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224,
or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Registration deadline March 29

JANET HOUSDEN

Nellie Lewis,

Singles will hear Welch speak

CCHS conferences Tuesday

For Your Real Estate Needs

711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071_
(502) 753-1222 or
Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext.

DATEBOOK

'1,1

40%Off Storewide
March 26-31

The deadline for registration for the water color and economics after
school classes for third and fourth grade students at Carter Elementary
School has been extened through Thursday, March 29. To register call
Jean Bennett, 753-2590.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group meeting will be Tuesday, March
27, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
an Alzheimer's informational packet call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or
Joretta Randolph, 753-5561.

Senior adult trip scheduled
A sightseeing trip for senior adults to New Orleans, La., to attend one
session of Southern Baptist Convention and a possible tour of the National Headquarters of Woman's Missionary Union in Birmingham, Ala., has
been scheduled for June 11-16 by Blood River Baptist Association. Cost
of the trip will be $375 which includes transportation, lodging with two
per room for five nights, all admissions and two special meals. A deposit
of $125 is necessary. Check should be made payable to Pennytile Tours
but mail to Blood River Baptist Association, P.O. Box 53, Hardin, Ky.
42048.

CPR Class will be in April
An infant and Child CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Class has
been planned for the month of April. Colleen and Mark Anderson will be
the teachers. For information call Peggy Billington, executive director of
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Ross, 753-1421, Monday,
through Friday.

Murray Elementary PTO to meet

Time Square, 310 N. 12th St.

Murray Elementary Parent-Teacher Organization will have its spring
meeting on Tuesday, March 27, at Robertson Center. A book fair sale will
be from 6 to 7 p.m. and the meeting will follow at 7 p.m. Entertainment
will be an international parade by first and second grades. Ruth Pickens,
PTO president, urges all parents, children, teachers and interested persons
to attend.
(Coned on page 7)

(location of Drusilla's, next to Fmley Jewelers

NOW OPEN

Mon.-Sat. 10-5

[ ocally Owned

Time Square, 310 N. 12th St.
753-2165
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Al Via Mu has salad su »er

—Community events listed

r—

Monday, March 26

Tuesday, March 27

Parents Anonymous will be at 6
p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Retarded Citizens will meet at 6
p.m. at W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the
handicapped).

Murray Woman's Club will have
a general meeting with Dr. Laneue
Thurman as speaker at 7 p.m. at
club house.
Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet at 7 p.m. at West
Kentucky Vocational-Technical
School, Paducah.
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International members had a
salad supper at the home of Kathie Gentry on March 6. Pictured, top
photo, are, from left, Robin Buser, pledge, Kathie Gentry, chaplain,
and Helen Campbell, recording secretary, and in bottom photo, Joan
Vidmer, pledge, Mrs. Fleming, and Rita Cummings, president. Not
pictured is Rachel Neale, pledge.

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For information call
753-7046.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Computer woAshop on
"Advanced Lotus 1-2-3" will be
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room 209N,
Business Building, Murray State
University. For information call
762-4229.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Doris Jennings Frazer named
for special honor by school
Murray native, Doris Jennings
Frazer, has been selected by the
Hamilton County Education Association at Chattanooga, Tenn., as
1990 Distinguished Classroom
Teacher for Secondary Schools.
A classroom teacher for 18
years, Frazer is a graduate of New
Concord High School, Murray
.State University and University of
Tennessee.
She has received state-wide recognition for her work in program
curriculum development for gifted
education, secondary mentorship
and internsiip programs, and for
the past two years for her work
with the Tennessee Geography
Alliance.
On Thursday, March 29, at
Memphis State University, she will
be honored by the Tennessee Council for the Social Studies as one of
the state's outstanding social studies teachers for 1990.
Mrs. Fraser, who teaches world
geography to senior high school
students, will be travelling and

Local chapter of NAACP will
meet at 7 p.m. at Willis Center.
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Administrative Board of First
United Methodist Church will meet
at 7:30 p.m.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Communion
Service at 8 a.m.; Confirmation
Class for High School students at 4
p.m.; Prayer Group at. First Communion at 7 p.m.
Weight Control Support Group
will meet at 6 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dogwood Festival at Paducah
has been postponed until April 9.

Doris Jennings Frazer
studying in the Soviet Union this
summer as part of an educational/
cultural exchange program for educators through Kent State University, Ohio.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Dorothy Jennings of Rt. 5, Murray, and
the late Kerby Jennings.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Tuesday, March 27
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center,
Murray Elementary PTO will
meet at 7 p.m. at Robertson Center.
A book fair sale will be from 6 to 7
p.m.

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDA).
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You may experience delays in
business, but otherwise, it's a good
time to get your thoughts across to
others. Today brings you a social
success or a romantic introduction.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
A behind-the-scenes connection
proves helpful in business. Study and
research are favored now. A problem
concerns you, but anSwel-s are soon
forthcoming.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Though it's a poor time to become
financially involved with others,
you'll enjoy today's social possibilities. You're popular now and others
are also impressed by what you have
to say.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Now's the time to present your
ideas to those on top and to hold
important business discussions. You
may wish for more feedback from a
partner, but otherwise things are just
fine.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
There are some aspects of your job
that could get you down today, but
educational interests and talks with
advisers are highlighted now. Tonight
is romantic.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Meetings with accountants and tax
advisers are favored for today. Partners are in agreement about the use
ofjoint assets. Romance may not live
up to expectations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Ort.22)
You and a partner will enjoy an
exchange of thoughts and sentiments
today. Going out together should be a
lot of fun. There may be some
concern about a home situation

)4E

cor

SCORPIO
(Oct. 2.1 to Nov.21)
(41€
Try not to sell yourself short now
New ideas about job interests are
worth pursuing. Either you should
Alg•
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entertain tonight or begin a home
decorating project.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
This is a good day for creative
pursuits and talks with loving ties. A
cash-flow problem needn't keep you
from having a good time. Worry less
about financial concerns.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
This is a good day for family
discussions and the making of important domestic decisions. You'll find
something nice for the home when
shopping. Entertaining is favored.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Don't let self-doubt keep you from
taking a chance on your creative
talents. Worries will seem less if you
share your thoughts with others.
Don't carry the world on your
shoulders.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
4.11111.
410(
It's not a good day to lend money to
others, but otherwise financial decision making is favored. You're a
shrewd bargainer now and will get
your money's worth.
YOU BORN TODAY will succeed in
creative areas though at times you
can be set in your opinions.

A

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city 7
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative It s my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Ifro*...49k
Host•ss Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingehorq Krog 491 8348

North Calloway Elementary PTA
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at school.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Chapman's Grocery at Dublin
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Bigg's
Market at Thomasville from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group meeting will be at 4:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Third annual "Strike Up the
Bands" concert featured Murray
State liniversity Wind Ensemble,
Calloway County High School
Band and Murray High School
Band will be at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School
Gymnasium.
Calloway County Association for

When A Woman
Buys from

)(Nal/ flint
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Ladies' Night Out will be at 6
p.m. at Murray Country Club. For
information call Peggy Biliington,
753-1421 or 753-1799.
Murray-Calloway County United
Way will hold its agency orientation meeting at 7 p.m. at Call&way
County Public Library.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will have
its inspection at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
•
Family YMCA will have Tots in
Motion at 4:30 p.m. at Carter
Elementary School; 50+ Fitness at
10 a.m. at Racer Arena, Murray
State University; Aerobics at 6:45
p.m. at Robertson Elementary
School. For information call
759-YMCA.
Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Executive Board of Murray
Christian Women's Club will meet
at 9:35 a.m. at Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Calloway County High School
Baseball Team will play Fulton
City at 4:15 p.m. at home.
Murray Middle School Career
Fair will be from 1:15 to 3 p.m.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Group of
AARP will meet at 12 noon at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
7591625.
Mathematics High School Competition will be at 1 p.m. in ballroom of Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Senior voice recital by Randall
Watts will be at 6:45 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team will play Arkansas
State at Reagan Field, MSU.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Stxth
and Maple Streets.
Murray High School Basketball
Banquet will be at 7 p.m. at the
school.
(Cont'd on page 8)

Even though 60 years of age,
Betty Boop inspires fashions
NEW YORK (AP) — For years
she wore a little black dress. Now
she's opted for red. Her stunning
form that is poured into the sexy,
strapless number is as fit as ever.
Hairstyles come and hairstyles
go, but hers remains the same — a
trademark wind-blown bob that
plays up those saucer eyes.
And even though she's 60 years
old, she still inspires a host of
feminine fashions. There are Betty
Boop T-shirts, shorts, pants, even
leather jackets by Too Cute. Priced
from S40 to $400, they're selling at
Nordstrom's and Saks Fifth
Avenue and specialty boutiques.
4.•

Prima Royale intro-duced Betty
Boop flats and tennis shoes. S25 to
$40, at Macy's, Bloomingdale's.
Nordstrom's and Stride Rite Shoes.
And Western Watches has Betty
Boop .wrist watches in 30 styles.
priced 'from $20 to $50, available
at JCPenney, specialty stores and
mail order catalogs such as Pot
Pourri and Hanover House.
• "Betty Boop is America's oldest
sweetheart," says Nora Bates.
marketing director of Prima Royale, "and is as popular as ever. La
Boop has been able to transcend all
age groups. She will live for
years."

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page to

North Calloway PTA will meet
North Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Association will
meet Tuesday, March 27, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. The committee for
"Shortening the School Days" will be present to discuss and answer questions about this topic. Debbie Griffin, president. urges all parents. teachers and interested persons to attend.

Career seminar on Thursday
The Department of American Humanics at Murray State University will
have career seminar on Thursday, March 29, at 3:30 p.m. in Barkley.
Room, Curris Center, MSU. This will feature Clarence (Skip) Parham.
national recruitment director of YMCA. Parham will discuss current
trends and issues facing the YMCA along with information on career
opportunities in the YMCA. The seminal will last approximately one hour
and is open to all students and the public. For more information call
Roger Weis, 762-3808.

Dogwood Festival postponed
The Dogwood Festival, scheduled to open tonight at Paducah, has been
moved to Monday, April 9, according to Bertha Narozniak,-chairman of
1990 trail for the Paducah Civic Beautification Baord. The event has been
postponed because of the unseasonably cold weather.

JOAN'S

Varieties on the square

44
3
1).EASTER SALE AL
I.
Ladies

Children s

Easter
Dresses

Name
Brands

30%
Off

Ladies'

Exquisite Form

Mix 'N
Match

Girdles

,
40,ff 20(
Hissers, Slim.
Blouses, Slacks.

Off

Short,

Hurry In Sale Ends April 14

7--Here'sHope.
Jesus caresfor you.

REVIVAL
March 25-30

RUFF HEWN

Dr. Harold %turkey
Pastor
First Baptist Church
Williamsburg, Ky.
Evangelist

S. Fulton, Tenn

(901) 179-2550

Mr. Wayne Causey
Minister of Music
First Baptist Church
Princeton, Ky.
Guest Musician

SERVICES
Sunday Morning
Nightly
Luncheons Daily

114 Southern Village
Shopping Center
(N,‘I to "The Lean To)

-

Officer Alvin Parham, left photo, talked about "Drug Awareness" at
a meeting of Youth at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church on Vvednesday, March 21. Maurice Thomas, right, eighth grader at Murray
Middle School and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Thomas, was
named as Youth of the Month at the church.

She Buys Something
Uniquely Special.

David Smith' • Karen Kane'
Lady Sansabelt• • Corbin'
& Gene Ewing Bis•

r-r—
-1
'
11

• "1-1100%.
"The Daisy"
Ruff Hewn' • David Brooks'
Marisa Christina' • Cambridge'

7

Free introductory session of
Eater's Choice Cholesterol Treatment Program will be at 7 p.m. in
annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call
759-4750 or 753-9778.
Vietnam Veterans Fellowship
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church, 906
Main St., Murray. For more information call 762-4894 or 753-9976.

Bible Study (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
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10:45 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
11:50 a.m.-12:45 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

203 So. 4th St.
753-1854
Nursery Provided - Transportation Available

•
•
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Mantle card, for example —
By STEVE McCLA1N
approximate
worth, $6,750.
Ladgar-kidemndent
"There are a lot of people interMAYSVILLE, Ky. — Before ested in buying cards right now,"
you throw your kids' baseball cards said Vicki Sapp, who with her husin the garbage, you may want to band Tony, runs the Card Shark in
consider hiding them for Limestone Mall.
"We get men, women, but mainyourselves.
ly
we get kids," Sapp said. "The
pieces
of
cardboard
Those little
that came with that hard piece of kids seem to be interested in just
gum are worth money. In some collecting. The older people are
more interested in investing."
cases, lots of money.
One such man who started colTake the t952 Topps Mickey
lecting cards two years ago when
his son started collecting cards is
Bill Boggs.
"Baseball card collecting is
probably
the largest hobby in
7)
page
(Cont'd from
America. It's an enjoyable and
affordable hobby," Boggs said.
"It's the kids that keep the cards in
Events in Land BeCeen the
business because they are affordLakes will include Deer Up Close
able. That may have been what
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
happened to coin collectors
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
got so high, not
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. because the prices
afford
them."
everyone
could
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
The easiest way to start a collecBingo, sponsored by Knights of tion is to buy cards for the present
Columbus, will be at 7:30 p.m. in year. How serious the buyer is
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic about their collection determines
how the cards are purchased.
Church.
Most collectors buy cards by
the
wax packs," Sapp said. "If
will
be
at
8
service
Communion
a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church. you're interested in investing, the
cheapest way is to buy the whole
set. What happens is if you buy
be
at
will
Mothers' Morning Out
9 a.m. at First United Methodist cards by the pack and complete a
set, you have just enough cards to
Church.
start another set, and it costs that
Eva Wall Mission Group of much more."
Memorial Baptist Church will meek • Boggs said collecting cards is a
at 2 p.m. at church.
good investment.
"There is good potential in their
Ministry of Visitation will be at value," he explained. "If you have
10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at Grace
a box of unopened,cards, their valBaptist Church.
ue can increase six or seven times
Murray-Calloway County Habi- what the original price was."
Boggs said when he first started
tat for Humanity Chapter will have
collecting
cards, he bought several
a dutch treat dinner party for its
Jose
Canseco
rookie cards for $5
board of directors and other intereach
before
the
season started. A
Boston
ested parties at 6 p.m. at
few
months
later,
the card was
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
worth S40 and S50.

Community...

By MALCOLM RITTER
AP Science WrItor

Carol York, left, social director of West View Nursing Home, is pictured with Helen Steffen, violinist, and Allene Knight, pianist, who
played for the monthly birthday party held Feb. 28 at West View
Nursing Home.

Consumer group complains
about super market displays
WASHINGTON (AP) — A consumer group complained Tuesday
that supermarket displays putting
sugar-laden cereals at kids-eye
level are attracting children with
"candy ads masquerading as
cereal."
Such displays add to the problems of getting children to eat more
nutritious foods, said the Center for
Science in the Public Interest.
Victoria Leonard.said the center
surveyed supermarket cereal displays and found child-oriented
cereals in colorful packages generally lower than the more nutritious
cereals marketed for adults.
"That makes it more likely to
catch the attention of a child walking by," said Leonard. "Children
are being bombarded by candy ads
that are masquerading as cereal."
CSPI volunteers last November
looked at the location of cereals
displayed in 27 grocery stores in
the Boston, San Francisco, Chicago, Baltimore and Washington,

Surgery usually corrects hernias
By Peter H. Gott, MD.
DEAR DR GOTT I had my gallbladder removed about a year ago
After the surgery. I was aware of a
"strain" feeling in the area of the incision Eventually. it popped, 'causing
the tissue to balloon out I now have a
squishy bump about the size of an orange under the skin of the incision I
have no pain now I can eat regularly
and exercise without discomfort
However. I look like the -Hunch Belly
of Notre Dame. Quasi Bloato " My internist says I have a ventral hernia
Please explain what this is and how to
fix it
DEAR READER A hernia is an
opening through which something
that shouldn't be there) pushes A
ventral hernia is a defect in the abdominal wall, its a relatively common consequence of surgery
When the surgeon removed your
gallbladder, he or she had to cut
through the abdominal muscles to
reach it After taking out the gallbladder, the surgeon sewed the abdominal
muscles back together Ordinarily,
the muscle incision should have
healed completely. leaving you as

Spe9cat'as

good as new.
In some cases, however, the stitches don't hold; rather than healing, the
muscular incision gaps open. This
causes a permanent hole in the muscle through which portions of bowel
or of the bowel covering) herniate. A
soft mass or lump may appear under
the skin. This lump will enlarge when
abdominal pressure is increased (slurmg straining or standing) and will decrease or disappear when a person
reclines.
Ventral hernias, like hernias elsewhere in the body, are usually not a
health problem — with one exception:
a condition called strangulation.- If a
loop of bowel pushes through the hernia and can't be retracted (either naturally — by grIvity — or by gentle
manual pressurffi, it may swell. This
causes pain and, eventually, lack of
circulation, leading to tissue damage,
such as gangrene. In such cases, coris
rective emergency surgery
necessary
Therefore, physicians recommend
elective repair of most ventral hernias, depending on their size. The procedure is quite straightforward. The defect is repaired by re-closing the
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hernia, using sutures or a mesh similar to material used in window
screens The mesh is used for large
hernias that need more support than
that provided by sutures. The operation can be performed by a general
surgeon and is almost always permanent and successful.
To give you additional information,
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report An Informed Approach To Surgery." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their name and address to
P.O Box 51369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
0 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

D.C. metropolitan areas.
"The average position of ten
child-oriented brands was the nextto-bottom shelf, while the average
position of ten adult brands was the
next-to-top shelf of a typical fourshelf-display," the center said.
All 27 stores displayed adult
cereals such as Grape Nuts or
Nutri-Grain which have an average
of 10 percent sugar content on
higher, shelves than child-oriented
products such as Froot Loops or
Cap'n Crunch which contain an
average 44 percent sugar content,
the center said.
Surveyors shopped at stores of
several supermarket chains, including Giant Food Inc., Safeway and
Lucky Stores, Inc.
Officials of Lucky's had not
received a copy of the survey but
spokeswoman Judy Decker said the
company has "never had an objective to place cereals on shelves to
attract children's attention."
Decker said cereals are grouped
according to manufacturer and how
quickly they sell in the stores.
"The lower shelves usually have
the fastest moving items," she
said, explaining that the lower
shelves are spaced farther apart and
allow stock personnel to stack
more cereal than in the middle and
upper shelves.
Officials of other stores and food
marketing industry representatives
did not immediately return phone
calls.
Leonard said the center has written the stores asking that they
change the displays and elevate the
children's cereals.
"Children are attracted by the
brand names and flashy packaging
and then plead with their parents to
buy them," she said. "We want
parents to make the choics_."
She said display techniqueS and
intense television advertising of
sugary cereals during Saturday'
morning children's programming
compound -problems of parents.
CSPI is a nonprofit,
200,000-member organization
founded in 1971 to promote
improved health policy.

When we design
a child's dress shoe,we
don't kid around.

(Stride
Rite
chikihood stcp
qcp

Children's Shoes

(502) 753-9959

308 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
The share of doctors who use
breast X-rays to look for cancer in
symptom-free women has doubled
to nearly 100 percent in five years,
marking a milestone in early cancer
detection, the president of the
American Cancer Society said
Sunday.
Ninety-six percent of physicians
said last year they used mammograms to screen symptom-free
women at least some of the time,
compared with 49 percent in a
1984 survey, said Dr. Robert
Schweitzer.
While that does not mean all
women are receiving the mammograms as often as the cancer society recommends, the trend is "an
important milestone in the road
toward that goal,' Schweitzer said.
The percentage of doctors who
said they met or exceeded the
cancer society's recommended
mammogram guidelines tripled,
from 11 percent in 1984 to 37 percent in 1989.
Schweitzer discussed the survey
findings at a science writers conference sponsored by the cancer
society.
Under the society's guidelines, a
woman with no symptoms of breast
cancer should get a mammogram
between ages 35 and 39, a test that
serves as a "baseline" for comparison in future tests. Women 40 to
49 should have a breast X-ray
every one to two years, depending
on physical condition and previous
mammogram results, and those 50
and older should have one every
year.
Mammograms and other cancer
screening tests are aimed at finding
cancer in its early stages, when it is

Southside Shopping Center

"People could survive their natural
trouble all right lilt weren't for the
trouble they make for themselves."
— Ogden Nash.

BOBBY w0IFF

NORTH

3-26-A

4A 7

•AQ 3
•J 8 6 5 4 3
+J 7
EAST
WEST
•K 8 5 4 2
The foul break in today's diamond +963
V6542
suit will prove insurmountable if ✓ 10 9 8 7
•- - South makes a knee-jerk play. He •K 10 9 7
46 5 4 2
gets a winner if he turns the tables +83
SOUTH
on West.
•Q J 10
South wins the heart with dumVKJ
my's queen in order to lead a dia•A Q 2
mond back toward his A-Q. What
4bAKQ 109
happens when East's discard brings
a rude shock?
Vulnerable: Both
If South resigns himself to the Dealer: South '
"inevitable" diamond loser, he puts The bidding:
in his queen, losing to West's king. South
East
North
West
Later he tries the spade finesse for 2 NT
All pass
6 NT
Pass
his 12th trick and is duly punished,
Opening lead: Heart 10
going one down.
The inescapable diamond loser
LEAD WITH THE ACES
provides the final nail only if South
3-26-B
resigns himself to that fate. A slight South holds
modification in play will transfer
+84
the hot seat to the West position.
•Q 9 7
When East discards on the first
•Q 9 3
diamond, South should play his ace
4K J 8 4 2
and return a low diamond. What can East
West
North
South
West do? If he wins his king, South
4 NT
Pass
Pass
1 NT
Pass
Pass
has more than enough tricks with 6 NT
Pass
dummy's diamonds. So West must ANSWER: Spade eight. Partner
duck. In that case, dummy's jack should be pointless. Be passive and
wins and the rest is easy. South tries hope to win two tricks.
the spade finesse and is not sorry to
see it lose;East cannot get to West's Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
high diamond, and South has his 12 stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 tinned Feature Syndicate
winners.
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more curable.
The physician survey was commissioned by the cancer society. It
covered 1,029 general and family
practitioners, internists and obstetricians and gynecologists.
Results were weighted so that
the percentages would reflect all
doctors in those specialties now
practicing in the continental United
States. The margin of error was
generally plus or minus 2 percent
to 3 percent.
Sixty-one percent of physicians
said they were giving greater
emphasis to early breast cancer
detection in symptom-free patients
than they had five years ago. In
1984, 39 percent had said they
were giving it increased emphasis.
Forty-four percent said they
were putting greater emphasis
specifically on mammograms last
year, compared with 14 percent in
1984.
The survey also found that the
number of doctors who check for
blood in the stool, a potential sign
of colorectal cancer, rose from 75
percent in 1984 to 89 percent in
1989.
Schweitzer said the only screening test not reported to be widely
used was proctosigmoidoscopy, in
which a tube-shaped device is used
for inspecting the colon. Forty-nine
percent of doctors reported using
that test last year, up from 35 percent in 1984.
Only 23 percent of physicians
said last year that they followed or
exceeded cancer society guidelines
for the test, which the society
recommends every three to five
years in symptom-free persons age
50 and over.
Forty-one percent of doctors said
they use chest X-rays to screen
symptom-free patients, a practice
the cancer society does not
recommend.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

There are times when you
• want your little girl to look her
best. It's easy when you
choose from our full line
of great looking Stride
Rite* dress shoes.
And,our high quality
shoes come in many
widths and sizes so
they provide the
comfort and natural
fit growing feet need.

We offer Hundreds of designs for Rings, Earrings,
Pendants, Bridal Sets and Men's Rings.

at Time Square

Breast x-rays are being
used by doctors in cancer
for sympton-free women

at West View

Better check your child's
baseball cards for value
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FARM AND AG NOTES
USDA special sleuths watch even
prestigious conservation programs
By DON KENDALL

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Wisconsin against synthetic hormone for cows
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - The
companies that produce a synthetic,
-milk-producing hormone for dairy
cattle may take Wisconsin to court
to overturn a temporary ban on use
of the substance, a lobbyist said
Friday.
The Legislature on Thursday
sent Gov. Tommy Thompson legislation enacting the moratorium,
which would be a setback for the
four chemical companies that mike
genetically engineered BGH, or
bovine growth hormone.
The Republican governor refused
to say whether he would sign the
measure.
Sen. Russell Feingold, the bill's

AP Farm Writor
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WASHINGTON - Soil and water conservation programs are viewed
kindly by the public and members of Congress. Almost like mom's apple
pie, or dad's, as the case may be.
But there's a darker side, and special people in the Agriculture Department are looking into the cubbyholes and stairwells to see what evil lurks
in the name of conservation.
Another major interest is USDA employee integrity and possible conflicts of interest within such big divisions as the Farmers Home Administration, the so-called lender of last resort for low-income rural people.
The specialists are the auditors and criminal investigators of the Office
of Inspector General, an agency of 850 employees charged with preventing and detecting fraud, waste and abuse.
Conservation and FrnHA are only a couple of targets in the inspector
general's hunting grounds. Every USDA agency and program operated by
the department - and the non-federal entities that receive USDA aid is subject to scrutiny.
But the huge expansion of the Conservation Reserve Program authorized by the 1985 farm law is one of the main focal points of this year's
sleuthing operations.
The program is administered by the department's Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, the sprawling agency that for decades
has channeled federal commodity programs to farmers through more than
2,800 county offices.
Cattle 810 Calves 7 Compared to
Accountants and auditors look at financial statements, review agency
last week Slaughter Steers and
compliance with laws and regulations* and sniff out flaws in operations
Heifers untested, Cows steady 1.00
that impair effectiveness. The investigators are special agents who speHigher, Bulls 1.00-3.00 Higher,
cialize mostly in crimes involving USDA programs.
According to the 105-page annual plan for the fiscal year that began .Calves untested, Vealers Poorly
tested, Feeder Steers steady-firm,
Oct. 1, the inspector general's team is attempting to "identify large-scale
Heifers 1.00-2.00 Higher.
evade
others"
to
institutions
and
by
financial
devices
used
schemes and
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility
S50,000-per-year payment limitations specified under Conservation
and Commercial 2-4 46.50-50.00,
Reserve Program contracts.
high dressing and Boning percent
"The scope (of the audits) will be limited to individuals, entities or
individual 64.50, Cutter and Bonfinancial institutions that received a large number of CRP payments but
ing Utility 1-3 47.00-57.75 indiviwere not in the land management business prior to the CRP," the report
dual 60.00, Cutter 1-2 45.00-48.25.
said.
Slaughter Bull: Yield grade 1
One of the tasks is the evaluation of land and producer eligibility for
15501b. indicating 77-79 percent
the rfrogram. The program enables a farmer to take highly erodible crop60.00-65.25,
land from production for 10 years and plant it in protective grass and
Vealer: Choice 3351b. 85.00.
trees.
Feeders: Steers: Medium and
In exchange, the government helps pay the cost of installing the protecLarge No.1 200-2601b.
tive cover, plus annual rental payments, which average around $50 an
101.00-124.00, 300-400lb.
the
target
is
to
acre. About 34 million acres are in the program so far;
94.00-113.00, 400-500lb.
have at least 40 million.
96.00-112.00, 500-6001b.
Related audits are under way to see if the Agricultural Stabilization and
88.00-97.00, 600-7001b.
Conservation Service established effective controls to verify that farmers
80.00-88.00, 8001b. 76.50, Medium
requirements
to
properly
with
complied
receiving 1989 disaster assistance
No.2 200-3001b. 91.00-107.00
purchase federal crop insurance for the 1989 crop year. Other rules also
300-500lb.
83.00-104.00,
are being looked at.
enrolled
instances
where
land
several
"A recent audit survey disclosed
was not farmed during the base period years and therefore was ineligible," the report said. "Some farmers have submitted false records to
ASCS to show that acreage was planted in prior years."
Another round of audits is directed at 1989 drought aid to see if crop
yields and payment rates were properly used in computing assistance for
"non-program" crops covered by last year's law.
WASHINGTON (AP)- A CaliOn the investigation side, most work originates from referrals by
USDA or other federal agencies and individuals. Priorities are given to fornian has taken over as head of
threats to public health and safety; employee integrity, including allega- the Rural Electrification Administration, an agency of the Agritions of bribery, embezzlement, and theft or collusion with program reciculture
Department.
pients; and fraud in the loan and benefit programs.
Byrne, formerly a bankGary
C.
Recent disclosures of influence-peddling and other improprieties in the
financial
manager in Sacer
and
Department of Housing and Urban Development prompted the inspector
Calif.,
was
sworn in Wedramento,
general's planners to "conduct an evaluation of the controls over and the
nesday
by
Agriculture
Secretary
propriety of rural rental housing project approvals" in the Farmers Home
Administration, the report ,said.
"We also plan to conduct a review of the statements certain officials
are required to file concerning outside financial interests (and) an evaluation of management controls over the prevention, detection and resolution
of prohibited employee activities, such as conflicts of interest," the report
said.
The majority of the staff of the
Additionally, the inspector general's plan calls for "a determination of
Calloway
County ASCS office will
the feasibility of requiring financial disclosure statements by all loanbe
attending
a State-wide Conferapproval and payment-approval officials."
ence on March 26, 27, and 28. All
Food programs, including food stamps, school lunches and other childemployees will be returning to the
nutrition functions, are fertile grounds for investigators on the prowl for
office on Thursday, March 29,
fraud and abuse.
1990.
This year, for example, the agency projects that about 33 percent of its
investigative work will involve the Food and Nutrition Service. About 23
percent will be directed to Farmers Home Administration operations and
17 percent to the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
Food stamp fraud has often involved large-scale operations in which
thousands or millions of dollars have changed hands through the illegal
use of the federal coupons. In some cases, the stamps have been used as
currency for prohibited items, including liquor and drugs.
"Since the authorized retailer is the key to eventual redemption of
illegally obtained food stamps, we will continue to place major emphasis
in this area," the report said.
"We will also look at unauthorized retailers, including those previously
disqualified from the food stamp program for serious violations who continue to accept food stamps in willful disregard of program regulations."

sponsor, said if Thompson signs
the bill, Wisconsin will become the
first state to ban the hormone that
is injected into cows to make them
give more milk.
Researchers say BGH boosts
milk production by up to 20
percent.
The temporary ban approved by
the Senate on a 21-12 vote forbids
farmers from using BGH until July
1, 1991, or six months after it is
approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, whichever
comes first.
Animal Health Institute lobbyist
Jeffrey Remsik called the Senate
vote a "real victory for food terror-

ism who scare .people and the
Legislature into thinking there is
something wrong with
biotechnology."
Remsik, adding pressure on
Thompson to veto the bill, said
companies that produce the hormone may sue the state. It is
highly likely we will file suit as a
violation of the interstate commerce law," Remsik said.
The companies that produce the
hormone are Monsanto Agriculture
Co., Eli Lilly Co., Upjohn Co. and
American Cyanamid. The Animal
Health Institute represented those
companies in lobbying against the
moratorium in Wisconsin.

Moratorium supporters said the
ban would allow more research on
the product, to determine whether
it could have harmful health
effects, before milk containing the
hormone is sold to consumers.
Critics of the ban said the hormone is safe and banning it will
put dairy farmers in Wisconsin, by
far the nation's biggest milk.,prod u c er , at a competitive
disadvantage.
Legislatures in other dairy states,
including Minnesota, New York,
Pennsylvania and Vermont, are
considering similar bans on BGH.
The Food and Drug Administration
maintains BGH is harmless in milk.

••••••••

If

Paducah Livestock Auction
575-6501b. 83.00, Large No.2
230-2451b. 106.00-108.00,
300-4381b. 79.00-83.50, 540-6101b.
70.00-76.00, 680-7261b.
70.00-72.25, Small No.1 1951b.
130.00-300-500lb. 81.00-92.00,
500-6001b. 73.00-78.00.
Heifers: Medium No.1
200-3001b. 94.00-112.00,
300-4001b. 88.00-103.00,
400-5001b. 83.00-92.00, 500-6001b.
85.00-89.00, 600-7001b.
72.00-77.00, Medium No.2
300-5001b. 76.00-85.00 500-6001b.
71.00-81.00, Large No.2
200-3001b. 85.043-119.00, Small
No.1 290-3001b. 81.00-93.00,
300-500lb. 72.00-93.00, 500-6101b.
75.00-76.00.
Stock Cows and Calves; Medium
and Large No.1 750.00-860.00,
Sniall No.1 and Medium No.2
570.00-690.00 with 200-3001b.
Calves at side.
Stock Cows: Medium No.1 and
Large No.1 420.00-620.00.

t`.

•

Gary Byrne slected as Rural
Electrification agency head

ASCS office staff
to attend conference

er
nd
oI

Clayton Yeuuer. He was nominated
by President Bush in December and
confirmed by the Senate on March
9.
As \ the 11th administrator of
REA, which was created in the
1930s to bring electricity to the
nation's farms, Byrne will oversee
a $37 billion portfolio of loans to
rural electric and telephone
cooperatives.
Byrne's experience included
leadership in the Bank of Alex
Brown, Sacramento, and financial
posts with the company's investment subsidiary, the Alex Brown
Financial Group.
Byrne is a 1965 political science
graduate of the University of Redlands and received a doctorate from
the University of North Carolina in
1969.

.5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered Tines
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

SOMETIMES FIXING THE FIGHT
IS THE SMARTEST THING TO DO.

SEE YOUR FRIENDS
THIS WEEK AT
HUTSON AG FOR YOUR
• PLANT BED NEEDS!
•BROMO GAS •REMAY CANVAS
(sizes to match)

PLASTIC (3 ft. - 4 ft. - 5 ft.)
'TOBACCO SEED .4-16-4

To knock out cocklebur
and velvetleaf, start the
fight early with Bicep the
foundation herbicide for
economical control of tough
weeds all season long.
Applied up to 30 days pnor
to planting, Bicep stops
tough weeds as they germi
nate,to keep corn yields up
and weed pressure down.
We recommend Bicep
because it delivers the best
broad spectrum control
available in a.premix at
a low cost. Even with the .
superior performance of
Bicep, under certain condi
tions weed escapes may
occur. Ask us about a
program featuring Bicep
to control tough weeds.
. This season, fight
smart. Use Bicep.

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engine
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

"We are your full farm - ag service."
01111111,

0

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
1-800-626-5464
204 W. Railroad Ave.
Hazel, KY
498-8142
753-1933

Hutson's Ag Service
Murray, Ky.
(502) 753-7422

Chestnut St.
rIAIT41

753-2571 or 753-4110
Hrs 7 30-5 30 M-F, 7 30-5 00 Sat.
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March
Madness
The dream ends for Loyola
By JIM LITKE
Associated Press Sports Writer

OAKLAND, Calif - Even dreams, it seems,
come • with expiration dates.
And so Loyola Marymount - too far from
Hollywood to have the prop department rush
over an extra pair of wings, too close to Denver
to have central casting line up an opponent with
less talent and more deference - took its
wake-up call Sunday.

far'

At the other end of the line was Attila and the rest of the
UNLV Huns, who now head eastward to continue their pillaging
as the odds-on favorite.
"Today was proof that the last three games were unexplainable," Loyola coach Paul Westhead said in measured tones,
"that the human spirit can rise above the occasion sometimes.
"But," he added, "we're no angels."
If justice counts for anything, though, Hank Gathers might be
by now, if only because he transformed a group of ordinary
young men, for a time at least, into an extraordinary one.
He accomplished it not as some celestial being might - tipping every loose ball in Loyola's direction, funneling errant
shots back toward the basket - but rather by convincing each
and every one of those people who knew him well that great
risks sometimes reap great rewards.
He did it in life by example, his presence reminding those.
around him that with hard work, everything was within their
grasp And he did it in death, his absence reminding them there
was no shame in always reaching for more.
And so. despite Sunday's 131-101 hammering by bigger, stronger. faster, deeper UNLV, his admirers on both benches and
beyond could take comfort in knowing Hank had his due. Else
Atiat -- or who - is a heaven for?
"We felt badly about Hank," said UNLV's Stacey Augmon,
aho sliced through the lane, Hank's lane, with frightening efficiency for 33 points. "He was a friend of mine, too. But we
tried not to think about it. They wanted to get to the Final
Four, but so did we.
"It's tough to talk about," he added, composing himself.
"May he rest in peace."
Everybody knew this was risky business, rushing a group of
20-and 21-year-old kids from the graveside of a friend back into
the gym without enough time to unpack their emotional baggage.
Perhaps none mores° than Westhead, who has no doubts that
that he can see the future of the game (witness his
pedal-to-the-metal ,offense), but wrestled long and hard with
whether this season was worth extending after Gathers collapsed
and died on the court March 4.
He fretted that the legacy of Hank Gathers would be trampled
in the ensuing media crush, that the object lesson Hank Gathers
had been in life would be cheapened and reduced to a parlor
trick in death. And he was afraid, ultimately, that he would be
helpless to prevent it.
"You're fearful that the more you keep winning, the more
you believe in the notion that we're special, that we're magic,
that we're being touched by a magic wand.
"We never wanted that," he said. "We didn't get into the
tournament to show to the world that we thought, somehow,
that we were blessed."
Being twice their age. Westhead also recognized that the running and jumping and bumping and shoving and cursing and
careening around the floor might be therapuetic for his charges
for a time. But he quietly dreaded the time would come when
it would all have to stop, when the balls would have to be put
away and they would all have to get up in the morning and
just go to classes, go to the cafeteria, go home - in short, do
things like everybody else - and then it would hit them.
It could have come against New Mexico State in Round 1 of
the tournament, but they played that game with too much fire
in their bellies, and it could have,..tOne against Michigan, but
the defending champions, too, folded like a card table at a
.picnic in the rain.
It should have come against well-girded, maddening Alabama,
and yet, improbably, the run continued, putting off for another
day the day everyone knew in their heads - if not their hearts
- was coming.
Sunday:
It began at a familiar-enough pace, but the script was deceiving: 16-4 after four minutes. Vegas; 39-25 after 12, still Vegas
Under W'esthead's system, Loyola posted 36 points in the first
five minutes of a game earlier this season, which is a 288-point
pace spread over the distance. Over the next 1:49 of Sunday's
contest, they ran up 14 to close to 43-39 with 5:01 remaining
in the first half.
But just as Notre Dame proved to sky-high Colorado in college football's Orange Bowl this past New Year's Day, UNLV
proved to Loyola that emotion will carry a body only so high
and so far, that the laws of gravity and physics still govern the
here and now.
The Runnin' Rebels' ran off 13 unanswered points over the
64 seconds - they would have reached 288 points just-four
minutes into the second half of that same theoretical game to bolster their cushion to 56-39 at the 3:49 mark and everybody knew then that the dream was finished.
"When you're playing quick and hard and the other team is
playing quick and hard and you hit a hurdle," Westhead said,
breaking into a grin, "you're out. That's the danger of playing
the way we do.'
Inside the Loyola locker room, Chris Knight was packing his
bags and taking his own emotional pulse. The 20-year-old
sophomore, devastated by Gathers' death, also assumed the unenviable position of replacing him in the lineup.
The first few days were the toughest. Soon after a memorial
service for Gathers, he told one reporter he could almost imagine seeing Gathers Still on the court and the published account
had Knight seeing ghosts. He said at the time that he was considering quitting after the season was finished, and he has yet
to make that decision.
"Right now, I'm just going to pick up my saxophone and try
to relax for a few days," he said. "Hank's death was an alltime low for me and when we beat New Mexico State, it was
an all-time high.
"I've experienced every emotion you can possibly feel in a
shortstime, and in a way," Knight said, "I'm glad it's over so
I can see what to do with myself.
"It's funny. I never knew really what Hank meant to me. He
was my teacher, on the court arid off," he concluded. "Now
I'm on my own."
Hank, it probably turns out, wouldn't have wanted it any
other way.

Rebs rip Loyola to reach Final Four
By The Associated Press
Loyola Marymount, the team that loves. to
run, was run right out of the NCAA tournament
by UNLV, sending the Runnin' Rebels into the
Final Four with Duke, Arkansas and Georgia
Tech.
"The pace was perfect," Loyola coach Paul
Westhead said. "We just didn't make enough
key baskets, and they got a bunch inside that
really hurt."
With Stacey Augmon scoring 25 of his 33
points in the first half, UNLV reached a seasonhigh in points while holding the nation's
highest-scoring team well under its 125-point
average, defeating the Lions 131-101 Sunday to
capture the West Regional at Oakland, Calif..
The loss ended Loyola's emotional postseason
ride after its star and leading rebounder, Hank
Gathers, collapsed in a game and died.
"Everybody thought that we played hard and
played as well as we could," Loyola forward
Per Stumer said. "Everybody was proud to be a

part of this. I'm personally very proud of being
a part of this group."
"Going out with class, that was the most
important thing," said Bo Kimble, the nation's
leading scorer and Gathers' close friend.
In Sunday's Southeast Regional title game,
Georgia Tech defeated Minnesota 93-91. On
Saturday, Duke beat Connecticut 79-78 in overtime to win the East Regional at East Rutherford, N.J., and Arkansas defeated Texas 88-85
for the Midwest Regional crown at Dallas.
With Georgia Tech and Duke both winning,
the Atlantic Coast Conference has two teams in
the Final Four for the first time since 1981. That
year, North Carolina and Virginia both advanced
to the championships, with the Tar Heels losing
the national title to Indiana.
Six times in the '80s there was more than one
team from a conference in the Final Four,
including 1985 when the Big East had three.
Duke (28-8) meets Arkansas (30-4) and Georgia Tech (28-6) plays UNLV (33-5) in Satur-

day's Final Four semifinals in Denver, with the
national title to be settled next Monday night.
WEST
No. 3 UNLV 131, No. 21 Loyola 101
"There were three things we had to do,"
UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian said. "We had to
beat the pressi we had to score when we had the
numbers, and we had to get back and stop the
transition.
"We did all three."
Augmon had plenty of help. Anderson Hunt
had 30 points, Greg Anthony 21 and Larry Johnson 20 points and 18 rebounds.
Kimble led Loyola with 42 points, including
11 3-pointers.
UNLV is going to the Final Four for the third
time. The Runnin' Rebels lost in the semifinals
in its previous two Final Four trips, to North
Carolina in 1977 and Indiana in '87.
The Rebels sprinted out of reach for good by
scoring 13 consecutive points late in the first
(Cont'd on page 11)

Murray State athletics

Gage cuts
ribbon on
'new' track
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & 741dtes Asst. Sports Editor

MSU acting president James Booth, women's track coach Margaret Simmons, Marshall Gage, former
track coach Bill Furgerson and men's track coach Stan Narewski presided at the "opening" of the newlyresurfaced Stewart Stadium track Saturday.

Whipping wind and rain
cancelled the Racer Races Saturday
at Stewart Stadium, but the elements couldn't spoil the sense of
enthusiasm as Murray State dedicated the newly-surfaced track.
Marshall Gage, a Murray State
alumnus and former member of the
Racer track team, did the honors tle
trimming the blue ribbon on the
track in front of approximately 75
team members and supporters of
the track program.
The new track, a state-of-the-art
Rekortan surface with a metric
measure of 400 meters, replaces
the original Stewart Stadium surface, which had flaked off over
time. The new surface, recommended by the United States
Olympic Committee, is the same
one used at four of the last five
Olympic Games.
'Iie S180,000 project has been
1iied by private contributions,
with the fund-raising effort headed
(Cont'd on page 12)

Fairdale Bulldogs claim KHSAA title
By MIKE EMEMY ,

ing defense that caused 28

Associated Press Sports Writer

turnovers.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - All the
pieces fit in the Sweet 16 for
Louisville Fairdale.
Fairdale used its jumping ability
and timely shooting to defeat
Covington Holmes 77-73 in the
championship of the 73rd Boys
State Tournament in Freedom Hall
Saturday night.
"We've been playing hard all
year," said Fairdale center Terry
Jenkins, who had 18 points and 18
rebounds. "It all came together and
we all came together. It means a lot
to me to be No. 1 in the state."
Fairdale (33-4) became the third
straight team from Jefferson County to capture the title, following
Ballard in 1988 and Pleasure Ridge
Park in 1989.
Holmes (35-5) forced Fairdale to
play at a frantic pace with its press-

But Holmes had problems of its
own, committing 18 turnovers and
haying six shots blocked. Many
other shots were altered by Fairdale's inside players as the Ninth
Region team made only 29 of 78
shots for 37.2 percent.
Holmes guard Anthony Hughes,
who averaged 21.3 points in the
first three tourney games, hit only
one of 14 field-goal attempts to
finish with three points. He was
one of 12 from 3-point range.
"We missed some chippies,
some easy shots," said Holmes
coach Mike Flynn. "I attribute that
to Fairdale."
Holmes, trailing 59-49 going
into the final period, sliced the
margin to 63-60 on Hughes'
3-pointer with 4:08 to go. After a
Fairdale (33-4) turnover, Hughes
misfired on a 3-point shot at 2:56

that would have tied the game.
Jenkins then banked in an 8-foot
shot from the left side that gave
Fairdale a 65-60 lead with 2:37 to
go. Holmes' Anthony Pouncy then
misfired on a 3-point shot at 2:21,
and six seconds later, Jenkins
banked in an 8-footer from the
right side to give Fairdale a 67-60
cushion.
"I just hustled and ,stayed with
it," Jenkins said of his two late
baskets. "We knew they were a
run-and-gun team. We were a
patient team at the end of the
game."
Holmes was able to trim the
margin to four points in the final
minute, but Fairdale maintained its
advantage by sinking 10 of 13 free
throws down the stretch.
"It just wasn't meant to be,"
Flynn said. "Our kids could have
folded. but they didn't. We just
didn't score enough."

It marked the first state title for
Fairdale, making its fourth trip to
the tournament.
"Your ultimate.dream is to win
a state championship," said Fairdale coach Stan Hardin, who has
been at the southern Louisville
school for 12 seasons. "You can
coach all your life and not have the
players to win it.
"A coach like me just guides the
kids. I haven't done anything differently this year. We worked just as
hard. I wish there was some way
every high school coach could have
this opportunity."
•••
LOU. FAIRDALE
26 15 15 20-77
COY. HOLMES
13 21 15 24-73
Lou Fairdale (77)- Brown 5-7 1-211, Morns 9-16 7-7 26, Jenkins 7-11 4-5 18. Turner 1-8
4-6 6, Wheat 3-6 4-4 12, Scroggins 2-8 0-0 4,
Bishop 0-2 0-2 0, Comstock 0-0 0-0 0 Totals
27-58 20-28 77.
Coy Holmes (73)- Katinic 4-9 0-0 8. Marshall 4-7 3-8 11, Eller, 9-15 3-4 21, Hughes
1-14 0-0 3, Pounry 7-17 5-8 20, L Hayes 1-3
1-2 3, J. Hayes 1-6 0-1 2, Brown 1-5 0-0 3,
Campbell 1-2 0-1 2 Totals 29-78 12-22 73
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National Invitational Tournaments

'Lucky' Eddie Fogler drives Vandy into semis
NEW YORK (AP) - As a
young man, Eddie Fogler drove a
cab for two summers in New York,
and that makes him just about the
toughest coach left in the postseason National Invitation
Tournament.
"Tough? I'm lucky to be alive

after driving a cab in New York,"
Fogler said.
Fogler returned to New York to
lead Vanderbilt (19-14) against
Penn State (24-8) in the semifinals
of the postseason NIT tonight. St.
Louis (20-11) plays New Mexico
(20-12) in the other semifinal, with

UK Lady Kats claim NWIT title
AMARILLO, Texas (AP) Kristi Cushenberry scored 20
points to lead top-seeded Kentucky
to a comeback '85-76 victory over
Toledo in the championship game
Saturday of the National Women's
Invitational Tournament.
The Lady Kats, 23-8, overcame
an 11 -point deficit in the second
half, with Cushenberry scoring 14
points in the period.
Kentucky got balanced scoring
from four other players, led by Lisa
Ellis' 18 points. Vanessa FosterSutton had 12 points and 10
rebounds, Tracye Davis scored 12
points and Stacy McIntyre had 10.
Kelly Savage led Toledo, 25-7,
with 24 points. Lucretia LeGault
added 17 points, Kim Sekulski had
10, and Kris Finefrock had 10

points and 12 rebounds.
Kentucky trailed 46-35 with 18
minutes left, but eventually seized
control of the game and led by 10
points in the final minute.
• • •
TOLEDO (76)
K Savage 7-13 4-4 24, Roman 2-6 1-2 5,
Kopinslu 2-2 0-0 S. Witte 0-2 1-2 1, LeGault
8-17 2-3 17, McClendon 0-2 2-2 2, Ka.Sekulski
0-3 0-0 0, KLSekulski S-11 2-2 12, Fineirock
5-10 0-0 10 Totals 27-06 12-15 78.
KENTUCKY (85)
McIntyre 3-8 3-5 10, Salho 2-6 0-0 4, Cushenberry 5-8 69 20, EIW 6-13 84 18, Holdgood
0-0 0-1 0, Davis S-1S 2-4 12, Leonard 0-1 0-0
0, Foster Sutton 4-7 4-7 12, Daniel 0-0 0-0 0,
Miller 0-0 0-0 0, Mills 3-5 3-5 9 Totals 213-63
26 39 85
Halftime-Toted° 41, Kentucky 33 3-point
goals-Toledo 10-24 (K.Savage 6-10. LeGault
3-9, Kopinski 1-1, McClendon 0-1, Roman 0-3),
Kentucky 3-14 (Cushenberry 2-4, McIntyre 1.4,
Sethi 0-2, Dave 0-4) Fouled out--teGault.
Xi Sekutski. Witi• Rebounds-Toledo 45
(Finelrock 12), Kentucky 43 (Foster Sutton 10)
Ass:ars-Toledo 21 (K Savage 8), Kentucky (16
(Dare, Sethi 5) Total louts-Toledo 31. Kentucky 15 A-400

the championship game scheduler'
for Wednesday night at Madison
Square Garden.
Actually, Fogler has been back
many times, once as a player with
North Carolina in 1970.
"I used to live at the old Garden," Fogler said. "I've seen
many NIT's and watched St.
John's, NYU and a lot of other
great teams. When Manhattan beat
North Carolina in the NIT, I was a
senior co-captain. And, as an assistant coach at North Carolina, I've
been in two or three NIT's."
Fogler is in his first season as
coach at Vanderbilt, which has won
six of its last seven games. Featuring a motion offense and multiple
defenses, the Commodores are led
by senior point guard Derrick Wilson, the school's all-time assists
leader, and freshman center Eric
Reid.
"Penn State is a very toughnosed, intelligent, aggressive
team," Fogler said Sunday at a
news conference with all four
coaches. "It should be a close
ballgamc."
The Nittany Lions, with Bruce
Parkhill in his seventh season as

coach, are led by senior center Ed
Fogel'.
"Someone asked me who would
be the favorite here," Parkhill said,
"and I honestly think that when
you've been through the wars like
these four teams, any team here is
capable of winning two in a row."
And for New Mexico coach
Dave Bliss, that's the wonderful
part of tournament basketball.
"If you have a two-game winning streak, you get to take home a
trophy," Bliss said. "That's what
it comes down to here."
New Mexico, led by 7-foot-2
Australian center Luc Longlcy, is
out to avenge an NIT loss last year
to St. Louis, whom they led by 20
points at halftime.
St. Louis coach Rich Grawer
calls his team a complicated one.
"We've got two freshman, and a
7-foot center in Melvin Robinson
who matches up physically with
Longlcy," Grawcr said. "We also
have the leading rebounder in the
country in Anthony Bonncr.
"We have a hodge-podge team.
It'll be interesting to sec how our
team reacts not only to the NIT but
also to the New York experience."
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It's baseball, with
or without umpires

Actions& Reactions
High school baseball
A new Kentucky High School Athletic Association rule limits the amount of innings
a pitcher can work per week and sets specific requirements for rest between pitching assignments. Previously, there was no limit to innings pitched in a week, but
high school hurlers may now throw no more than 15 innings.in a seven-day span
In addition, any pitching stint lasting seven innings or more requires three days'
rest before the pitcher can throw again. Pitchers mast rest two days for six innings
of work and take one day off for throwing three-to-five innings

Local soccer
Kim Johnston scored four consecutive goals and had five in all as the under-14
girls Chiefs blasted a boys-girls team from Paducah 8-2 Saturday. Susan Kneb
and Sarah Snyder scored the first two goals for the Chiefs, both unassisted, before
Johnston took an assist from JiN Miller for the first of her four goals Mdler then
scored off a Johnston assist before Johnston added the Chiefs' eighth goal on a
Sara Fitts assist. Sarah Snyder, Maggie Snyder and Ellen Udcberg were the top
defensive players listed while goalie Allison Cantrell recorded four saves
• • •
MADISONVILLE — The under-14 boys' Strikers defeated a Madisonville squad 5-1
behind Roman Shapla's hat trick. Shapla scored the only first half goal on John
Key's assist, then scored off Jessie Arant's assist to start the second half scoring.
After Madisonville's only goal, Key scored on an unassisted goal and Arant scored
off Shapla's assist. Shapla then ended the scoring with a goal off Brandon
McCoy's assist. Trent Nix tended the goal for the Strikers.

High school basketball
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Junior forward Jermaine Brown, who averaged 16.5 points in
leading Louisville Fairdale to the Boys State Tournament title, was named the tourney's most valuable player Saturday night. Fairdale's Carlos Turner and Maurice
Morris also were selected to the 12-man squad in voting by media and coaches.
Also named to the team were Anthony Hughes and Corey Pouncy of state runnerup Covington Holmes, Chris Armstrong of Shelby County, Paul Bingham of Jessamine County, Joey Caldwell of Leslie County, Shane Crum and Dante Gay of Clark
County, Lloyd Collins of Clay County and Arlando Johnson of Apollo
• • •
RADCLIFF, Ky. — Terry Jenkins of boys state champion Louisville Fairdale and
Demetria Bright of girls champion Lexington Henry Clay head the list of high
school players invited to try out for the Kentucky All-Stars team. Eleven boys and
eleven girls will be chosen to play their Indiana counterparts June 16 at Freedom
Hall in Louisville and June 23 at Market Square Arena in Indianapolis. Those
invited Sunday will try out April 28 and 29 at North Hardin High School in Radcliff,
said Mike Aldridge, chairman of the selection committee.
'Marshall County's Aaron Beth was the only First Region boy invited to the tryouts.
No First Region girls were invited to the tryouts.

By JIM DONAGHY
Associated Press Baseball Water

There will be major league baseball today, even though the balls
and strikes will be called by minor
league umpires.
Well, nothing's perfect.
Spring training arrives for real as
14 spring training openers are scheduled in Florida and Arizona.
Because of the 32-day lockout, the
exhibition games take on a greater
importance than usual because 6nly
two weeks remain before opening
day.
As a form of protest because
they were not consulted when baseball rescheduled regular-season
games postponed by the lockout,
the umpires will not work spring
training games. They say they will
be back on opening day, however.
Commissioner Fay Vincent
planned to attend today's exhibition opener between the St. Louis
Cardinals and Pittsburgh Pirates at
Bradenton, Fla.
"I've never had this kind of time
frame before," Pirates center fielder Andy Van Slyke said. "When
you have six . weeks, you pretty
much go at your own pace. With
three weeks, you've got to set close
to a record pace that you've never
had to do before. That's going to
be a challenge physically as well as

Rebs rip Loyola...

Hockey
SEATTLE — Four people were arrested, live ejected and a police officer cut in the
mouth in a 20-minute stick-swinging brawl between players and tans at a hockey
game. The free-for-all occured in the third period of the Seattle Thunderbirds' 9-2
victory over the Tri-City Americans in the opener Saturday night of a best-of-nine,
first-round Western Hockey League series before a sellout crowd of 12,075 fans at
the Seattle Coliseum. With Seattle leading 6-1 at 408 of the third period, a light
began behind the Tri-City bench. Several policemen struggled to restore order as
tans and players swung wildly at each other with hockey sticks.

Golf
ORLANDO, Fla. — Rookie Robert Gamez capped a final-round 66 with an 18thhole eagle on Sunday to pass Greg Norman and Larry Mize and win the Nestle
Invitational Gamez, who WOO the Tucson Open in January, took the lead when he
hit a 5-iron into the cup on his second shot and earned $162,000. Norman barely
missed a birdie on the 17th hole, then rolled another birdie chance past the cup on
the 18th. Gamez's 72-hole total of 274 was 14-under par on the 7,114-yard Bay
Hill course. Norman shot a final-round 68 for a 275. Mize also shot a 68 and wound
up at 276.
. • •
PHOENIX — Pat Bradley became the first LPGA player to reach $3 million in
career earnings with a one-stroke victory Sunday in the $500,000 Turquoise Classic. Bradley, with career earnings of $3,059,768, made a two-foot par puff on the
final hole to beat Ayako Okamoto, who had four birdies on the back nine to tie
Bradley at 12 under approaching the final lee. However, Okamoto three-putted on
18 to finish at 281, 11 under par. Bradley, who also won in 1987, earned $75,000
with a final-round 71 Betsy King was third at 282.
• • •
KURIMOTOMACHI, Japan — Bob Charles of New Zealand shot a 3-under-par 69
Sunday to win the 1400,000 Fuji Electric Grand Slam golf championship for the
third straight year. Charles, who won $72,000, finished at 214, 2 under par, for a
two-stroke victory over Taiwan's Hsu Chi-san. Second-round co-leader Dave Hill
and fellow Americans Lee Trevino and Miller Barber, finished five shots back. Larry
Mowry and fellow Americans Chi Chi Rodriguez and Harold Henning and Taiwan's
Hsieh Min-nan shared sixth at 220.
• • •
PANAMA CITY, Fla. — Buddy" Gardner of Birmingham. Ala., fired a final-round
3-under-par 69 for a one-shot victory over Brad Fabel of Madisonville, Ky , in the
Ben Hogan Classic on Sunday. Fabel's bogey on the 18th hole enabled Gardner,
who had a three-round total of 209, to earn $20,000. Robert Thompson of Huntsville, Texas, and Rick Pearson of Jacksonville both finished at 211 to tie for third.

Tennis
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. — Andre Agassi took advantage of Stefan Edberg's
repeated errors for a four-set victiw Sunday in the finals of the International Players Championships.
Agassi won 6-1, 6-4, 0-6, 6-2 to avenge a lour-set loss to Edberg in the finals of
the Champions Cup in Indian Wells, Calif., on March 12. The title was the 10th of
the 19-year-old Agassi's career and his second this year. He also won an indoor
tournament in San Francisco in February. Agassi, the first American to win the
tournament since Tim Mayotte in 1985, collected $179,000 and improved his
record this year to 16-2.
• • •
In the women's finals Saturday, 16-year-old Monica Sales won her second tournament title by beating No. 15 seed Judith Wiesner of Austria 6-1, 6-2.

(Cont'd from page 10)
half and taking a 20-point lead into
halftime. Leading 84-70, UNLV
ended all doubt with a 34-10 blitz
that made it 118-80 with five
minutes remaining, the game's biggest margin.
SOUTHEAST
No. 9 Georgia Tech 93
No. 20 Minnesota 91
Dennis Scott, Kenny Anderson
and Brian Oliver scored all but four
of Georgia Tech's points as the
Yellow Jackets earned their first
trip to the Final Four.
"Believe it or not, that's not that
unusual with this team," Georgia
Tech coach Bobby Cremins said.
"We had that happen several times
this season."
"Them doing all the scoring is
not designated. It's something that
happens and just comes naturally."
"Scott scored 40 points, Anderson
30 and Olives 19.
Minnesota (23-9), making the
round of eight for the first time,
was the last of a record seven Big
Ten teams in the field of 64.
The game was the 23rd so far in
the tournament to be decided by
three points or less. Minnesota had
a chance to win, but Kevin Lynch's
3-point attempt from the side
missed at the buzzer.
MIDWEST
No. 7 Arkansas 88
Texas 85
The regional championship not
only sent Arkansas to the Final
Four, but gave the Razorbacks their
first 30-win season since 1978.
Lenzie Howell was the regional
MVP, scoring 25 points against
North Carolina and 21 against Texas (24-9).
"Lenzie Howell has come to his
hometown time and time again and

IHERES-4

Prepare for those Hot Summer
Months NOW!

EAST
No. 15 Duke 79
No. 3 Connecticut 78
The Blue Devils are in their third
straight Final Four and seventh
since 1963, although they have
never won the national championship. They lost in the championship
game in 1964, '78 and '86.
Duke beat Connecticut (31-5) on
Christian Laettner's 15-foot jumper
at the overtime buzzer, becoming
the first school since Houston in
1982-83-84 to make three straight
Final Four trips.
"It's great to be able to say I've
been to the Final Four three of four
years," said Duke's Alaa Abdclnaby, who had 27 points and 14
rebounds. "But we've never won
one. That's the next step. We want
to win one."
The play that put the ball in
Laeuner's hands for the final shot
was called from the sidelines by
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski with
2.6 seconds to play. Laettner
inbounded to Brian Davis, took a
return pass and hit his shot.
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Score

NCAA rfelts, schedule
EAST REGIONAL
Fr* Round
At The Mortified Civic Center
Hartford, Conn
Thureday, March 1$
Clemson 49 Bngriam Young 47
La Salle 79 Southern Misaisopci 63
Connecticut 76 Boston University 52
Calfortva 65 Indiana 63
At The Omni
• Atlanta
Felday March 16
Dirks 81 Richmond 46
St Johns 31 Temple 65
UCLA 68 Alabama Birmingham 56
Kansas 79 Robert Morns 71
Second Round
Al Ti,. Hertford Civic Center
Hertford, Conn
Seturdsy. March 17
Connecticut 74 California 54
Clemson 79 La Sale 75
At Ti,. Omni
Atlanta
Sunday, klatch le
Duke 76 St Jonns 72
UCLA 71 Kansas 70
Semifinals
At The Meadowlands
Elan Rutherford. N.J
Thursday. March 12
Connectic,A 71 Ciemson
Duke 90 UCLA 81
C h imps'nen p
At The Meadowlands
Elise Rutherford, N.J.
Saturday, March IA
Duke 79 Connecticut 78 OT

Oklahoma 77 Towson sums 66
North Carolina 13 Southwest Miaow, Stele 70
Arkansas 68 PrinCelOn 64
Dayton, 88 linos 66
At Ti,. Homier Dome
Indonapolis
Fender Yerch 16
Georgetown ;C Issas Scutriern 52
Xavier ONo 87 Kaneas State 79
Texas 100 Georoa 86
Rink,' 75 Northeast Louisiana 63
341COnd Round

At The Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Texas
Saturday, March 17
North Carolina 79 Okahorna 77
Arkansas 116 Dayton isel
At The Hoosier Doom
Indianapolis
Sunday, March 111
Texas 73 Purdue 72
Xavier Olio 74 Georgetown 71
Son, hash
At Reunion Arena
Donee
Thursday, March 22
Arkansas 96 North Caroima '3
'Gies 102 Xavier Ohio 89
Championship
At Reunion- Arens
Deltas
Saturday, March 24
Arkansas 88
85
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Special Events Center
Salt Lake City
Thursday, March 15
Ball Stale 54 Oregon State 53
Louvres 78 war* 59
Nevada Las Vegas 102, Arkansas Utile Rodi 72
04,0 Slate 84 Providence 83 OT
Al Long Beech Arena
Long Beech, Calif
Friday, March 16
Anzona 79 Scutt' Fbnda 67
A:abarna 71 Coiorado State 54
Michigan 76 linos Stale 70
Loyola Marymount 111 Now Mar
State 92
Second Round
At The Special Events Center
Sett Lake City
Saturday, March 17
UNLV 76 Ohio State 65
Bail State 62 Louisville 67
At Long Beach Arens
Sunday, March t8
,D.csa ktaryma,nt 149 Michia, "5
A.aloarna 77 ArIzona 55
Semifinals
At Alsmede County C0118.'14111
Oekland, Calif
•
Fnday, March 23
Loyd' Marymount 8.2 Aiabsma 6C
JNLV 69 Bari State 67
Championship
At Alameda County Coliseum
Oakland, Calif.
Sunday, March 25
UNIV 131 Loyd, Marymount
•••
THE FINAL FOUR
At McNichols Arens
Denver
Sernifinele
Saturday, March 31
Duke 288, vs Arkansas 104 4 l C ••••
Georgia Tech 128-6 vs Jh,
.es
anw comb of f no game
Championship
Monday, April 2
Duke Arkansas wnne,vs Goo'; a "a(' h .
84

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Firill Round
At Thompson-Bohng Arens
Knoxville, Tenn
Thursday, March 15
JC Santa Barbara 70 Houston 66
0.4chig.v. Stale 75 Murray StaW 71 C'
Louisiana State 70 VIllanova 63
Georg,a "ad, 99 East Tennessee State 83
At Richmond Colisourn
Richmond, Va.
Fndsy, March 16
Northern Iowa 74 1Assoun 71
lAnnesota 64 TexasEl Paso 61 CT
Syracuse 70 Comm State 48
Virginia 76 Notre Dame 67
Second Round
At Thompeort•Boting Arens
Knoxville, Tenn.
Saturday, March 17
Mchiga, S'ale 62 UC Santa Barbara 58
Georg,a 'e.", 94 Louisiana State 91
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond,'Vs.
Sunday, March 18
Sv•acuse. 61 Yrgima 61
kAnnescia B' Northern Iowa 78
Semifinals •
At The Superdorn•
New Oneens
Friday, March 23
kinresc.4 8L Sr•acusa 75
Georia "ikI‘ 11, Michigan State SC 0'
Championship
At The Superdorne
Neli Orleans
Sunday, March ZS
Geo,ga 'Or" 93 Minnesota 9'
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Forst Round
At The Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Teams
Thursday, March 15

NIT results, schedule
First Round
Wednesday, Mooch 14
Pern State 57 Marquette 54
New Orleans 78 James Madison 74
Tennessee 73. Memptidi, St 71
Thursday, March 15
Fordnarn 106 Southern U 80
Maryland 91 Massachusetti 81
Mssisoccii St 84 Bay iOf 75
Ws -Green Bay 73 S Illnois 60
Vanderbilt 98 .ouisrana Tech 90 0T
Crilanorro St 113 Tulsa 74
Na.., 69 Stanford 57
Fridey, March 16
Rutgers 87 Holy Cross 78
Cincinnati 75 Boggling Green 60
St Louis 85 Kent Stale 74
DsPaul 89 Cregnton 72 .
New Marco 89 Oregon 76
Long Beacn Si 86 Arizona St 71
• • •
Second Round
Mondey, March 18
Vanderbilt 89. Tennessee 85
Rutgers 81 Fordium 74
Penn State 80 Maryland 78
New ()Hikers 65 Moosup°, St 60

Timidity, March 20
DePaul 61 One:Innen 59
St .aus 58 Ws -Grow Bay 54
hew Mar cc 90 Oklahoma Si 118
Hawol 34 ong Beach st 79

• • •
Quarterfinals
Wednesday, March 21
Penn State 58 Rutgers 55
vandertve BA P.4). Orleans 65
Thursday, March 22
St Louis 54 DePaui 47
Friday, March 23
New kikauco EIC Hawaii 58
• • •
At Madison Strafe Gorden New tan
'Tamale

liondsy, *Much 21
State '.248, vs Vanoerbin 11914+. 6 p
St lou,.20 '1! vs New kAfiroz 120-121, 8pm
-Wadnesdoy. March 78
Third Place
Seritra ass
'
, 530 p
Championship
Sem*na 44n,144r4 8 p in
PIrr

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen
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On All New

TOYOTAS • MAZDAS

Announcing: Our New Allen Smart
Engine Analyzer

Brake
Special

proven he is probably one of the
best players in the country," Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson said.
"Not in the Southwest Conference
— in the country."
Arkansas had to get by without
Howell for part of the game. He
was poked in the eye with 18:17 to
play and the Razorbacks leading by
four. In the next seven minutes
without Howell, Arkansas stretched
its lead to 70-54.
Arkansas beat Southwest Conference rival Texas three times, this
season, although Texas cut the
Razorbacks' lead to 82-78 with
1:37 left on a pair of free throws
by Joey Wright.

Fleer

'Murray
Calloway County
Baseball Association
1990 Baseball
Registration

pedal

Leagues:
T- Ball
Park League
Kentucky League
Little League
Pony League
Colt League
Senior Babe Ruth

AUTO CENTER

200 N. 4th St., Murray

Mon.-Fri. 8-5

and

MITSUBISHIS

Ages 5-6
Ages 7-8
Ages 9-10
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

11-12
13-14
15-16
16-18

LATE REGISTRATION
Wednesday, March 28
3-6 p.m.
at:

YOST
CARS

(2)20]1:a1]
753-6001

mentally."
There are lots of questions for
managers to answer, with little
time to do it.
New York Yankees manager
Bucky Dent is simply asking when
pitcher Pascual Perez plans to show
up. Dent would like to use Perez
on opening day.
The Yankees expected Perez to
be in camp today after he takes
care of some legal paperwork in
the Dominican Republic.
Tom Reich, Perez's agent, said
his client was stopped at the airport
in Puerto Plata on Saturday and
served with legal documents stemming from a civil suit. As a result,
the pitcher was prevented from
leaving the country.
Reich said he sent legal help to
Perez over the weekend to obtain a
document that will clear him to fly
to the United States. Once that is
done, Perez will be accompanied
by one of Reich's representatives
from the Dominican until he reaches Fort Lauderdale Stadium.
The defending National League
champion San Francisco Giants
started their season in a nationally
televised game this afternoon
against the Cleveland Indians (3
p.m. EST, ESPN). Rick Reuschel,
40, was the starter for the Giants.
Reuschel, already tabbed by
(Cont'd on page 12)
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"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St., Murray
753-8844

You Get The Rebates
Plus These Special Rates
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Available Only From
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All--$tar lineup's total salary would cost a whopping $21,388,036

of orga

nlay

Eddie Murray of Los Angeles ($2,513,703) is the highest-paid first

By RONALD BLUM

I5aseman, just ahead of AP All -Star Will Clark, who will get $2.25

Associated Press Sports Writes

NEW YORK — With a boost from the free spending this winter, the
most expensive lineup in baseball now costs a record $21,388,036, up
almost $2 million from last year.
A record 153 players will make SI million or more this season,
according to contract details obtained from player and management
sources. A record 27 players will make $2 million, topped by Milwaukee's Robin Yount at $3.2 million.
Eight of the nine starters have changed on the top-money team in the,
last year, a reflection of the big salary push in the offseason.
Gone from last year's list are Orel Hershiser, Cal Ripken and Andre
Dawson. In are Roger Clemens. Kirby Puckett and Rickey Henderson.
The increase on the best team in baseball was even sharper. The nine
players on the 1989 Associated Press All-Star team made S11,916,667.
The AP All-Stars will cost $15,391,333 this year, a 29 percent rise.
Puckett, who will get $2.7 million-this season from Minnesota, is the
only player to make both the AP All-Star team and the all-money team.
Clemens of Boston (S2.6 million) will be the top-paid pitcher in
baseball this 'car while Bret Saberhagen of Kansas City ($1.4 million)
is the 1989 A'13 All-Star. Lance Parrish of California is the highest-paid
catcher ($1.916,000) while Baltimore catcher Mickey Tettleton is the
lowest-paid player on the AP All-Stars at $750,000.

million from the San Francisco Giants.
Lou Whitaker of Detroit is the highest-paid second baseman ($1.8
million), while Ryne Sandberg of the Chicago Cubs ($1.55 million) is
the AP All-Star. Ozzie Smith of St. Louis ($1.975 million) replaced
AP All-Star Ripen of Baltimore ($1,366,667) as the highest-paid
shortstop.
Paul Molitor of Milwaukee ($2,433,333) was the highest-paid third
baseman while Howard Johnson of the Mets (51,666,667) was the AllStar.
Joining Puckett in the outfield on the most expensive team were
Yount ($3.2 million) and Oakland's Henderson ($2.25 million). On the
AP All -Stars, Puckett was joined by Kevin Mitchell of San Francisco
(52,083.000) 'and Ruben Sierra of Texas ($1,625,000).
The salaries are determined by taking the actual 1990 salary and
adding a prorated share of the signing bonus. In Murray's case, his
S2.7 million income is discounted to reflect $500,000 that is deferred
without interest.
The New York Mets have the most millionaires with 11, followed by
the Kansas City Royals with 10. The Baltimore Orioles, Cleveland
Indians, Minnesota Twins and Seattle Mariners have the fewest with
two each.
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Manager Roger Craig to start openir.g day, will be on a 25-30 pitch
mit as the Giants and Indians

renew the oldest spring training
rivalry in baseball. Since 1934, the
Giants are 270-239 against the
Indians.

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Nights 4-9 p.m.

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
Hc,-er-acte Blsou'ts & Country Gravy • Fried Potatoes

Wh le Beans • Cole Slaw

$3 • 2 pc. Dinner
$5 - All You Can Eat
99

"We just want to get everyone
as ready as possible. We don't
want to rush anybody," Craig said.
"The scores don't really mean
anything."
Other exhibition openers today
had Atlanta vs. New York Yankees
at Fort Lauderdale; New York Mets
vs. Houston at Kissimmee, Fla.;
Philadelphia vs. Detroit at Lakeland, Fla.; Los Angeles vs. Minnesota at Orlando, Fla.; Montreal vs.
Baltimore at Miami; Boston vs.
Kansas City at Haines City, Fla.;
Milwaukee vs. Seattle at Tempe,
Ariz., Chicago Cubs vs. Oakland at
Phoenix; California vs. San Diego

at Yuma, Ariz., Toronto vs. Cincinnati at Plant City, Fla.; Chicago
White Sox vs. Texas at Port Charlotte, Fla.; and Philadelphia vs.
Detroit at Lakeland. Fla.
Spring Shopping
California's interest in acquiring
outfielder Dave Winfield from the
New York Yankees may be getting
serious. Former Angels manager
Cookie Rojas, now a scout for the
club, attended Yankee workouts in
Ft. Lauderdale last week to report
on how Winfield is recovering
from his back surgery of last year.
Angels General Manager Mike
Port confirmed Sunday that he has

99

SPRING SALE!

— OR —

H.P. Garage
Door Opener

OCEAN BONELESS FILLETS

1/2

WCole Slaw • Hushpuppies • White Beans • Choice of
F-es, Caiun Fries or Baked -Potato

Completely Installed

$3

99

gsq*

- • 2 Order Dinner

•24-Hour Emergency Service
Residential Garage Door Openers
and Garage Doors

Seven Seas Restaurant
Open 4 P.M.

The Proiessicrneal Line
Goroge Door OPorvers

Art's Garage Door Service

Orders to Go

753-4141

Lift-Master

Hwy. 641 N.

(502)674-5999 or 674-5893

ESCORTS!

ESCORTS!

had recent trade talks with the
Yankees.
Starter Mike Witt, who was
courted by the Yankees two years
ago when he was a free agent, is
known to be on the trading block.
Medical Report
Most teams are just hoping to
escape the next couple of weeks
without too many injuries. But the
aches and pains are already starting
to mount.
New York Mets reliever Alejandro Pena has an inflarruned right
index finger and will not pitch as
scheduled Tuesday night against
the Yankees. Manager Davey Johnson said Pena probably will pitch
Wednesday against the Baltimore
Orioles in Miami.
Two days after asking Minnesota
for a tryout, right-hander Keith
Atherton told Manager Tom Kelly
and pitching coach Dick Such that
his arm isn't any better. Atherton
strained his arm three weeks ago
and tendinitis has developed.
"I told Dick Such and T.K. that
I was just wasting their time and
my time both," the 31-year-old

(Coned from page 10)
by Gage.
"This thing could not have been
done without the support of Mar-

ESCORTS!

Up To

A.P.R.
Financing

•Plls,„ s750 Assistance

Customer Cash

s100

Up To

Cash from
Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

48

YOU GET ALL 3!

On the Mend
Four St. Louis Cardinals pitchers
recovering from elbow injuries
passed their first tests on Sunday.
"It just goes to show you how
far behind the hitters are," lefthander John Tudor said after retiring six of seven batters with only
15 pitches in an intrasquad game.
Right-hander Danny Cox and
left-handers Greg Mathews and
Rick Horton also pitched.
Cox, who hadn't pitched since
spring training last year, struggled
with his control. Of 21 pitches, 14
were balls, and he nicked Milt
Thompson in the hand with a
changeup.
Todd.,Benzinger took five
minutes of batting practice, putting
him ahead of schedule for rehabilitating his broken left hand.
The Cincinnati first baseman hit
17 balls left-handed and 10 righthanded — the first time he's hit
since breaking the hand March 2
while practicing on his own during
the lockout.

Gage cuts...

YOUR CHOICE
Now Through March 31, 1990 • Escorts
Financing
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Months

shall Gage and Mike Strickland,"
Racer coach Stan Narewski said.
"When I came here and saw the
condition of the track, I knew we
had to do someth'ig," Strickland
said. "I asked around, and everyone
said I needed to talk to Marshall
Gage. I went to Indianapolis
(where Gage owns and operates his
own business), and we talked about
it. He said, 'If we're going to do it,
we're going to do it right."
In this day of budget crunches,
the project had to be privatelyfunded amidst skepticism over the
completion of the project. "What's
so special about this is a lot of people said it couldn't be done," Gage
said. "I'm a very optimistic person,
and I believed we could get thisaccomplished."
The Rekortan Company agreed
to finance the project, and the
MSU Board of Regents guaranteed
the loan. Money is still being
raised to pay for the project.
"We can see it now, so we need
to finish up strong," Gage said.
"Having the track out there makes
it a reality.".
Murray State now hopes to bring
in high-powered collegiate competition and host top-level high school
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"We've got to prime the pump,"
Narewski said. "We've got a great
place, and now the key is to get
people on it."

LINCOLN

Tra-K-1 ULTMATE
01-77P1LIENSEI

New Ideas From the Area's Most Experienced Dealer

701 Main St., Murray
(502) 753-5273

For the past seven years, more people around the world have chosen Escort than any car made
anywhere* Escort continues to be an outstanding value and a versatile all-around performer It
features the traction of front-wheel drive, electronic fuel iniechon, a smooth-riding 4-wheel
independent suspension system, a roomy well-appointed interior and a choice of 2 or 4 door
hatchback or wagon •Based on 1982 '988 caorKlar yea, worldrocle sae, and export Oaia
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ON PAY-PER-VIEW

4 Time
President's Award Winner
1986 - 1987 - 1988 - 1989
James Parker
753-5180

John Parker
753-1833

Joe Parker
753-2656

David Park
759-1980

TITLE FOR TITLE'
WWF
INTERCONTINENTAL
CHAMPION

WWF
CHAMPION
HULK

VS
ULTIMATE
HOGAN "
WARRIOR "
LIVE! LIVE! 3PM Central
Call

Yew.
Ren Wright
753-0156

Nick Ryan
436-2486

Larry McCully
354-6960

Rodger Mayer
753-6694

Keith Williams
753-7275

Thomas Jones
753-5405

Murray Cablevislon
753-5005
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How pollution attacks the body
n Lower lungs

Visits to the BBC, Reuters and
other international media centers
are but a few of the on-the-scene
learning experiences ahead for
those who enroll in a course to be
taught in London next summer by
Sheila Clough Crifasi, visiting lecturer at Murray State University.
"We'll even have one field trip
that takes us across the English
Channel when we travel to UNESCO in Paris," Ms. Crifasi said.
She will teach "Western Media
and the Third World" as a part of a
travel-study program offered by the
Cooperative Center for Study in
Britain (CCSB), a Kentucky-based
consortium of universities that
organize study programs in Britain.
The course, open to the general
public as well as students, provides
an overview of the contrasting
roles and effects of worldwide
mass media, especially the Third
World countries that were formerly
British colonies, Ms. Crifasi said.
"We'll take advantage of our
location at King's College in Kensington to start our research at the
Commonwealth Center just down
the street," she explained. "The
Center has colorful and detailed
exhibits on all the Commonwealth
nations."
Field trips and guest lecturers
from media and government will
supplement class sessions and still
leave plenty of free time for sightseeing and travel, according to Ms.
Crifasi.
England and America may speak
the same language but they are cul-

Nitrogen oxides damage immune
system, leaving lungs vulnerable to
viruses and bacteria. Asbestos causes
cancer and ozone inflames lung tissue.
Upper lungs
Sulfur dioxide irritates and damages
tissue, Manganese, magnesium,
beryllium and zinc also build up.

0

gib Brain
Lead causes hyperactivity and
impairs hearing. Carbon monoxide
and mercury also cause damage.
Blood
oCarbon
monoxide displaces
oxygen. Fluoride and cadmium
build up.
Heart
0
"Carbon monoxide causes
angina, other heart troubles.
Fetus
0Lead
causes brain damage.
Carbon monoxide can cause
low birthweight.
Liver
0Chlorinated
hydrocarbons like
DDT build to dangerous levels.
Kidneys
0Mercury
and cadmium build up.
Bones
0Fluoride
and lead concentrate
Intestines
ODFluoride
and lead build up.
hydrocarbons collect.

SOURCE . The Boston Globe

Murray High ninth grade
speech team captures honor
The Murray High School ninth
grade speech team won third place
sweepstakes at the Junior State
Speech Tournament last weekend
at Western Kentucky Univeristy.
The Murray group scored 114
points while first place Tates Creek
of Lexington totaled 149 points and
second place Montgomery CoOunty
scored 119 points. Over 700 students from 56 schools participated.
The following students won individual awards for Murray: Melissa
Muscio, first in poetry interpretation and fourth in interpretation of
literature; Craig Rogers, first in
extemporaneous speaking; Mary
Friend, second in prose interpretation; Deidre Holcomb, second in
storytelling; Kacey Guin, fourth in
prose interpretation; Janise Greer
and Thomas Daniels, fifth in duo
acting; ai,d Paige Alcott, fifth in
poetry interpretation.

Ginger Crouch, Jay Howell,
Belinda Lockhart, Shawn Kellie,
Michael Robinson and Aimee
Clark reached the semi-final round
of competition.
"I was very proud of these students," said speech coach Mark
Etherton. "They earned third place
with only a partial team. We only
entered 13 positions out of 30 possible. To reach that high with those
few numbers was incredible."
Speech coaches for Murray High
are Sherri Mills, Kelli Burkeen,
Dawn Greer and Mark Etherton.

ft?

WERE FIGHTING FOR
\OUR LIFE

.

•
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Based at King's College, Kensington, it runs from July 5 through
Aug. 9. The cost is $2,495 and
includes tuition, airfare, dormitory
room, most meals, tube and bus
pass in London and BritRail pass.
Courses are open to the general
public as well as college students.
Twenty-five courses in 14 subjects
fields are offered at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Up to
six semester hours of credit can be
earned. The deadline for applying
is March 30.
For more information, interested
persons can write or call Celia
Wall, Center for International
Programs, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-4411.

-

Purdom Motors

Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky.

New '90 Models

•

•

American Heart
Association

"London is one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world with
people from all over the globe, and
an unlimited number of things to
do and see.
"This is an incredible opportunity to have five weeks in Kensington in the heart of London and get
three credits too," she said.
Crifasi has been on the faculty of
the MSU department of Journalism
and Radio/Television for four
years. She earned the bachelor of
arts degree at the University of
Massachusetts and the master of
science degree at Boston
University.
The CCSB program, Summer
Term H, is offered in cooperation
with the University of London.

Do it with newspaper.
When you compare
newspaper and television, twice as many
purchases are made as a
result of newspaper advertising.

•

.
.
.
.
.

turally different, she pointed out.
"For example, one difference
that communications students discover immediately is in the role of
television newscasters. The English
don't glamorize and make personalities of their anchor persons as
we do. In fact they uent' called
anchors, they're called 'readers'
and that's what they do — read the
news. They don't make jokes or
comments but place the emphasis
on what is being said and not who
is saying it.
"It's a valuable lesson in intercultural relationships just being
there," she said.
Crifasi, who taught in London in
1988, said she is looking forward
to returning.

Want to motivate
your cu8tomer?

......................................,..
.
..
.. Used Movie Sale .
.
.
Over 250 Movies
.
.
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Crifasi to teach travel-study program

Toxic chemicals and noxious gases, at high enough levels, penetrate
the body's defenses and attack a variety
of organs

erbChlorinated
Fat
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Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles, Buicks & Pontiacs
With

Rebates

Up To 62500 in Addition to Our Best
Deal, or 6.9% APR Financing Available.

Large Selection of

Brand New

'89 & '90

'89

CENTURY
Boats

GM Program Cars
with Savings Up To s10:4000

Save Up To s5,000

Visit Our Showroom and Let One of
Our Professional Sales People Show
You Our Fantastic Selection of
New & Used Cars & Boats.

of
Wells Purdom. Jr.

Tripp Purdom

,lim Sutter

Johnny Rickman

Janice Asbridge

After the Sale See Our Service Managers
Watch for your March 27th
Ledger & Times
and enter to win!
1st Prize

10.00

2nd Prize
$5.00
First and second place prizes given in three age groups:
3-4 year olds, 5-6-7 year olds and 8-9-10 year olds.

GM QUALITY
SERVICE )
ARTS
ORMIRAL MOTORS CORPCMIATION

John Purdom

.6064in/24464\

Floyd Hart

'There's never been a better time to buy a new car."

NOON MOTORS INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Buick-Cadillac-Century Boats
1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

753-5315

ai
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This
W•eits
Special

Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

'259
Special Good Thru March 31
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-CI & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0046

GET TECHNICAL
IT PAYS
NOTHING
STAYS THE SAME..
WHY SHOULD YOU?
Kentucky Vocational-Technical Education is changing
for the 90s. And you can make a change in your life.
by checking out Kentucky's public vocational-technical education.
• Educational Programs for over 50 occupational
areas
• Career Planning and Assistance
• Co-op Work opportunities for on-the-job training

Kentucky Vocational Technical Education
CHANGING FOR THE '90s

Call toll-free

1-800-223-5632

Ai

Atochem begins building
on $9.1 million upgrade
for ozone-saving HCFCS
Atochem North America, Inc.
has started construction of a $9.1
million modification to the company's lsotron production facility
in Calvert City, Kentucky. Construction started Monday, March
19, on a modification that will
allow Atochem (formerly Pennwalt
Corporation) to begin producing
14Ib in commercial quantities. The
new product is a replacement for
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
believed responsible for breaking
down the earth's protective ozone
layer.
"We are now scheduled for
mechanical completion in August
of this year with start up in September," said Atochem Engineering
Manager Bob Foster. "When this is
completed the plant will be able to
produce commercial quantities of
both 141b and 142b."
In 1987 the United States was
among 24 nations to sign the
"Montreal Protocol" calling for
restrictions on production of CFCs
and related products. CFCs are
believed to react with ozone in the
stratosphere, destroying the earth's
protective ozone shield.
Announcing the project in
November 1989, Fluorochemicals
Divison President Jim Houser said
that it would make the Calvert City
plant the only domestic producer of
ozone saving HCFC products.
"The need for alternatives to
CFCs was first identified in the
mid-1970's," he said. "Because
then current scientific information
indicated no need for restictions on
CFCs, the development of alternatives slowed somewhat. In the
mid-1980's some new and worrisome information became available. The search for alternatives to
CFCs revived with a rapidly
accelerated schedule."
The Montreal Protocol was developed in September 1987, the first
reduction measure, a freeze at 1986
production levels became effective
July 1st. The Protocol calls for
further reductions of 30 percent by
1993, and a reduction to 50 percent
of 1986 production levels by 1998.
"Recently it was agreed that a
virtual phase out of CFCs is possible by the year 2000. This puts the
Montreal Protocol on a fast track"
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A two-vehicle accident this morning on Wiswell Road approximately
three miles west of Murray sent two to the hospital, according to a
report from the Calloway County Sheriff's office. Sharon Eaves, of
Murray, lost control of her westbound car and struck a van driven by
Randall Hutchens, who was traveling east, according to Deputy Sheriff Dan Bazzell. Bazzell said Eaves' vehicle went out of control after it
slipped off the shoulder of the road and came back over the centerline. Eaves was trying to avoid an eastbound truck which had crossed
the centerline when she lost control, Bazzell said. Hutchens and a passenger in the Eaves' vehicle, Alicia Eaves, were treated and released
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

School management provision
raises concerns but will pass

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There is uncertainty in many corners about the "site-based management" provision of Kentucky's
education-reform act, pending in
the General Assembly.
But there is little danger the
measure will be removed from the
bill when it goes to the Senate
floor Tuesday.
The concept is a cornerstone of
the bill, .which grants schools
increased authority but holds them
accountable for results.
Under the bill, six-person councils would have power over many
areas once ruled by school boards,
superintendents and principals.
The House passed the bill
Wednesday.
Under site- or school-based management, a principal would have
one vote on the council.
"There's no question that principals are confused," said Wayne
Young, executive director of the
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators. "What happens
when an irate parent shows up at
the school? Do you call a meeting
of the school council?"
Some Kentucky schools would
implement the management plan
tan
M
MARTIN,
,CTheinn
t‘a
ef. 8k13)—
GillAssiss next year, and most would do so by
1996.
ary
The measure's purpose is to lift
arrested and charged with vandalism and official misconduct, Sgt. state and district controls and give
Tony Maples said Sunday night. schools free rein to run themselves,
Gill was arrested Sunday on as long as they show academic
charges stemming from a Saturday progress.
School officials wish the bill betnight incident involving a truck
ter
clarified the lines of authority
that belongs to former Police Sgt.
between superintendent and counJ.D. Sanders, Maples said.
Gill told reporters Sunday that cils, school board and schooli It
he and his wife, Mary, put masking doesn't spell out when districts can
tape on Sanders' windshield to overrule a council action.
"A school board and superintencover anti-Mayor Bob Peeler signs,
dent under this bill would not have
which he called inflammatory.
Police Chief John Jackson sus- the authority to implement a
district-wide curriculum," said
pended Gill Sunday.
Maples said a news conference David Keller, executive director of
was planned for 10 a.m. Monday at the Kentucky School Boards Association. "Any ... council could say,
city hall.

Asst. Martin police
chief faces vandalism,
misconduct charges

'We're sorry — we don't think
that's important, and we're not
going to teach French at this
school."
Some legislators have worried
they were giving individual schools
too much power; others that they
weren't giving enough.
While the board would decide a
school's funding, the council
would set staff levels, buy instructional materials and participate in
personnel decisions.
The council would determine
curriculum, set staff duties, assign
students to classes and programs
and make decisions about discipline and extracurricular programs.
By July 1, 1996, all schools must
implement site-based management
unless they earn a waiver based on
high academic performance. Many
educators and legislators predict
that the system will be widely
accepted by then. Others worry its
popularity could be undermined by
its administrative load on teachers.
Principal Marilyn Hohmann has
conducted a form of site-based
management at Jefferson County's
Fairdale High School for four
years.
She agreed that site-based management is "powerfully timeconsuming" but predicted that
teachers will be enthusiastic.
David Allen, president of the
Kentucky Education Association,
said the program will give teachers
long-sought say over their work
environment. "I think teachers will
be more than eager to participate."
But he said the association
would rather have each school's
faculty determine the council's
composition.
The bill says school councils
will contain three teachers, two
parents and an administrator.
Schools can adopt larger councils
only by adding six members at a
time, keeping the same proportion
of teachers and parents.
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Houser noted. "We agree that this
is an achievable goal. HOWCYCI, as
President Bush stated recently, a
complete phase out of CFCs by the
year 2000 must be tied to the successful development and production of alternate products such as
141b."
CFCs are used in the production
of hundreds of consumer products.
Atochem is the nation's third
largest producer of CFCs and
HCFCs. According to Houser the
banning of CFCs without a viable
replacement would have far reaching effects on society.
"If CFCs were phased out before
alternatives were developed, large
commercial air conditioning systems would operate less efficiently,
at best increasing energy consumption and thereby potentially adding
to the greenhouse effect," Houser
said. "At worst, they would not
operate at all, requiring extensive
remodeling of buildings. Shortages,
or unavailability of some foods and
medicines could occur without
acceptable alternative equipment to
current refrigerated storage and
distribution systems that require
CFCs. Delicate inter-working of
telephones, computers, and other
telecommunications equipment are
dependant on CFC cleaning agents
used in their manufacture."
Significant amounts of CFCs are
used to produce rigid foams for
insulation and packaging, in flexible foams for furniture and auto
seats, and coolants for auto air conditioners and refrigerators. They
are also used to sterilize hospital
equipment, and as a solvent in the
electronics industry.
"We had planned a very tight
engineering time frame and
accelerated construction schedule
because of the demand for safe
CFC replacements," Foster adds.
"With such an ambitious work
schedule, we feel very fortunate
that the project is meeting our
timetable."
Atochem North America, Inc.,
headquartered in Philadelphia,
Penn. is a diversified chemical
company with facilities located
throughout the world.

Morning accident
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Americans shed billions
in wallet for weight loss
in '89 with poor results
WASHINGTON (AP) — Losing
weight within two years.
weight is a growing business, and
It said Americans spent $33 bilthe $33 billion Americans spent to
lion on weight loss in 1989, oneshed pounds last year usually
third of it for diet clinics alone. It
brought poor and sometimes lifecited a warning by the American
threatening results, a House subMedical Association that some diet
committee chairman and staff formulas could lead
to complicacharged.
tions and fatalities among dieters.
Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., said
"The worrisome trend is away
federal agencies have failed to profrom exercise and toward liquid
vide adequate consumer protection
protein diets, virtually all of them
or guarantee medical safety in the
sponsored by physicians and hospiunregulated diet business —
tals, and so-called fast diets, which
including popular liquid diets.
ignore nutritional safety," the
"The result has been a tidal
report said.
wave of false and misleading
Much of the growth in the indusadvertising in a field already awash
in gross over-promotion," he said. try has been due to heavy advertising, which the FTC has largely
Wydcn was opening a hearing
ignored, the report said.
today on the issue by his House
The Food and Drug AdministraSmall Business subcommittee on
tion has authority to regulate the
regulation.
diet products.
The panel was hearing testimony
"But in reality, few if any of
from alleged victims of liquid
diets. They include former dieters these diet gadgets, drugs or food
have been tested for safety and
who suffered gall bladder damage
as a result of the diet, and the wife effectiveness before patients and
of one man whose brain damage consumers become unsuspecting
was attributed to diet-induced heart guinea pigs," the staff report said.
failure, subcommittee staff director
It contended that many so-called
Steve Jenning said.
diet experts, including physicians,
Also testifying were officials of have little knowledge about how to
the American Dietetic Association treat obesity. The products are
and the American Board of Nutri- often sold by people whose princition. Janet Steiger, chairwoman of pal training is in sales, not nutrition
the Federal Trade Commission, or medicine, it said.
planned to appear as well.
The report cited industry
Officials of major commercial research estimating the nation has
weight-loss programs declined to 65 million dieters, including half of
testify, the panel said.
all women. It said 60 percent of all
A subcommittee staff report on women are usually dieting in some
the diet industry said that despite form, and 18 percent of all adults
optimistic claims, an estimated 90 are constantly dieting; 25 percent
percent of all dieters who lose 25 of American adults are obese and
pounds in a diet program regain the 13 percent are severely overweight.

The Fed's 12 distncts provide the economic
survey data published in the central bank's
periodic -beige book "
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DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
People with one or more of six
characteristics run higher than normal risks of getting the deadliest
form of skin cancer, a new study
suggests.
Because of its high curability in
early stages, and the ease in identifying likely susceptible people,
"no one should die from melanoma," said researcher Darrell Rigel
of New York University.
Melanoma is expected to kill
6,300 Americans this year, according to the American Cancer Society. Some 27,600 new cases of
melanoma, caused chiefly by
excessive exposure to the sun, are
expected this year.
Rigel described the new study
Sunday at a science writers conference sponsored by the cancer society. The work included data from
200 people with or without melanoma, and considered 43 possible
factors that might have been found
to contribute to the disease.
Six factors appeared to raise the
risk of melanoma: blond or red
hair; marked freckling of the upper
back; the presence of rough red
bumps on the skin called actinic
keratoses that come from sun exposure; a history of other family
members with melanoma; a history
of three or more blistering sunbums during the teen-age years:
and having spent three or more
years at an outdoor summer job as
a teen-ager..
Having any one or two of these
factors gives a person a three to
four times increased chance of
developing melanoma, the study
suggested. The combination of
three or more factors gave an
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Boyd County Courier first edition
gets mixed results from educators
SUMMIT, Ky.(AP) — The first
edition of the Boyd County Courier, put together by a controversial
public relations director for the
county schools, is drawing a mixed
response.
"I think it's an excellent idea,"
said Larry Midkiff, principal at
Garner and Cannonsburg
elementaries.
"Naturally, people enjoy reading
about their schools, and it shows
the positive side of what's going
on.
The 12-page tabloid, however,
brought renewed opposition from
Voters for Quality Education. The
group of county residents opposed
the hiring of Gene Marvin as PR
director.
"I sure didn't think the paper is
worth the money we are giving up
for it," said Marta Felty, a member
of the citizens group. "The salary

BUT
NOT IN
DETAIL!

of the editor and the photography
expenses are pretty steep. I didn't
think it was worth the money we
were giving up in the.classroom for
the children."
But Midkiff said everyone he has
talked to enjoyed the March 10
issue, which had more than 30 pictures of students, teachers, staff
and school buildings.
"We've needed this for some
time. and I'm glad to sec they've
started this," he said. "People
think we're slighting the children
by paying the PR man's salary, but
that's not enough money to hire
teachers. And we need this PR."
The citizens group had wanted
the schoQ1 board to use the. S20,000
annual salary it agreed to pay Marvin to rehire one of three teachers
not re-employed because of a
budget deficit.
Marlene Becker, regional director for the Kentucky Education
Association, said teachers marked
up 118 typographical'errors in the
tabloid.
The first edition, with 10,000
copies, cost about $1,400.
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County Fiscal Cour:
will hold a
hearing 4•n Apr:I
1991i at 1 00 pm
the office of Judge.
Executixe George H
Weaks in the Call,'
v..ay County Courthouse for the purpose
of receiving corn
ments and suggestions with the regards
to the expenditure of
approximateix
S654,371.00.
expected to be receised
from the Commonwealth of Kentuckx
for the county road
aid for the Els,al Year
1990-1991.
Also at this time, a
hearing will be held
on 1,GEA Coal Im
Mineral
pact and
Severance Tax monies to he reict% ed.

George H. WeAs
Judge/Executive
Calloway County.
Murray, Keptucky
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increase of 20 to 25 times, Rigel
said.
The overall risk of getting melanoma for Americans is estimated to
be about one in 120, Rigel said.
It was one in 250 in 1980 and is
forecast to be one in 90 in the year
2000, he said. Scientists blame
much of the send on increases in
the time people spend on the
beach, and skimpier swimsuits.
Because melanoma takes 10 to
20 years to appear after damage
from the sun, Rigel said, the behavior of people in the 1960s and
1970s has only recently begun to
show up in melanoma rates.
Lawrence Garfinkel, the cancer
society's vice president for epidemiology and statistics, said previous research gives "good evidence" to support the conclusions
of Rigel's study of risk factors.
Rigel said people at high risk of
melanoma should learn the socalled "ABCD" method of identifying melanoma early.
The "A" refers to the asymmetry of melanoma's mole -like
growth, in which one half does not
match the other. "B" stands for
border irregularity, because the
edges of the growth are ragged,
notched or blurred.
"C" refers to color, which varies within the growth. And "D"
stands for the growth's diameter of
greater than six millimeters, about
the size of a pencil eraser.
Rigel said research suggests that
if melanoma is detected while the
lesions are still thinner than about
one thirty-second of an inch, the
15-year survival rate is about 98
percent. In contrast, if lesions are
more than about one-eighth of an
inch thick when the cancer is discovered, the survival rate is about
53 percent, he said.

By GARY LARSON
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People with symptoms
of melanoma increase
chances of skin cancer
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Nil

67U.

approximatek in :his
amount of S.40.000 ,

dollars.
George H
eak,
Judge:Est-cut:se
Callowa ,r Courts.
Murray.- Kentu,

$5000 GOLD CARD Guar
anteed I No deposit No cre
dit check Cash advances'
Also easy VISA,MC no de.
posit' Call
now
1(800)677-5103 anytime
COMIC & Baseball Cards
753-0920
GRANDMA Millers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th St
Open Tuesday through Sa
turday
9-5 3 Opm
759 9536

PASSPORT Photos In
staff passport photos available at Allison Photogra
phy 753 8809

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Lumina 4 Dr
$296 45 mitt'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tat Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

11.1(4: 16
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CLASSIFIEDS

Miierray Ledger & Times
240
&nice*
For Sale

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
Gtftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers

NEED more energy? Better
health? Weight loss and
riaintenancel Try All Food
"as
Guaranteed
4,-.)9 9549 Laydeen

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age omit to apply lt
,or ;:resent policy is
year's old it
).er
na y not oover sume of
•ne -ewer treatments
as onemother
as.Dr free intorma'csa

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

A -s-SEMBLE OUR DE.2ES Learn this trade. we
send
d,structions, parts,
:heck for assembly
4:4 • 426-0672 Ext.
'SAB,S,TTER Begin in
Apr to end of July
;",citr-ately 35 hours per
.40ei, Some light house; Free meals
-53 994: evenings
:BM Comouter Center an
aunor.zed IBM & Epson
ci:ate, in Murray has a fullsaes position for a
sa es person to work
aigei y ,n Marshall Co
Bas,,c computer skills esse'Lal Bring resume to
3'4 Man St 753-7733
DR. vERS Must be 18
y e ar s or age and have own
^sL,rance Apply in person
Domino s Pizza 810
Chestnut
• EARN EXTRA INCOME•
Fan $230 $500 weekly
rnai,ing 1 990 travel brosn,res For more informat ,cr send a stamped
acOressed envelope to
Travel Marketing, P 0 Box
2297 Miami FL 33261
DELLENT WAGES for
soare time assembly. Easy
work at home No experr
e ri e needed
Call
9'8-622-5652, Ext
073 Open 24 hours in
iuo,ng Sat and Sun
_AWN
Service
Landscaping Company
seeking full time employee
E.perience necessary Call
"53-3362 for interview
MEDICAL SERVICES
7,00RDINATOR position
art time coo
nursing station with physiular, admissions, medical
-ecords and business o
oe Submit Applicat n
Resume to Perso el,
Marshall County '. .tal,
503 GEO McC in Drive,
Benton, Ky 42025

•EXTRA INCOME 1990 0 A COORDINATOR pos
Earn $200 $503 weekly 'bon available 16 hours per
mailing Valentine & Easter week Coordinate quality
Greeting Cards For more assurance activities LPN
information Send a with experience preferred
Stamped addressed enve Submit applicabavresume
lope to P R los/ Job Service to Personnel Marshall
County koepotal 503 GEO
P 0 Box 65748 Washing
McClain Drive Benton Ky
ton
C 20035-5748
42025
HOME ASSEMBLY Earn
RECEPTIONIST
up to $348 per week as
,sembling small items in Secretary for local busi
your own home No experi- ness Duties include anence necessary for quick swering phone typing, and
response send self public relations Send readdressed stamped enve- sume to PO Box 1040 F,
lope to Homecratts PO Murray Ky 42071
Box 7 Benson MC 21018
SECRETARY needed part
HOUSE Painter, 2 years or full-time Bookkeeping
residential experience re- experience required Required 753-9382 after ferences Send resume to
PO Box 1415, Murray, Ky
5Pel
42071
INTERIOR decorator professional experience SEVERAL sales positions
necessary, also paint store available for new and improved Avon products Set
sales and stockman
your own hours Be your
Wages negotiable
753-0839 between 7am & own boss Make 10%-50%
Territories optional No ex5pm, Monday - Friday
perience necessary We
will train you Call 753-0171
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- for interview
INGS NEED a lob? A
SPEECH - LANGUAGE
GED? Hope for the future? PATHOLOGIST Full time
You may quality if •You do
position with national
not have your GED or high Health Corp in Glasgow,
school diploma,'You have
Ky. Provide diagnostics
been out of school 9
and therapy in a skilled
months or more, You are nursing facility and outpabetween the ages of 16 &
tient clinic. Will consider
21 We are an E 0 E This
CFY-SP or CCC-SP For
protect is funded by the
further information, call
Western Kentucky Private
Dale Shelton, MA, CCCIndustry Council- JTPA
SP , Regional Coordinator.
Call JTPA Out Of School
Communication Disorders
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
Services, 901-465-9861 or
8a m 11 30a m
write to: National Health
POSTAL SERVICE Jobs Corp ao Somerville Health
Salary to $65K Nation- Care Center PO Box 229
wide Entry level positions Somerville, Tenn. 38068.
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext
WENDY'S is now hiring day
P-10706
help May apply at the
store Daily, between
RN Help Wanted Tired of 2pm-4pm Ask for Oscar
the Hospital routine??
Looking for a change arid a
090
challenge?? Talk to us abut
Situation
Home Health care for paWanted
tients served by the PurchCUSTOM
tilling with Troyase District Health Department. and discuss our new btlt tiller Any size garden
pay plan. An opening is $20 and up 436-5259
available in Murray'Benton
now Registers of qualified GENERAL house and ofapplicants are maintained fice cleaning References
for use when vacancies oc- supplied 753-4897 or
cur in all counties On-call 753-6737
time is compensated Sal- HOMECARE - Experary range is $9 05 to ienced lady would like to
$9 97/hr based on educa- care for 2 elderly ladies, in
tion experience and level her home. Best of care,
of responsibility. Increases home cooked meals. 24
of least 10% during the first hour supervision. Referyear Applicants must be ences For more informagraduates of a school of tion, call 759-4898.
nursing accredited by the
National League for Nurs- JUST Married, need yards
ing and be eligible for Ken- to mow Best lob at cheaptucky tic:ensure Openings est price 753-6849
are generally for experienced nurses in full-time.
weekday positions However. new graduates and
applicants interested in
part-time and Job sharing
will be considered Full time
employees receive holiday
and fringe benefit package
comparable to state government employee benefits Starling salaries may
be less for new graduates,
based on education Contact the Home Health
Nurse -Coordinator at
444-9625, or the Nursing
Director at 247-1490, or
applications may be picked
up at the Calloway Health
Center or others in the
Purchase District. Transcripts are required Equal
Opportunity Employer

MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Call 435-4161
WILL take care of elderly or
sick 7 nights a week Experience and references Call
753-4590 after 5pm

kistruction
INSTRUCTION
C'/ LEARN TO DRIVE
MACTOR-TRAUJEW
Start The New Year
Rx3MNIrth A New Career

ALLIANCE
LEBANON TN

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
in excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We Also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50.53. per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart/circulatory trouble
and $56.04. if you do.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"free local

claim service

5500 BTU au conditioner,
fits 110 $250 Call
753-8225, Sandy
BLACK sequins prom
dress size 12 Worn once
Call 437-4449
BOOK for sale- A peace
within a self help book for
mentally ill A must for all
psychology students Written with an inside view A
dearly printed name and
address along with a
$20 00 money order or
cashier's check to Darlene
Colson 1335 Wilder *207
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
LIFE Style Treadmill
Speed control digital monitor, 6 mo old $300 Call
753-9302 after 4pm
NINTENDO Games used
Gauntlet, Netrad, Saxa
nadu, Donkey Kong Classics 753-8713
STEREO, Quasar compo-4
nent unit with headphones,
$200 753-9302 after 4pm
TAPPAN electric 30in.
stove $125 Westinghouse
refrigerator $70. 1978
Chevy Impala $250
753-5464, 436-5269
WEDDING Gowns/Formal
Dresses Close-out stock
from family bridal shop, in
New York All dresses new,
tagged, bagged Brand
names up to 85% off retail
5 wedding gowns (white/
ivory), 10 formal (long & tea
length) sized 4-12 Phone
753-1721 or 759 1417

180
Horne
Furnishings
3 PIECE full size BR suite,
hardrock maple with mattress and box spring. $150.
Call 759-9872 after 5pm.
Rust in color, rocker/
recliner, $150. Full size
wicker Curly 0 headboard,
$50 759-1293 after 5pm
weekdays, anytime on
weekend
NEW and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap
Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal
SOLID oak BR set woodcrafters and king size
waveless waterbed. Double dresser, chest, nite
stand, oak DR set,said oak
end tables and coffee table,
solid pine kitchen table with
4 benches Dark blue velour LR set, washer/dryer,
host free Magic Chef refrigerata with ice maker,
Curtis Mathis console color
tv, plus more. 759-1354.

165

110

1.800.334-1203

Look Who's
Nifty Fifty
V
Now - Barb?!

2 PROM Dressses one Not
pinkiwhite lace size 3 $50
1 royal blue sequin with
ruffles, tea length size 3,
$100 with royal blue shoes
sae 6 753-7925 before
4pm or 489-2229 anytime

BUYING aluminum cans
battery, scrap metal, copper and Junk cars KGA
Recycling 492 8183 days
498-8785 nights
MOVING cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass
tools. quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm
MURRAY Recycling buying aluminum copper, bat
tenes, Junk cars & scrap
won All new prices 40s
aluminum cans Will match
prices Across from Seven
Seas Home 753-0467
YOUNG family looking for
small acreage and older
home to restore
1 247 8438
1 t0
/adobe
Fe's".
1989 WOODS commeraal
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
mower deck
and V
437-4171
2 LOVELY prom dresses,
worn once One emerald
sequin, one while satin with
black trim 753-7754, ohm
5Prn

Antiques

270

320

illsosiamous

Male
Hanes FIN Sale

Apartments
For Rent

24ft ABOVE ground swimming pool Pool deck and
all accessories You move
$500 All or parts 753-8056
after 5pm

EXTRA Clean 12x65 2BR.
2 bath, C/AC Delivered
$7995 No tax Keith Baker
Homes, Inc Hwy 79, Pans,
Tn Collect 901-644-0012

2BR duplex in Northwood
$350/mo 759-4406

PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each, 6 dozen $2 50
each, at Faye's 753-7743

liomeSellers
Realty

NICE and roomy 2BR
apartment, close to campus Appkances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

2BR HOME in excellent
condition near MSU Very
sharp! $33,500 Call Lindy
at Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or 753-4282

JUST arrived! New 14x56
505 SOUTH 12TH
3500sq tt 1 -story brick at
2BR only $10,900! Pay753-0375
1306 Doran Rd , liv., din.,
ments only $140 per mo
den wheult ceil & wd,
Perfect
for
young
couples,
TOBACCO plants for sale
SHOW YOUR
burn fp , 3 full baths, 3
Call Flint Renfrow retirees or vacation home!
bdrms w/dress area, exerOWN
HOME AND
502-334-3608 or Hugh Re- Free delivery and setup
cise & iacuzzi rm 7 closets,
Bargain Home Center, Hwy
SAVE 50% IN
nhow 502 665-5902
Ig kit & breakfast area
641 South (Camden Hwy) 5BR, 2 bath centre/ gas
COMMISSIONS
wopantry, laund rm . Ig 2
Paris, Tn Call collect heat/air. $4101(n0 Plus decar garage. Ig attractive
posit. 753-9981
901-644-1176
CALL FOR FREE
brick & quarry tile patio, Ig
250
KEITH Baker Homes, Inc Small 2BR rental house
lot (150'x225') phone
LIST
OF
Business
2BR (special) 14 wide 1V, miles from city limits
753-4335 after 600 P M
Service*
PROPERTIES
Fleetwood $8995 Collect $185 753-6156
JOYCE Noel Tax Service 901-644-0012 Hwy 79,
BY Owner 3BR, 2 bath,
has moved to 915 Coldwa
370
Paris, TN
formal DR, open toyer with
ter Road Call 753 6069 for
LNestock
,
•14x60
walnut floor Large kitchen,
appointment Hodge Noel MUST Sell -..1983
& Suppllee
Mountainbrook mobile
family room with fireplace,
and Associates
home 2BR, 1 bath, all ap- 10 YEAR old registered
36x7 front porch, 2 car garMOWING, TRIMMING, pliances, underpinning, air walking horse Well broke
age, bonus room or 4th
AND HAULING 554-2058 condition unit, and front 759-1412 after 5pm
BDR Sits on 4 wooded
or 898-6170 Quick Cut porch, $10,200 Call
acres with separate 24x30
FOR
Sale
.
Registered
Lawn Care
437-4418 after 5pm
shop -Central gas heat,
Polled Hereford bulls, few
PRIVATE Investigator with NEW - 16 wide 2 or 3BR cows with calves also gravelectric air Near comple22 years city and state in- Fleetwood, $17,995 Pay- ity wagon, Rex Robinson, W PAUL DAILEY BROKER
tion Call 753-1500
vestigation experience
Tn.
ments lower than rent Puryear,
BY Owner 3BR, 1 bath, tow
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil Keith Baker Homes, Inc. 901-247-5487.
maintenance, low utility,
'Personal or Corporate Hwy 79, Paris, TN. Collect
410
well insulated house Work'Missing Persons Your 901-644-0012.
380
Lots
shop, paved drive and
needs our specialty Call
Pets
For Sale
fenced backyard Close to
Confidential Investigations, NEW & used mobile homes
& Supplies
(Easy
Financing)
shopping center $38,000
(502)753-2641
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
1V, year old Miniature
14.-16-24' & 28 wtde's
Call 753-4970 for an
tree tops (triangle bounded
Use deed for no cash down
Schnauzer male r.
appointment
by 3 roads) center of MarKeith Baker Homes, Inc $100.
shall County. Look down on EXCELLENT condition 2
270
Hwy 79 Pans TN Collect
Benton's lights! Deer and story Northern Colonial
Roble
901 -644 0012
J each
wild turkey. $62,500 Joe brick, on wooded corner lot
Homes For Sale
753
W. Nanney, 753-9622
ORDER a new Fleetwood
in Canterbury Estates.
1974 GRAND Ville 12x65 24x44, 3BR, 2 bath, with 3 ALASKAN Malamute
LR,DR,4 bedroom, 2'4
lot for sale
489-2733 or 759-1322
appliances This month puppies, 12 weeks old Call MOBILE Home
bath Lg toyer, open breakfrom
town
3',4
miles
fast, sunken den with fire
1984 14x60 BUCCANEER: only $19,845 Free Deliv- after 4pm. 436-5272.
after
Call
753-9227
$4500
place, large utility room and
2BR, 1 bath, includes cen- ery. Keith Baker Homes, AKC Golden Retriever pup- 5pm
many other extras Low utaltral H/A unit, large deck, Inc. Hwy 79, Paris, TN Col- pies 7 weeks old wormed
UNIVERSITY Hgts Deve- ales. 2 car garage Call
underpinning 435-4160 lect 901-644-0012. We sell Call 901-644-1850
for less
lopment, N 16th St., 96 lots 753-5677
weekdays after 6pm..any
AKC Registered Lab pup- on 29 ac Consider like-lend
time weekends.
HAVE you been looking at
SUPER Sale! All prices
pies Excellent bloodline 4 trade for lake frontage
homes
that are falling
drastically
reduced
to
make
1986 CHAMPION: 14x70,
blacks and 1 yellow
$203,000 753-4065
apart? Then, this house is a
central heat and air, trailer room for homes we've pur- 435-4532
must see! Well maintaie,
id
approved wood stove with chased at the Nashville
450
3BR, 17, bath bock Price
AKC Registered Cocker
all brick mantle, drywall Show Incredible savings
Farms
reduced to low $60's Call
throughout Cathedral ceil- Come by and make us an Spaniel puppies $60 each
For Salo
owner for details
offer
3
AKC
Sale
ends
March
31st
registered
poodles,
ing, 2 ceiling fans Master
each
e in 753- 7566
42 ACRE fare
bedroom features walk-in No exceptions! Volunteer $ 1 00
Kop- LAKE area home centrally
Pen
closet, 3 piece bedroom Homes Hwy 79E Paris, 1-901-593-3414
°22 for located to Benton Murray
suite. Completely furn- Tenn 901-642-4466
REGISTERED Boston Ter- peru• SOL
details.
and Aurora Lovely 38R,
WHY
rier,
Rent????
We
have
a
almost
1
year
old
ished, including kitchen apwith spiral staircase and
pliances, bar with stools, manufactured home for Good stock, male
460
balcony, overlooking LR
underpinning. 2BR, 2 bath, you!!! Payments starting 753-4970
Homes
$58,900 Call for appointwith garden tub 4 piece $150 per month. Keith
For Sale
ment, Dick Keyser Real Eskitchen set, 4 piece Irving Baker Homes, Inc. Hwy 79,
tate 354 8818 or 354 8395
room suite One owner. Paris,- TN. Collect
ASSUMABLE loan with
Northern insulation pack- 901-644-0012_
qualifications Cozy 2BR LOOKING for 4BR 2 story
age. $13,000. 474-2768.
carpeted home at Panor- brick? Let us show you this
KOPPERUD REALTY of
1987 BUCCANEER. 3BR,
ama Shores New roof, stately home with private
lets
a
complete
range
o
280
2 bath, central air, central
refrigerator, fire- country living in Calloway
stove
Real
Estate
services
with
a
Mobile
gas heat Partially furnwide selection of quality place insert, curtains, County. 24 miles from
Homes For Rant
ished. Must sell! May take
homes, all prices. plenty closet space, out Murray $49,900 Call for
over payments if preferred. 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished 753-1222, toll free building, on beautiful large appointment, Dick Keyser
753-1932
or unfurnished. Some new 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
corner lot For appointment Real Estate 3548818 or
354-8395
furniture, natural gas- 711L.
call 436-2758 after 4pm
ALWAYS a bargain at Barelecthc, air conditioned.
gain Home Center! We've
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
got the best homes at better
OPEN TILL 8:00 P.M. THUR. MARCH 22 AND THUR. MAR. 29TH 1
prices! Name brands such Partially new carpet.
FOR
as Belmont, SouthRidge, $150/mo, Dexter area.
and the luxurious South- 753-9360.
land American, free deifyery and set up on all homes, RENT or rent to own 2BR
Hwy. 641 Puryear, Tn.
901-498-8161 or 8963
easy financing, friendly mobile home in Getaway
folks, weekly specials and Bay Recreational Developmuch more! Drive a little - ment near Aurora, Ky. Resave a lot! Bargain Home creational facilities availCenter, Hwy 641 South able to renters or owners.
For information call
(Camden Hwy) Paris, Tn.
753-2613, after 5.30pm,
Call collect 901-644-1176
753-0840

A

"SPRING SALE"

CARPET WORLD, USA

ANTIQUE piano good condition $200 759-9420

BIG family?? Check this
out! One only 24x68 Fleet300
wood double wide, vinyl
Business
siding, 3BR, 2 bath, living
Rentals
room and den, deluxe
BUILDING
on campus
kitchen, utility room, patio
newly decorated Available
doors,
double
insulated,
CUB Fermat', with belly
storm windows, plywood now. 753-2967
mower 753-8045
floors, completely furnNEW Holland 1 row to- ished, central air installed,
bacco setter Excellent delivered and set up only
ne
shape Call after 6 30pm, $32,900 at Bargain Home
Apartments
354-6705
Center, Hwy 641 South
For Rent
(Camden Hwy) Paris, Tn.
200
Call collect 901-644-1176. 2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer !looSports
EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke
kup $325/mo plus deposit
Equipment
2BR, 1 bath, refrigerator, No pets 753-4487
2 357 MAGNUM revolvers stove, A/C Must see to
2BR apartment between
1 new in box, 1 used Priced appreciate 489-2424
downtown and campus
to sell Phone 759-4417
DON'T make your landlord Washertdryer 759-4923
BERETTA 92F 9mm 2-15 rich! Invest your hard
shot clips NIB $550 Ruger earned money in your own 2BR duplex $285/mo
NM single 6 cony 225'4' home Bargain Home Cen- 759-4406
bbl NIB $200 759-4154
ter. Hwy 641 South (Cam- 2BR duplex near University
den Hwy) Paris, Tn Call and Carter School $255
210
collect 901-644-1176
per month Call 753-5421
DOUBLE erodes as low as
$19,995 for a 24x54 3BR 2
bath with appliances! DouA FIREWOOD for sale ble insulated, storm win437-4667
dows. plywood floors Free
OAK Firewood, seasoned delivery and setup Bargain
or green, $30 delivered Home Center, Hwy 641
South (Camden Hwy)
753-5476
Paris, In Call collect
WOOD for sale 436-5481 901 644 1176
Fkreciod

WE WANT DRIVERS
AND TRAINEES NOW!
Roberts Gamer Corp of Nashville, TN will hold a
'Truck Dnver Seminar" for the purpose of hiring
experienced drivers and recruiting trainees to be
domiciled at their Calvert City, KY terminal.

APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near downtown 753-4109
ENERGY efficient 28R duplex apartment, on quiet
street in N^-6Vood. Central Fiik.0"‘N.-ueted, appliancee furnished No
pets. Deposit/lease required Call 753-7185
EXECUTIVE 2 bedroom
duplex with garage on
Northwood No pets
759-4586
FURNISHED one BR
apartment Nice and large
Fireplace, gas and water
paid Close to campus
$175/mo 753-7276

The recruiting seminar will be held at JR. Executive Inn, 1 Executive Blvd. In Paducah, KY
Representatives from a maior truck driving school
will be present to aid with training questions

LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central 1-VA,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898

Roberts Gamer Corp offers an excellent employment package with above average pay for qualified
drivers If you want to know more about Roberts
Carriers and how to qualify, please attend the
seminar at

NICE 2BR duplex in preade
area $375/mo Lease and
deposit required No pets
753-3343

JR'S EXECUTIVE INN
Monday, March 26th at 6:00 p.m.

NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

4
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FARM AT AUCTION)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 289 1990
'

1:00 P.M.—RAIN OR SHINE

THE GEORGE WEBB FARM
FAR SOUTH CENTRAL
GRAVES COUNTY, KENTUCKY
Just South Of Hwy. 94 On The Elley Perry Rood
Midway Between Pilot Oak And Lynnville, KY

SELLNG -REGARDLESS OF PRICE!
LOOK • LOOK • LOOK
*

14D
S EA
EC
RRES

+
ILH
DUTNUTRERRESYPARADISE
A E
*

BEING OFFERED IN THREE TRACTS!!
Each Tract Will B. Offered Individually And la Combination. Adopting The Highest Price
a TRACT #1 — House And 2 Acres t
il TRACT #2 — 63 Acres
TRACT $3 — 80 Acres i

a

,

20°, DOWN DAY OF SALE • BALANCE DUE IN 30 DAYS
ABOUT THE HOME
Large Country Frame Home Situated On 2 Acres t , Gas And Electric Heat,
Storm Windows, A Good Roof, Several Outbuildings All In A Peaceful
Country Setting.

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS — GUNS — TOOLS
Couch • Chairs • Nice Rose Colored Recliner • 2 • Antique Rockers • Swivel Cloth
Rocker • Misc. Chairs • Misc. Tribies • Full Bed • New Col • Marble Top Pedestal Tabi•
• Edger • Electric Heaters • Lamps • Large Country Bench Style Kitchen Table With
Bench Seats • Zenith System 3 Color Television w Remote Control • Hoalthmaster
Exerr1se Bike • Seers Electric Range Emerson MIcrowave • Whirlpool Refrigerator
• Frigidaire 22,000 BTU Window Air Conditioner • Sears Dryer • Maytag Washer • 2Porch Swings • Emerson Gas Heating Stove • Misc. Items.
Antique Toole • Burch 8 Row Planter • Tandem Dreg Disc • 2 Wheel Trailer• Hand Tools
• Drills • Impact Wrenches • Garden Tools • Hahn Garden Tiller wforward And
Reverse • Gorden Planter • Battery Charger • Grinders • Vises • Misc. Tools And Extension Ladders • And Tool Shod Misc.
Winchester Model 67 Single Shot 22 Rifts • Emerson Arms Model 101-18 Antique 12
Single Barr* Shotgun • Stevens Model 391 1110 Double Barrel Hammertoes
Shotgun. Wards Triumph Model SO-52A Double Barrel 12Ga. Hammerless Shotgun.

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE -BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
Allbsash AM IMMO in This Adverbriarresnl I Obleinsd From Sources Desfrod Reliable, The
Avareranarre, Real Isms Broker, And Owners WWI No Warranty Or Guaranies, Expressed Or
babillat As Te ne Accuracy 01 The information Haman Contained ills For Ittla Reason This The
elintars should Awed Thsearehres Tha Opponunity To Yoko 1napactson Prior To Thar Auction All
Annaunownawas Day Of sale Tabs Proosdancs Ova, AM Othfir Advertlasesents

JAMES R. CASH
—,, AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KENTUCKY 42039
15021623-8466 or (502)623-6388
*
*
THE SELLING MACHINE"

COUNTRN
442-1940

OLDER 38
furnished,
metal buil
shop Of be
home hool
the lake
financing 1
appointmer
Real Estai
354 8395

SPACIOUE
room brick
lot in Cant
L.R., D.R.
burning fir
fast, Lg toy
car garage
to sell Pr
between
753-0914 E

HOME
RE
505 S.
75
W. PA

BR
GREAT II
105 aci Won 94W
Williams CI
$21,900 own

QUALITY E
New 3bd 21
2 car garago
throughout
min out !
Road
753

JUST TAK
Brick, 3b4 2
at rear of F
$550 mon
1803 Col Fr

GREAT GA
3bd . 1 ba cat
wdandscapir
blackberry
Hwy 121N

60 AC OF
Nearly all If
wheat & tc
800 Acre
Road

CALL FOR F
PROPERTIE'
Shows price
owners pho
HomeSeller

GREAT Fl
Choice loc
insulated Nef
some work
1002 Poplar S

SUPERIOR t
Great lot in In
Gradual slop
water Has
property Only
Murray S26,5
--'-753-2723

Call for
of pro
FOR
'CALL
with pric:

tions, a.
owner's
numbers

1976 550
windshield
shape $800

1981 HOND
Super Sport
owner, INC
met, tail piece
and starter sw
oil cooler,
downed SE
Phone 759-4

1982 750 YAfi
Mint condibor
new custom
new leather
bags, new
rumbler exh
753-7585

1982 VIRAG
excelle
$1100 or will c
for truck 762

1988 350 N
wheeler Goc
435-4326 atte

1988 KAWAS
skr, 2 seater E
dibon $3000

1990 SUZU
$2400 753 5,

SMALL Hond
Good bres C
after Barn Re
far will be aoi

1971 CAMA
759-9869

1971 TRIUM
convertibl,
436-5560

1975 OLDSM(
88.4-door hard
miles No rust.
Good work or
runs good S.
able. Call
7 53 - 1 3 73,
7arn-6prn

1976 MONTE(
nail wheels,
dows, low mile
lent condition

1980 MERCUF
all power crui
good doe'' car
after 5pm
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.190
510

Used
Cars
COUNTRY home for sale
442-1940

1980 OLDSMOBILE Good
car, $2300 753-9400 alter
6pm

OLDER 3BR home partially
furnished, vinyl siding,
metal building, ideal for
shop or business 2 mobile
home hook-ups Close to
the lake Possible owner
financing $42,500 Call for
appointment, Dick Keyser
Real Estate 354-8818 or
354 8395

1981 DATSUN 310 Runs
good $500 753-3408
1981 FORD Granada GL,
clean good condition
$1350 753-7230
1982 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale, 1965 4 door
Malibu, A/C, PB/PS, 327
cu.in. , 56,000 original
miles. 759-1412 after 5pm.

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large 1985 FORD Tempo,
lot in Canterbury Estates 61,000 miles, AM/FM steLR. DR. Den wrwcod reo, cruise, rally wheels
burning fireplace, break- 753-6063
fast Lg foyer, 2'h baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious 1986 CAMARO V-6 fuel
to sell Phone 753-8050 inteced, 56,000 miles
betweon 9 and 4 or $5500 753-2056
753-0914 after 6 pm
1988 DODGE Shadow
silver, 2 door, automatic,
54.000 miles 753-2135

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
505 S. 12th St.
753-0375

W. PAUL DAILEY
BROKER
GREAT INVESTMENT!
105 ac, w, 1,186' frontage
n 94W
across from
illiams Chapel Church
21 900 owner 753-8354
QUALITY BUILT HOME!
New 3bd , 2ba on 3 ac with
car garage & top quality
roughout Hugh porch 3
min out 5119,000 Ezell
Road
753-8673
UST TAKE A LOOK!
Brick. 3bd , 2ba iiv;2bri, Apt
t rear of house Rent of
550 month
$52,000
1803 Col Fr Rd 753-3704
GREAT GARDEN SPOT!
bd 1ba with 2ac lot Brick
?landscaping, grape &
blackberry
$45,00
Hwy 121N
753 6825
AC OF FARMLAND!
Nearly all tendable Corn,
heat & tobacco bases
800 Acre Dr Douglas
Road
436 2165
CALL FOR FREE LIST OF
PROPERTIES FOR SALE.
Shows prices location
iiiners phone numbers
HomeSellers
753-0375
GREAT

FIXER-UPPER!
location Well
nsulated Needs new roof &
ome work
$16,500
1002 Poplar St 753-6546

Choice

SUPERIOR LAKE FRONT!
Great lot in rvan Cobb area
Gradual slope, year-round
ater Has well to serve
property Only 11 miles from
Murray $26.500 Call owner
-•-•753-2723

Call for FREE list
of properties
FOR SALE
'CALL OWNER'
with price descriptions, addresses,
owner's
phone
numbers, etc.

470
Motorcycles
1976 550 HONDA with
windshield Excellent
shape. $800. 753-6519.
1981 HONDA CB 750F
Super Sport $895 2nd
owner, INC Simmons helmet, tail pace, extra cables
and starter switch, Lockhart
oil cooler, 191< Never
downed Serviced reg
Phone 7594.417
1982 750 YAMAHA Virago.
Mint condition. 3000 miles,
new custom windshield,
new leather type saddlebags, new Harley style
rumbler exhaust, $1600
75,3-7585
1982 VIRAGO 750, low
miles, excellent condition
$1100 or will consider trade
for truck 762-4003
1988 350 WARRIOR 4
wheeler Good condition
435-4326 after 5pm
1988 KAWASAKI 650 let
ski 2 seater Excellent condition $3000 753-5486
1990 SUZUKI RMI25
$2400 753 5486

SMALL Honda for parts
Good tires Call 753-8202
after Barn Reasonable of
ter will be accepted
490
Used
Cars
1971 CAMARA $3500
759-9869
1971 TRIUMPH Spitfire
convertible
$700
436-5560
1975 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88.4-door hard top, 79,000
miles No rust, minor dents
Good work or fishing car,
runs good $375 negob
Call Robert,
able
753-1373, between
7am-6pm
1976 tii4ONTE Carlo, alurninurn wheels, tinted windows. low mileage Excellent condition 753-1050.
1980 MERCURY Marquis:
all power. cruise control,
good cleaii car 753 9967
after 5pm

1988 FIERO Call after
5pm, 753-6087
1988 LeSabre Limited
loaded, 36,000 miles, local
car, factory warranty, below
retail. $11,900 firm
1-247-7695
1988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6. 437-4723

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

'88 COMANCHE

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Financing On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

Rene You
Aubrey Hatcher
Chris Beardon
Mark Elkins
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 121h
Murr3y 1(),

Th
1

SW8 Sport Power
open 121 HP
ewe, MACI,1
tilele0 A rea rice
truck We soid new
18,XXX
KAINS

CARS
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn 4987
'88 Ford FestIva L
'3987
'87 Chevy Eurosport Wgn 14987
'87 Ford Taurus VS
4987
'87 Chevy Colebrfty
'39037
87 Plyat
'3987
'87 Olds Cutlass Clara. '4987
'86 Mustang LX.
4987
'86 Cavalier Wgn.
.1487
'86 Plyrn. Caravalle SE '4987
'86 Mercury Lyra GS Wgn '4487
'86 Pontiac Sunbird
'4987
'86 Chrysler LeBaron 4967
'85 Pontiac Fero GT 4987
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4987
'84 Datsun Wgn ....... '2987
'82 ANC Eagle
'2987
81 Toyota Carolla..... '2987

1986 SILVERADO Chevrolet 1 owner, 38,000
miles, like brand new Asking $7900 436-5430
1988 BRONCO II XLT V-8,
loaded, cassette tape
white with blue intend,
22,500 miles, excellent
condition, aluminum
wheels 436-2242
1989 SILVERADO
Loaded, brandiorsine color
753-5814

6,400
'1541

10%.0oixvi
m bombe
it) Aini Tax Lk Extra 0 A.0

Cain's Li!
Joep

Hwy 641 No
Murray. 751-6448 IMO

510

Price & Portant Dlspleyed
On belt Wide

CARS
'H Toyota Corolla
107
19 Toyota Cam
11,07
19 Vaida 323
TRUCKS
1,487
'87 G141C S15
'1967
'11 Toyota Celia GI 1007
'84 Dodge Van.
'3987
11 Toyota Corolla
107 '82 Ford Vail._
'3987
18 Toyoti Corolla LE 107 '81 Ford 350......
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3987
11 Toyota Camry ....._1007 '77
Chevy Van
'2487
17 Mustang (1 Cow '9,987
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
187 BMW 325$
1907
17 Toyota Suva
11,07 Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
187 Toyota Cefica GT '9,07
Divorce V OK
17 Crtry LE
We
sell dependable,
107
effordebie cars to people
17 Toyota Tercel
'4,917
who went to establish or
re-establish their credit
'17 Nissan Set
5,887
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
17 Plymouth Reliet 1,987
Maylieki Paducah
86 Dills Delta 18
107
See Sammy Bradshaw
16 Pmtiac Grtd Prik
or Jim Irby
16 Toyota Corolla LE 5,917
1113 Sycamore
Murray
186 Buil Estate Wgn 107
759-4999
15 Topta ........
35 Pod TErrA
15 Ikaides 13E
14337
15 Dids Cra
5,987
14 100 Cat SS 5,487
'84Toyota Carry
507
DELTA '88 Olds 350
14 Cavalier Type 10 Corni,07 1977
V-8, PW/PD, 2 door with
14 Pontiac 500 STE 14,487 extras $895 489-2699
14 Toyota Co DI 5,987
'88 LEBARON CPE
14 Toyota Ufa
5,987 Sharp, sporty
33 Dodge Charge Shilby).1,487 CPE with only 8,200
21,XXX miles.
13 Ford Est
107 Local trade iv/
bal of 7/70
12 Chevy Celetriy
warranty.
12 Buick Styirt
/,417 irk Down
44 Months
tie APR Tax. Us. Ewa 0.&C.
12 Toyota
181 Ciiis Cutlass
Cain's La
Jeep
Hwy 641 No
'11 Datsui SW
1387
Murray. 753 1448
'80 Chevy lot Calo 1,987
TRUCKS
19 PIrrouth Vcilager _11,987
Vans
19 Cheri SIO
'1,917 1965 CHEVY Van, 250 3
speed, new red Ores Must
'19 Toyota 414 E.v. C.'13,917 see
$900 0 B 0
'19 Toyota PD
1,987 759-4732
1984 GMC Van extra nice,
V DX? Carnal 1,981 loaded
Call 753-2075 alter
18 Toyota 04
'10,417 5pm
11 Suzuki Salurai '5,117 1988 FORD Aerostat minivan, loaded with 40,000
18 Toyota Truck
miles Excellent condition.
16447 Call
759-4909
'17 DISC $15
5,411
500
17 GC Safari Coy, _12,117
Used
17 Ford Rance III 5,117
Trucks
1977 FORD V. ton 4 wheel
17 Toyota 414
1,487 drive
759-1412 after 5pm
17 Asto
12,387 1978 FORD V. ton pickup
17 Toyota Vasa
PB/PS, AC, built-in CB,
16,917 camper
top. $1500..
16 Chary S10
3,117 753-0180
'86 Fad Bronx II
5,917 1983 FORD XLT, fully
loaded with truck tool box
'86 Toyota P1J
'917 Excellen
t condition
16 Toyota 414
7,07 753-1932
1986 CHEVY Scottsdale:
15 Toyota Ek Cab '5,117 red/white,
V8 automatic,
77.xxx miles Extra nice.
14 Toyota Ez Cab
'6,417 Call
after 7pm, 436-5512.
Open til 6 p.m

Service,
Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask i01 Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghiamse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper 436-5848
AURORA Plumbing Co
New work and repairs or
remodeling Best rates
Master License $5447
354 8392

Campers
18tt CAMPER,canopy and
air $1300 436-2116
1977 21tt Road Ranger
Self-contained, sleeps 6,
good condition 435-4326
after 5pm

Key MiniWarehouses

DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing'? Or a
landscaping what you
need'? Call 759-9706 for
tree estimate
ELECTRICIAN, licensed
contractor Quality work
No charge for service call
Runyon Electrical Seekir..e
436-5279
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
BUILDING Contractor
Home improvements pole
barns portable buildings
decks gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Wil
lams 489-2663

Hwy. 121 South
753-5562 if no answer
753-6078, 753-0996

CLASS A 29tt 1984 motor
home, less than 15,000
miles Has air, generator, BACKHOE Service - ROY
microwave, all extras HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Sleeps 6 Call 753-6842
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
520
759-4664
Boats
BLOCK & brick & concrete
& Maws
finishing Driveways, por1979 STRATOS 179 V ches, new foundations, and
bass boat 150 Menner chimney and repair work.
Magnum, 2 depth finders, 753-5476
trolling motor 753-9643
1983 MASTER Craft with C&A Painting Interior &
skis, ropes, hydroslide, Exterior Over 20 years exbarefoot suit, boom, AM/ perience Free estimates
FM radio with cassette, Call 354-8985 or 437-4221
built-in dash depth finder. CONSTRUCTION.
New
Show room dean. Paris, homes, framing,
additions,
Tenn., 901-642-2397 or garages, patios,
decks, re901-642-7346
modeling, solar green1983 SKI boat 16ft. 70hp, houses. 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Builder.
Evinrude motor with trailer
$2995 489-2699
CONSTRUCTION Addi1988 KAWASAKI 650 pat tions, decks, fences, paski, 2 seater Excellent con- tios, concrete work No job
to big or to small Fast
dition $3000. 753-5486
Service Free Estimates
1989 CHAMPION 18'4' Dibble Construction
dual console raised deck, 753-5054
175 Mercury, tandem
DRESSMAKING and altertrailer Extended warranty
ations done in my home
$14,000 354-8986
Reasonable 25 years ex22ft SAILBOAT sleeps 4, perience 435-4150
boat, motor, trailer, 3 sails
$3200 firm 753-2303
39ft. houseboat. A/C, heater, 140hp I/O, sleeps 6,
looks nice, runs well
$14,500 753-6487

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
fix free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GREENMASTER lawn
mowing, landscaping, garden tilling, sodding, yard
work. Free estimates
753-2555
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

JOES Lawncare Residen ROGER Hudson rock haulttal & Commercial Mowing ing and services 753-4545
and Trimming 345 2312 or 753-6763
LATEX Wall Paint 5 gal STEWART S Upholstery
can $25 95 Get at Black's Large selection of
material
Decorating Center 701 S new springs legs
etc Rea
4th St
sonable rates free pick up
LAWN MOWING 8 years and delivery 436 5236
experience low rates Free STORY and
Bradley repair
estimates 753-4209 be and remodeling carpentry
tween 3 & 5pm
plumbing, electric, roofing
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN irrigation Free estimates
ING For all your carpet & No Job to small 24 hours
upholstery cleaning For a 753-1842
tree estimate call SUREWAY Tree & Stump
753-5827 Satisfied Removal Insured with full
references
line of equipment including
LICENSED electrician 60ft aerial trucks arid brush
James Gallimore electrical chipper To assure a safer
service Commercial and operation at a lower corn
residential Fast courteous petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
service 759-1835
Day or nite, 753-5-484
MASON with 3 years ex
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
penance seeks employ
Service Center, cleaning
ment Call 435-4161
servicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
OPEN Webb's Lawn Almo Open 9-12. 1 5
Mower Repair Hwy 121 Mon -Fri 753-0530
North (Old Coldwater Rd)
Open 8-5 Mon-Sat We buy
used and junk mowers
753-7450

ROOF repairs, new roofs
flat and shingle
90 1 2 4 7 5 2 5 2
or
1-800 447 2706
WILL break and disk garden also landscape, level
driveway bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430
WILLIAMS Lawn Service
Mowing and tnmming gutter cleaning house painting Residential and com
mercial Free estimates
753-0085

1 MALE and 1 female
puppy 'A cocker-poo and
poodle 9 months cad,
raised outdoors, good natured Yellow house on far
east end of Road 1346 east
of Murray south of Old
Faxon cross roads
FREE to good home puppies part Lab 8 weeks old
1-527-3917

•

PAINTING, quality work
manship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and vinyl installation Satisfaction guaranteed Free
estimates 753-7081

HANDYMAN - Carpentry, QUALITY Construction
plumbing, electrical, ma- Alteration & remodeling
sonry, roofing Large or Porch & deck specialist
small.jobs. Quality work at, 436-2617 or 753-1126
good prices Free esti- QUALITY
Construction at
mates. 753-1550, 'affordabl
e prices 15 years
evenings.
design, and building experiHARRIS HOME IM- ence Let us design and
PROVEMENT One phone build your next residential
or commercial -building, recall could save you money
modeling, or renovation
436-5210 or 753-9458
project Design Systems
HAULING, yard work, tree Group, 759 1487
removal, mowing Free esROCKY COLSON Home
timates 759-1683
Repair Roofing, siding,
INSULATION Blown In By painting, plumbing,
conSears: TVA approved
crete Free estimates Call
Save on those high heating 474-2307
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
EXPERIENCED tree service. 18 years experience
trees trimmed, topped or
removed Free estimate
Also firewood. 436-2562,
436-2758

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

Going Out of
Business Sale
Everything Must Be Sold,

Prices Cut

20% to 50%

George Hodge & Son
10 Dixieland Shopping Center
George says a big Thank You to all his
friends and customers over the years

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

530
Servkes
Offered
A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal. Spraying
and feeding. Also free estimates_ 35 years experience Glen Joiner owner.
753-0906.

...00ATION
,esidence at a reasonable price.
ay High School. Offered at $72,500.

_opperud Realty
711 Main

Small Engine
Repair
All makes Also buy and
sell used mowers All
work guaranteed

753-1222

753-7407

Sunroom Adds Flair
To This 3 BR, 2 B country' cottage nearing
completion on Quail Creek Drive. Call the Home
Team!

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Dial-A-Service

(ESTATE AUCTION)

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

SAT. MARCH 31, 1990
1C:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
MR. CHARLES YORK: Deceased

NEAR AURORA, KY
12 Miles Southeast Of Benton Just Off
Hwy. 80 On The Palestine Church Rood
* * *

FARM EQUIPMENT * * *

Ford 6600 Tractor, 716 Hours,2 Remotes,"Like New" •
Ford 7700 Tractor, 2 Remotes • Ford 801 Gas Tractor,
Spin Out Wheels "Original"• Farmall Super A Tractor w
1 Row Cultivator "Real Nice" • 1969 Ford F-600 Truck w
Grain Bed And Hoist, 2 Speed, 900-20 Rubber. -Real
Nice" • 1962 Ford F-600 Truck w 1000 Gallon Water Tank
And Pump • Two • Ford 3 Bottom Spring Trip Plows •
Ford 118 Spring Trip 4 Bottom Plow • IHC 370 Series 10'
Wheel Disc • John Deere 7100 Plateless 6 Row Narrow
Planter w No TIII Coulters • IHC 4 Row Planter w Dry
fertilizer Attachment • Ford 3 Pt. Pond Scoop • Two Ford 501 Sickle Mowers • Ford 6' Grader Blade • Tractor
PTO Post Hole Digger • Ford 2 Row Cultivator • Burch 4
Row Cultivator • Dunham Lear 22 Quick Attach Loader
• Ford 777F Quick Attach Loader • Tractor PTO Seeder
• 3 PI. Carry Ail • 4 Wheal Farm Wagon w Hoist • 1 Row
Cultivator • Lift Pole • Bale Spear • Sidewinder 6' - 3 Pt
Rotary Cutler • New Holland 256 Rake • New Holland 277
Twine Square Baler • New Hollar•d 855 Round Baler •
New Holland 478 Haybine • Sidewinder FW-215 Hyd.
Fold Rotary Cutter w Solid Tires • 7 Box Blade w
Scarhers •6' - 3 Pt. DISC • Dearborn Manure Spreader •
May.at` 8" Transport Grain Auger • E-Z Flo Spreader •
8' Doubie CultIpacker • 2 Wheel Trailer • Section Harrow
• Cub Cadet 149 Hydrostatic 14 Horse Lawn Tractor,
Hyd. Lift MOWN Deck • Sears 16 Horse Electric Stock
Lawn Tractor wPower Grass Catcher • Garden Tiller
• Round Bale Feeders • 20 Ft. Neck Over 2 Axle Stock
Trailer • Old Time Hand Turn Black Smith Forage
• Numerous Black Smith Tools • Old Time Flit Belt
Wood Pulley Driven Band Saw • Shop Grinder And
Wood Pulley. Numerous Wood Working Tools • Craftsman Table Saw • Blacksmith Anvil • Chain Hoist • Vise
• Drill Press • Shop Air Compressor • Numerous Horse
Drawn Tool.• Good Team Wagon • Mule Gear • Lanterns
• Western Saddle • Wagon Spring Seat • Two Dinner
Belle • Spinning Wheel • Woven Fence Wire • Barb Wire
• Several Square Bales 01 Hay • Several Nanny Goats w
Kids • And On And On
Cedar Gun Cabinet • 410 Shot Gun • Marlin 30-30 Lever
Action Gold Trigger Rifle • Winchester 22 Automatic
Rifle • Browning Beiguim 12 Gauge Automatic Gold
Trigger Shot Gun • Remington Model 1100 Automatic 20
Gauge Shot Gun • Remington 12 Gauge Automatic Shot
Gun • Harrington RG-23 Swing Out 22 Caliber Pistol •
Pocket Knife Collection
Prowler By Fleetwood, 2 Axle, Seli-Contained Bumper
Hitch Camper "Very Nice"

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(502i 623-8466 or (S021 623-6388
"The Selling Machine"

Sx`e
tv2,44

R/I
ivi
urray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

AR/a&

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455

Phone
753-2571

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job Too Small
Remodeling, Decks. Garages & Additions

436-5272

Poison Control

753-7588

489-2739

Murray Made Windows - Siding Fencing
Downspouts 8 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding Solar Screens
Call Us Today!

171 JPAR1 ATKINS A

4SSOCIATES

121 By-Pass

Gentry Painting Co.

753-8407

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wrn Gentry
Rt. 4 Boy 177A, Murray. Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

Your Business Ad Could
Be In This Space For
Only 55.00 Per Week.

753-1916

call:
NlIonda-Fridal 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• To place your ad
•

•s•
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Evansville movie outlet
loses in Supreme Court

OBITUARIES
'

Mrs. Rosie E. Williams
Mrs. Rosie E. Williams, 98, of
Benton, widow of Finis Williams,
died Sunday at 12:21 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
Born March 13, 1892, she was
the daughter of the late Jim Nimmo
and Martha NimMo.
Survivors are five daughters,
Mrs. Ellen Mae Whitehead, Hammond, Ind., Mrs. Eva Rivard, Fort
McCoy, Fla., Ms. Edith Downing,
Benton, Mrs. Ephema Dexter,

Rudy Jackson

McMinnville, Tenn., and Mrs.
RosaIce Kelso, Lynn Grove; two
sons, Elvy Williams, Benton, and
Eldon Williams, Fort McCoy, Fla.;
16 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren; several great-greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Filbe4 and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. C.J. Dexter will officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Marjorie H. Wagoner
Mrs. Marjorie H. Wagoner, 65,
Rt. 5, Murray, died Saturday at
8:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was employed as a supervisor in the Molding Department at
i.sh.er-Price Toys. Born Sept. 26,
1924, in Evansville, Ind., she was a
member of St. Leo's Catholic
Church. One sister preceded her in
death
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Mary W. Jones, Pass Christian,
Miss.; two sons, Steven F. Wagoner, Vidor, Texas, and Richard G.
Wagoner, Indianapolis, Ind.; three

grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
Also surviving are five sisters,
Mrs. Rosemary Weber, Evansville,
Mrs. Carol Chester, Louisville,
Mrs. Marty Waigand and Mrs.
Nancy Dennison, St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Charlene Prudea, Owensboro; three brothers, Larry Hayden,
Terry Hayden and Kenneth Hayden, all of Evansville.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m.
at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr.
Pete Sharkey officiated.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens wih arrangements by
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.

Mrs. Lucy Rickman
Mrs. Lucy Rickman, 96, of 209
Souih 15th St., Murray, died Satur_:., at 8:50 p.m. at Murrayloway County Hospital. She had
5cer, a patient at West View Nurs'r 2 Home.
'She was preceded in death by
:er husband, Edd Rickman, in
March 1979, one daughter, Mrs.
]-ene Pickard in 1%9, and one son,
.‘odrow Rickman, in May 1982.
,:ie was a member of Locust Grove
:aptist Church.
'Born Sept. 27, 1893, in Weakley
:runty. Tenn., she was the daught- ,of the late Andy Johnson and
Mary Ann Davidson Johnson.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Myrtle Cooper, Mrs. Jimmy
:La Mae) Huie and Mrs. Roy (Dorw.hyl Norsworthy, one sister-in-

law, Mrs. Katherine Rickman, and
two sons, Macon Rickman and
wife, Nlaydelle, and Jimmy Rickman and wife, Elna, all of Murray;
12 grandchildren; 22 greatgrandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren; two nieces.
The funeral will be today at 3:30
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Jeff
Fuller will officiate and Mrs. Ginger Fuller will have the music.
Pallbearers will be Eugene Rickman, James Edwin Rickman, Bobby Barron, Murray Funderberg, Jim
Pierceal and Darren Chapman. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Drug Awareness
Programs.

The funeral for Rudy Jackson is
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
John Hicks and Mike Underwood
are officiating.
Burial will follow in Pace
Cemetery.
Mr. Jackson, 77, Hardin, died
Saturday at 7:05 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Mrs. Kate Ford
Mrs. Kate Ford, 90, Rt. 9, Benton, died Sunday at 2:45 p.m. at
Marshall County Hospital. She was
the widow of J.D. Ford.
She was a member of Oak Valley Church of Christ. Born Jan. 24,
1900, she was the daughter of the
late Lee Coursey and Martha Ann
English Coursey.
Mrs. Ford is survived by one
daughter, Ms. Mabel Ann Ford,
and one son, James Lee Ford, both

Burial will follow in Hartsfield
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Martha Huckleberry Collins, 54, owner and operator of a
Home for the Elderly at Sharpe,
died Saturday at 11 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Reidland
Baptist Church. Born Feb. 22,
1936, in Red Bay, Ala., she was
the daughter of the late Jasper
James Humphres and Annie Pearl
Holcomb Humphres.
Mrs. Collins is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Willie and
husband, Mike, Rt. 3, Murray;
three sons, Michael Humphres and
wife, Candy, Alhambra, Ill., Rodney K. Humphres and wife, Debra,
St. Louis, Mo., and Timothy D.

Humphres, Sharpe; two sisters,
Mrs. Marceline Painter, Southerlin,
Ore., and Mrs. Mary Ann Plut, Port
Townsend, Wash.; one brother,
James J. Humphres, Antigo, Wis.;
nine grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Anna,
Ill. The Rev. Rodney Travis and
Dr. Charles Owen will officiate.
Burial will follow in Cobden
Cemetery in Union County, Ill.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Monday) at Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton, until
the body will be taken to the
church at 10 a.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Winnie K. Swain
Services for Mrs. Winnie K.
Swain were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn. Burial was in Sulphur
Well Cemetery.
Mrs. Swain, 86, Paris, Tcnn.,
widow of Homer T. Swain, died
Friday night at her home.
A graduate of Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn., she
was a member of Sulphur Well
Church of 'Christ and a charter

member of Country Lane Garden
Club.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Rosemary Neese and Mrs.
Becky Tucker, Buchanan, Tenn.;
one son, Robert F. Swain, Paris;
two sisters, Mrs. June Williams,
Buchanan, and Mrs. Dorothy Peebles, Murray; one brother, J.E.
Kendall, Chicago; 11 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; four
great-great-grandchildren.

James Gilbert Grogan

Jerry Earl Byerly, 44, Murray, Mrs. Bernice Crawford and husdied Saturday at 2:47 a.m. at band, Donald, Rt. 7, Murray; one
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. niece, Mrs. Sherry Gish, Dallas,
His death was from injuries sus- Texas; one nephew, Kevin Craw:ained in a car accident that ford, and one great-nephew, Adam
occurred as he was returning home Crawford, Murray.
from his work at Nashville, Tenn.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
He was a central officer installer
the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home
ff)r a Communications Co.
of
Murray.
The Rev. Leon Penick
Born May 6, 1945, in Murray, he
Rev. Heyward Roberts is
and
the
was the 'son of the late Earl Byerly.
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
dnd Pearl Boyd Byerly.
organist and soloist.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Pallbearers are Jackie Byerly,
Celeste Eubanks Byerly; two
daughters, Miss Alicia Byerly, Joe Edd Boyd, Steve McNeely,
Cliff Coleman, Billy Coleman,
Schaumburg, Ill., and Miss Lori
Tommy Boyd, David Boyd and
Byerly, Decatur, Ala.; his stepmother, Mrs. Lucille Byerly, West Chris McNeely. Burial will follow
View Nursing Home; one sister, in Muray Memorial Gardens.

LYONS
HILUARD
Our best

of Benton; one sister, Mrs. Sweetie
Rayburn, Murray.
Funeral rites will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home. Lake
Riley and David Hendrickson will
officiate.

Mrs. Martha Huckleberry Collins

Jerry Earl Byerly

•

He was a member of Hardin
Church of Christ.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Doris Marine, California; two sisters, Mrs. Grace Gilbert, Murray,
and Mrs. Daisy Lee, Hardin; two
brothers, Toy Jackson, Greenville,
Miss., and Paul Jackson, Welch
Creek; four grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren.

Court Square
414 Main St Murray

753-3366

Final rites for James Gilbert
Grogan were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Tom Cary
officiated. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Grogan, 86, Fox Meadows,
died Friday at 4 p.m. at his home.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Christine Page Grogan; one son,
James Sherrill Grogan, Newark,
N.J.; three grandchildren, Christine
Isabel Grogan, David Grogan and

S&Ls lose
WASHINGTON - The nation's
savings and loans lost $19.2 billion
in 1989, the worst performance
ever and the third consecutive
record, the government said today.
With a $6.5 billion loss in the
final three months of the year, red
ink for all of 1989 easily topped
the previous record of $13.4 billion
in 1988. That had topped what was
then a record of $7.8 billion in
1987.
But James Freund, acting chief
economist of the Office of Thrift
Supervision, offered a glimmer of
hope for this year, pointing out that
the bulk of the tosses occurred at
institutions either taken over by the
government or .targeted for
takeover.
"I would presume by this time
next year ... the industry would be
smaller and the losses would be
smaller," he said.
In the fourth quarter, for
instance, the 485 institutions either
under government control or
targeted for government control
compiled all of the industry's losses while the rest of the industry,
2,393 S&Ls, actually posted a
slight profit of $28 million.
The government's numbers also
revealed the cost of the government's slow start in shutting down
failed institutions. Losses on operations for the 485 totaled $2.6 billion in the October-December period - an average loss of $29 million a day.
Once these institutions are shut
down or sold, the industry would
no longer have to absorb that continuing expense. Since August, the
government has disposed of 52
S&Ls and announced plans recently to close or sell another 140 by
the end of June.

Services for Mrs. Floy Caldwell
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. C.C. Brasher, Dr.
Lynn Mayall and the Rev. Randy
Lee officiated. Music was by
Juanita Lee, Bobbie Burkeen and
Olivene Erwin.

the business agreed to let four sexually explicit movies be considered
harmful for children under 18, but
noted it was never alleged that any
youngster actually saw or bought
those movies there.
A state judge found the Studio
Art Theatre guilty of the RICO violations, and a state appeals court
upheld the conviction in 1988 without addressing the constitutional
challenge raised.
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lattuant
Open at 5pm
Wednesday thru Sunday
For the finest

Charbroiled
Steaks
Prime Rib
Our infamous

and so much more...
all in an atmosphere
•
that Ls pure
•
•
Kentucky.
1)on't
miss

•f

.• Carol's
Gift Shop
featuring Sterling silverjewelry,
fashion wakhes and Kentut-ky's
largest year-round display of
Swims and carolers. And, if
you happen to see something
hanging on the wall that
. catches your eye, ask... .
• it's probably/or sale. .•

West Kentucky's
only 3-Star
Restaurant
(ha Hay 68 In Aurora, Kentucky

We are ch6ed Mondays and Tuesdays 'tit
June 13th when we will be open 7 days a
week (at 5pm) through itugust 12th.

For reservations:

14744773

.

•
•

On Saturdays, it is only

nermary to rrialce
reservations fir
10 or more

.
•

•
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
FINAL WEEK

Mrs. Floy Caldwell

investment is you.

Pallbearers were Dwaine Holt,
Wilford Holt, James Gamer, Steve
McCuiston, Scott Caldwell and
Gene Caldwell, all grandsons. Burial was in Palestine Cemetery.
Mrs. Caldwell, 86, Murray, died
Thursday at St. Joseph Nursing
Care, Port Charlotte, Fla.

Everything In Store
Below Wholesale

FRAMERS GALLERY
Dixieland Center - Murray

Mrs. Zela Beaman

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+21.40
Goodyear
Previous Close
2704.28
I.B.M
Air Products
50% +1%
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
33% B 33%A
Kmart
41% +%
Kroger
AT&T
McDonalds
Bank of Murray ..1221
/
4 B 150A
JCPenney
Rell South
54% +%
Briggs & Stratton
30% +V.
Quaker Oats
17% +%
Sears
Chrysler
341
/
4 -%
Snap-On Tools
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
31% +1
/
4
Texaco
Time-Warner
Dollar Gen. Store....9% B 9'/.A
/
4
UST
Exxon
46% +1
48% +%
Wal-Mart
Ford
473/. +1
Woolworth
General Motors*
40% +%
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich

Yasmin Grogan; two greatgrandchildren, Alexandria Taylor
and Victoria Taylor; three sisters,
Mrs. Ellen Prince, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Lula White, Rt. 2, Hazel, and
Mrs. Edna Parker, Murray; two
brothers, Dewey Grogan and
Guthrie Grogan, RL 4, Murray.
She was preceded in death by
four sisters, Ruth Henry, Lola
James. Eunice Morton and Vye
Cooper; and two brothers, Ophus
and Stanley Grogan.

WASHINGTON (AP) - An
Evansville, Ind., business convicted
and fined $5,000 for showing and
selling movies "harmful to
minors" lost a Supreme Court
appeal today.
The court, without comment,
refused to hear arguments that the
conviction and fine infringe the
free-speech rights of the Studio Art
Theatre's owners and violate the
required separation of government
and religion.
The business was indicted in
1986 on charges of violating the
Indiana Criminal Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) by selting and
displaying movies in violation of
state law.
The underlying state law bars a
business from selling or displaying
materials that are deemed harmful
to minors within 500 feet of the
nearest property line of any church
or school.
The Studio Art Theatre is
located within 500 feet of a church.
At a non-jury trial, lawyers for

37%
105%
55
341
/
4
13
31%
69%
47%
38%
32%
59%
94%
26%
46%
63%

+1
/
4
+%
+1/3
+1
/
4
/
4
+1
+%
+/
+Va
+Y.
+Y.
+1
/
4
+1%
+1/.
+%
+%
7.57

The funeral for Mrs. Zela Beaman is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Jack Geurin is
officiating. Music is by Olivene
Erwin and Blondavene Cook.
Pallbearers are Terry Beane,

Fiscal Court
sets meeting

Darrell Beane, David Beane, Timmy Beane, Greg King and Steve
King. Burial will follow in West
Fork Cemetery.
Mrs. Beaman, 83, died Thursday
at 9:30 p.m. a! St. Joseph Hospital
West, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Before the Need Arises. .

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

There will be a special called
meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court on Thursday. March
29, at 1 p.m. in the offices of
Judge-Executive George Weaks.
The meeting will be held to OK
a resolution on a CSBG grant.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp, Jr.

Mar

Here's Hope
Jesus cares for you.

REVIVAL
Kirksey Baptist Church
March 26-30
7- p.m. Nightly
Bro. Wayne Carter
Evangelist

Van !Russel
Pastor

Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and Jerry Lassiter

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.

Q

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

Gm

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Ask Us About

Forethought® Funeral Planning

Keep The Grid t GM FeelIng With Genuine GM Part.

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

,
1,•*
4,4,4,4,4,4-*****4.04-0
Pontiac
Bonneville
87

Blalock-Coleman

White, 6 cyl , loaded 55,xxx
miles

Funeral Home, Inc.

$9180000

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

•114.4•41•4•441411141e••41

713 South Fourth St.

Everyone Welcome

•
-•••••••

•

753-6800

•

